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Adopting a New Lifestyle: Formation of a Local Organic Food
Community in Hong Kong
by Cheng, Siu Kei
Division of Humanities
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Abstract
This thesis investigates a community of local organic food producers, distributors and
consumers in the process of urbanization of Hong Kong. It focuses on these people’s common
concerns to the consequences of urbanization in the society against the overdevelopment, the
unequal marketing system of local agricultural products as well as the failure of government
policy on the environment. Some work as new organic farmers and some stay in the urban
areas as responsible consumers based on their life experiences, family concerns and agencies.
They interact and enlarge their group through shifting the boundary of the community by
accepting traditional farmers who convert to organic farming. The local organic food, as a
commodity, provides space for this group to interpret their ideals and discontent to the
mainstream society; they are against Hong Kong as a core of global capitalism,
overdevelopment and inequality.
However, the local organic food cannot compete with the low-price imported items in
free market economy. The farmers and consumers join together to resist the imports of sourceunknown organic food from mainland China, to find foreign elements to improve their
group’s competence and to appropriate the government’s social programmes for resources.
Interestingly, they compete among themselves for economic and social benefits by
manipulating the definitions of authentic organic food and their behaviours in different social
incidents.
My argument ends in the start of a social movement which constitutes a new kind of
lifestyle; the participants adopt the concepts of “organic” into the daily life of producing and
processing food, consuming with awareness of environmentalism, supporting marginalized
groups and encouraging face-to-face human relationships. A new lifestyle is created by the
introduction of local organic food in Hong Kong. The lifestyle is considered local,
environmentally-friendly, responsible to producers, fair to humanity and ethical; it responses
simultaneously to the changing China-Hong Kong relationship and the impacts of global
capitalism.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Changing Agricultural Communities in the New Territories
Alex, the former chairman of Hong Kong Organic Farmer Association
(HOFA), and I were sitting next to Starbucks in the Star Ferry Pier, a landmark
bridging Hong Kong Island and Kowloon across the famous Victoria Harbour. Alex
had already bought some cauliflowers from a converting organic farmer, Sung; Sung
harvested his vegetables this morning on his farm in Yuen Long and brought them out
to the weekly farmers’ market held here by HOFA; Alex rejected the offer of a plastic
bag and put the cauliflowers into his recycled bag. Then, he bought a cup of Starbucks
coffee and sat next to me.
Alex commented the existence of local organic food in Hong Kong that
it is a rediscovery of the harmony between humans and nature. People
living in cities cannot imagine what is involved in production; big
companies split production and consumption on purpose to control the
politics. Hong Kong is a miraculous place. Though there is a decline in
agriculture after the pollution regulations (pig raising is discouraged) and
avian flu (backyard poultry raising is banned), organic agriculture is still
growing and is expanding to social sectors; social associations make use
of organic food to rebuild the relationship between humans and agriculture;
people learn again about the values among human beings, agriculture and
society. Agriculture extends to a diversity of areas like rehabilitation,
education and psychological therapy. The production and consumption of
local organic food is a bottom-up movement under modern market
economy; agriculture survives as a new kind of lifestyle.
Alex’s comment is difficult to be understood without looking into the history
of Hong Kong from an agricultural society to world-class city in a global division of
labour; the local organic agriculture is promising to Alex for its extension of influence
to the alternative choices relative to a mainstream society; the people supporting
alternatives are marginalized but they actively respond to the concentration of local
resources of Hong Kong to place itself to be a financial centre in Asia and the world.
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This thesis investigates the formation of a new community of local organic
food producers and consumers in Hong Kong as a world city in global capitalism. It
focuses on the resistance of this community to the mainstream society which positions
itself as a free trade city at the expense of local economy, natural environment and
face-to-face human relationship. These people express their discontent by growing
and eating local organic food. They cooperate to form a community to adopt a new
lifestyle. However, they find that they cannot escape from the impacts of free
economy of maximization of self-interest. The official institutions also categorize a
new group of “local organic farmers” for the mainstream market system. The
community members extend their influence through shifting the boundary of the
community.

Table 1.1: The portion of organic farming to the agriculture in Hong Kong in
2007
Year 2007
Organic farming
Agriculture
35
320
Agricultural area (hectares)
235
2700
Number of farms
300
6000
Number of farmers and
workers
3
52
Average production per day
(tons)
Source: Hong Kong SAR Government the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation
Department, available online from
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/tc_chi/agriculture/agr_hk/agr_hk.html; Internet; accessed on
2nd May 2008.
This new local organic food community resists the imports of unknown
Chinese organic food, to find foreign elements to improve their group’s competence
and to follow the government’s social programmes for more resources. They compete
with each other for economic and social interests by defining what authentic organic
food is and by developing personal network. Between the cooperation and
competition, the community forms a space to interpret and select their own organic
food; they share the situational interests in the global and local discourse.
This thesis is significant in showing a formation of a community by creating a
new category of food. I argue that the study of the commoditization of local food in
globalization provides an angle for anthropologists to understand how the local people

2

in a core of the world system mobilize their capitals to remain distinctive in the
discourse of global integration.
Since the colonization of British government in the mid-nineteenth century,
the urban population on Hong Kong Island relied on the imported food item from
China to satisfy their increasing demand. People in the New Territories had a close
network with “mainland” China through market activities before its lease to the
colonial government of Britain in 1898. 1 The New Territories, under a change of
administration, gradually redirected its agricultural pattern with Hong Kong’s
situation in the region. James Hayes suggested sugar cane as another major
agricultural economy besides paddy cultivation. 2 John Anthony Brim remarked that
paddy cultivation maintained its dominance in local agricultural communities but the
large influx of Chinese immigrants after 1919 stimulated commercial vegetable
cultivation. 3 Since the Second World War, the government redirected the agricultural
activities to encourage vegetable gardening and animal raising.
Maurice Freedman argued that traditional agriculture based on paddy cultivation
required village-based populations like lineages to work on large-scale irrigation and
land use. 4 Land in the New Territories was owned by the Crown of British Empire
after 1898; but it was also registered as the right of “ownership” by the “indigenous”
landowners. Farmers rented land from land owners or lineages in the New Territories;
pieces of government land were rented for farming purposes too. Chun stated that the
taxation, compensation and marketing of rural land became a long negotiation process
between the rural landlords and the government. 5 The meaning of land changed with
the fluctuation of prices and usage; land became a capital of local societies to compete
with the later comers of settlers and the government for resources.

1

See David Faure, The Structure of Chinese Rural Society: Lineage and Village in the Eastern New
Territories (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1986), 24.
2
See James Hayes, The Hong Kong Region, 1850-1911: Institutions and Leadership in Town and
Countryside (Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1977), 33.
3
John Anthony Brim, Local Systems and Modernizing Change in the New Territories of Hong Kong
(Stanford, Ph.D Dissertation, Department of Anthropology, Stanford University, 1970), 98.
4
Maurice Freedman, Lineage Organization in Southeastern China (London: Athlone Press, 1965), 1-18.
5
Allen Chun, “LA TERRA TREMA: The Crisis of Kinship and Community in the New Territories of
Hong Kong before and after “the Great Transformation,”” Dialectical Anthropology 16 (1991): 309329.
3

Parallel to the land politics, agricultural tenants changed from small lineage
members to immigrants from China in the twentieth century. Their sensitivity to
market economy promoted the increasing production pattern of vegetables, pig and
poultry husbandry and fish pond cultivation. Commercial agriculture replaced selfsubsistence of agricultural production in rural society; rice as a staple food was
imported; the traditional local agricultural societies maintained their social
organization by religions, 6 linguistics, 7 ethnic relations 8 or even transnational lineage
network.

9

For agricultural activities, cellular production replaced lineage

organization. 10 The farmers mainly settled in the area from the political instability of
China and enjoyed benefits by using chemicals to improve the productivity of their
farms between the 1950s and the 1970s.
Lineage members also responded to the changing agricultural society. Jack M.
Potter, in his study of Pingshan lineage, reported that the prosperity of a rural society
was influenced by capitalist development in Hong Kong. 11 He found that the
development of chemical farming and marketing of vegetable gardening was
supported by the infrastructure, transport system and international trading outside the
rural villages and markets. He argued that capitalism was not leading to a decline of
rural life, but could be good for the farmers’ economic well-being. Due to the
industrialization of Hong Kong, a rural village interacted with the outside world
through the differentiation of villagers’ occupations, farmers’ decisions in their
agricultural production and marketing as well as the village’s connection with the
government in the form of newly created organizations like Vegetable Marketing
Organization.

6

See Liu Tik-sang, Becoming Marginal: A Fluid Community and Shamanism in the Pearl River Delta
of South China (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Bell & Howell Information and Learning, 1995) and Chan Winghoi, ”The Dangs of Kam Tin and Their Jiu Festival” Journal of Contemporary Ethnography 28 (1999):
235-265.
7
See Myron L. Cohen, “The Hakka or ‘Guest People:’ Dialect as a Sociocultural Variable in Southeast
China,” in Guest People: Hakka Identity in China and Abroad, ed., Nicole Constable (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1996), 36-79.
8
See C. Fred Blake, Ethnic Groups and Social Change in a Chinese Market Town (Honolulu:
University Press of Hawaii, 1981).
9
James L. Watson, “Presidential Address: Virtual Kinship, Real Estate, and Diaspora Formation- The
Man Lineage Revisited,” The Journal of Asian Studies 63(2004), 893-910.
10
Liu Tik-sang, Becoming Marginal.
11
Jack M. Potter, Capitalism and the Chinese Peasant: Social and Economic Change in a Hong Kong
Village (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968), 57-94 and 174.
4

Marjorie Topley studied the Punti paddy farmers and Hakka vegetable
growers in the early 1960s. 12 In her work, Punti meant the local people who had lived
for hundreds of years living in the New Territories while Hakka were the people who
came later. Punti farmers had either inherited land or were tenants of their ancestral
property; Hakka immigrants needed capital to set up new farms by land tenancy. Punti
farmers had networks in local areas and their own lineages while Hakka farmers
developed their own after immigration; co-operatives and non-governmental
organizations were sources for Hakka farmers to obtain farming resources and credit.
Gőran Aijmer, based on the study of an agricultural village in Sha Tin in the
late 1960s, concluded that vegetable gardening was a kind of urban business; 13
farmers as economic men needed to make economic decisions for largest profits; the
decisions were influenced by cultural factors like trust in different kinds of
middlemen, choices of vegetable varieties due to natural growing conditions and
availability of labour as well as network in sharing farming resources and arranging
credit. Also, the farmers faced the changes of the outside world which affected their
operation costs, like land rents and vegetable prices in urban markets. The
exploitation of the rural landscape was a process of rural-urban interaction. 14
Tenants and immigrants made more changes of land use than lineage members
who kept land as their common property. Liu Tik-sang studied an immigrant village in
the marginalized territory beyond a large lineage. 15 Since the 1950s, the villagers had
actively responded to the changing market demands and the development in the
neighbouring areas; they utilized the land, water resources and personal skills to start
different kinds of productions like paddy cultivation, vegetable gardening, fish pond
cultivation and husbandry. The villagers manipulated the production by artificial
selection of the highest valued varieties in the market and avoidance of any incidents
like infectious disease of animals by cellular living patterns. Liu reported that chicken
12

Marjorie Topley, “Capital, Saving and Credit among Indigenous Rice Farmers and Immigrant
Vegetable Farmers in Hong Kong’s New Territories,” in Capital, Saving and Credit in Peasant
Societies, eds., Raymond Firth and B.S.Yamey (London: George Allen and Unwin LTD, 1964), 157186.
13
Gőran Aijmer, Economic Man in Sha Tin: Vegetable Gardeners in a Hong Kong Valley (London and
Malmő: Curzon Press Ltd, 1980), 123.
14
Gőran.Aijmer, "An Enquiry into Chinese Settlement Patterns: The Rural Squatters of Hong Kong,"
Man 10:4(1975): 568-569.
15
Liu Tik-sang , Becoming Marginal, 199-201.
5

farmers in this loosely organized village in Hong Kong began to co-operate at the
outbreak of avian flu in the mid-1990s after a long history of market competition. 16
Consumers’ expectation of freshness, taste and later food safety encouraged the
farmers’ cooperation and led them to form a loose community. The farmers’ response
to the market’s expectation on the taste and health of chickens transformed them into
science-savvy citizens.
The above studies were fruitful in showing how the agricultural communities
interacted with the outside world by modifying land use, cultivating personal network
and adopting new cultural elements. The urban demand for agricultural products
benefited these agricultural communities. However, China’s Open Door Policy from
the 1980s increased the supply of Chinese agricultural products to Hong Kong. Local
farmers could not compete with the Chinese products in low prices. Their income
decreased. The public concern about food safety and pollution since the 1980s has
deterred farmers from raising pigs and poultry under the tightened regulations. They
have grown mainly vegetables and fruits since then. Farmers were viewed as polluters
by releasing agricultural chemicals in to the soil and rivers. Agriculture declined and
farming population dropped to only a few thousand in the 1990s. The lineages
changed their forms and moved to urban and transnational environments. 17 Their land
has transformed to economic property which was linked with the development of
society; housing property became a new way to earn extra income. 18

The Rise of Hong Kong Identity in the Global City
Since the 1950s, the colonial government started to foster social policies to
tackle the problems introduced by a population boom and economic developments;
housing, social welfare systems and labour laws were some examples. 19 In recent
decades, Hong Kong people have faced a dramatic change of living environment. The
population has been growing due to increased birth rate and immigration; the rural
areas in the New Territories have been turned into new towns and have been easily

16

Liu Tik-sang, “Custom, taste and science: Raising chickens in the Pearl River Delta Region, South
China,” Anthropology & Medicine 15 (2008): 7-18.
17
See James L. Watson, “Presidential Address.”
18
See Allen Chun, “LA TERRA TREMA.”
19
See Alan Smart, Making Room: Squatter Clearance in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Centre of Asian
Studies, University of Hong Kong, 1992), 30-65.
6

accessed by rail and highway. Hong Kong, no longer as a “temporary shelter” to the
refugees from China, now becomes the home of many.
Awareness of the Hong Kong identity rises at the same time. Hugh D. R.
Baker accounted for the emergence of Hong Kong people in a place of uncertainty to
achieve as quickly as possible in a city not stable in state. 20 Over the past three
decades, society encouraged people to fight for money, better material livelihood and
to make Hong Kong a modern city. James L. Watson studied how the consumers in
McDonalds constructed their “Hong Kong culture” in the modern Hong Kong. 21 The
social history of “eating out” of Hong Kong people to adopt and modify their pattern
in a globalized fast food restaurant marked a change in identity as local citizens.
Helen F. Siu argued that the handover of Hong Kong before and after 1997 continues
to fuel ideological battles between polities, reconstitute family and work relations, and
capture individual imaginations. Who the Hong Kong yan are will remain ambiguous,
as cultural identity is continuously remade by human agents who move across social,
cultural, and political boundaries set by historical events quite beyond anyone’s
prediction. 22
However, the society bears a high cost of such metropolis development; local
heritage has to be removed to make way for skyscrapers; local cultures are destroyed;
natural environment is polluted. Environmental policies, on the other hand, did not
become a major agenda item until 1980s. There are concerns that Hong Kong people
find that they earn money but lose the close relationships with families, neighbours
and their spiritual well-being. television programmes, news reports, books and
magazines begin to report more stories in the community about their ways to find
happiness, love and enjoyment apart from the money-oriented life goal. Especially
after the financial crisis in 1998, there is a rise in local tourism, local food, and
religious

satisfaction

through

a

changing

20

lifestyle.

Overdevelopment

and

Hugh D. R. Baker, “Life in the Cities: the Emergence of Hong Kong Man,” in Narrating Hong Kong
Culture and Society, eds., Pun Ngai and Yee Lai-man (Hong Kong : Oxford University Press, 2003),
165-178.
21
James L. Watson, “McDonald’s in Hong Kong: Consumerism, Dietary Change, and the Rise of a
Children’s Culture,” in Golden Arches East: McDonald’s in East Asia, ed., James L. Watson (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1997), 77-109.
22
Helen F. Siu, “Remade in Hong Kong: Weaving into the Chinese Cultural Tapestry,” in Unity and
Diversity: Local Cultures and Identities in China, eds., Liu Tao Tao and David Faure (Hong Kong:
Hong Kong University Press, 1996), 191.
7

overconsumption are attacked by religious groups, environmental groups and the
social welfare sector. Hong Kong as a modern and metropolis city is blamed for
joining the global economy at the expense of local communities.

Lifestyle, Environmentalism and Movements against Modernization
Anthropologists require more ethnographical work to understand how the local
communities respond and re-embed their social relationships. Kay Milton defines
environmentalism as “a concern to protect the environment through human effort and
responsibility, rather than simply a concern that the environment be protected.” 23 I.
Scoones challenges the traditional studies of ecological anthropology of the
dichotomizations of nature-culture perspective. 24 Science and local knowledge should
be examined together for a new understanding toward environmental change. Robert P.
Weller defines environment as “the broadest physical world in which humans live,”
and nature as “the social constructions of that environment.” 25 He argues for
…new ways of thinking about nature, both environmentalist and
exploitative, simultaneously responded to and resulted from the general
cultural and moral experiences of modernity, including the drive to ever
more efficient and rationalized production, increased bureaucracy, and the
transformation of many social relationships to market ones. 26
Anthropologists did not pay much attention to environmental movements in
Hong Kong. Taiwan is a society experiencing similar modernization and risks of
joining the world system. Weller and Hsiao Hsin-Huang reasoned the Taiwanese
women’s community for environmental protection for
this new awareness of the environment grows from the tensions and
changes of modernity itself…the move to the cities, the mechanization of
daily life, the commodification of human relationships, and a general
feeling of alienation from both nature and tradition contribute to the new
appreciation of nature in Taiwan. They link the local culture and social
organization in environmental movement to gender and class
differences… (local organizers of this Taiwanese women’s group) use any
local ties available to help organize; religious ties, kinship and personal
networks, and local political factions… 27
23

Kay Milton, Environmentalism and Cultural Theory: Exploring the Role of Anthropology in
Environmental Discourse (New York: Routledge, 1996).
24
I. Schoones, “New Ecology and the Social Sciences: What Prospects for a Fruitful Engagement?”
Annual Review of Anthropology 28 (1999): 479-507.
25
Robert P. Weller, Discovering Nature: Globalization and Environmental Culture in China and
Taiwan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 8.
26 Ibid.
27
Robert P. Weller and Hsiao Hsin-Huang Michael, “Culture, Gender and Community in Taiwan's
8

The example of the above Taiwanese environmental pressure group shows the
agency of people under risk of modernity to explore their possibilities along with the
consequences of a development of cities. A sociologist On Kwok Lai described the
environmental movements in Hong Kong generated in the 1980s.

28

Local

environmentalist groups worked against the Hong Kong and Chinese governments’
development of polluting facilities in and near Hong Kong. However, they were later
included in the green sponsorship of the Hong Kong government and pollutant
corporations after the 1990s. Funding for environmental education created new living
spaces for the institutionalized environmental groups, but limited their work to largescale protest movements. On studied the case of Greenpower and its rise in the 1990s
as a middle-class supported educational group; it included the use of commodities like
organic food for environmental campaigns. Organic farming and local organic food in
Hong Kong were included in the environmental agenda in the context of
environmentalism in Hong Kong.

Anthropological Studies of Organic Food
Food as a commodity from traditional society to modern forms of economies
draws the attentions of anthropologists. Mary Douglas argues that food is symbolic;
cultures make rules of some food polluted and as taboo. 29 Jack Goody places food
into the process of world development; 30 he gives an account of preserving by
canning and freezing, from open marking to closed shop and adulteration as features
of the growth of urban society, or rather of urban or rural society when it is divorced
from primary production. Johan Pottier focuses on the politics of food in the modern
world; 31 power of superiority of scientific knowledge on seeds and intellectual
property rights marginalizes producers in the food economy.
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E.N. Anderson examines the food systems in South China context with their field
data in Hong Kong since the 1960s. 32 The Chinese made their choices of food
according to nutrition, medicinal functions, growing environment, tastes, freshness
and eaters’ cosmology. James L Watson, on the other hand, in his study of a lineage in
the New Territories found the function of food as levelling classical differences. 33
Arjun Appadurai argues that the study of things and its social life as politics of
value
Focus[es] on the things that are exchanged, rather than simply on the
forms or functions of exchange, makes it possible to argue that what
creates the link between exchange and value is politics, constructed
broadly. This argument…justifies the conceit that commodities, like
persons, have social lives…the politics of value is in many contexts a
politics of knowledge…I propose that the commodity situation in the
social life of any “thing” be defined as the situation in which its
exchangeability (past, present, or future) for some other thing is its
socially relevant feature. Further, the commodity situation, defined this
way, can be disaggregated into: (1) the commodity phase of the social life
of any thing; (2) the commodity candidacy of any thing; and (3) the
commodity context in which any thing may be placed…Change in the
cultural construction of commodities is to be sought in the shifting
relationship of paths to diversions in the lives of commodities. The
diversion of commodities from their customary paths brings in the new.
But diversion is frequently a function of irregular desires and novel
demands… 34
As politics is the link between regimes of value and specific flows of
commodities, 35 ethnography is a good way to understand a thing in which specific
socio-economic context (commodity context) becomes a candidate of commodity
(commodity candidacy) and gives the power to convert a thing to a commodity
(commodity phase). The processes of commodification under different paths generate
various meanings to cultures. I argue that the study of Sidney W. Mintz on sugar cane
production in the Caribbean Sea and sugar consumption in the world is one of the best
examples of Appadurai’s theory, though Mintz has an earlier understanding of food as
32
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a thing in political economy. Mintz adds that the connection of people through a
commodity is an important scope to understand. Mintz argues
...at one and the same time, cane growing in the fields and white sugar in
my cup...linked through space and time- and not just by politics and
economics, but along a particular chain of connection maintained by their
production....But when unfamiliar substances are taken up by new users,
they enter into pre-existing social and psychological contexts and acquireor are given- contextual meanings by those who use them...Using the
products (or, in the case of sugar, not using them) is how the imagined
group is joined. By such urgings to “moral” performance, individuals learn
to consume with more discipline; morality, detached from society itself,
thus becomes a new consumable. 36
Mintz emphasizes the learning of people to consume a thing and their
construction of new meanings. Jeffrey Pratt suggests a new dimension of further
anthropological studies on the reconnection of producers and consumers for food
values in the global trend for authentic quality food. 37 The alternative food
movements like slow food movement and organic food movement reveal people’s
critique to the industrialized food system. Studies of the politics on how “these
experiments are articulated and connected” are useful to appreciate the value of
food. 38
Global capitalism and its hidden agenda of neo-liberalism face alternative
economies’ challenges over the world. Hugh Campbell and Ruth Liepins suggested
the recontextualization of the studies of organic food in specific regional systems to
avoid overgeneralization of global movements. 39 They used a case of organic
certification of the organic products to examine the process from constructing a new
category of organic food to the need for impersonal certification for the market in
New Zealand. Peter Luetchford studied the rural peasants in Costa Rica and how they
made use of fair trade of their organic coffee to promote moral economy. 40 The
peasants as producers linked their traditional religious spirits with nature and
36
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connected the alienated consumers in the more developed world through their making
of a commodity with moral values in fair trade.
Jakob A. Klein studied the organic consumption in Southwest China to show
how non-governmental organizations and profit-oriented enterprises play their roles in
the creation of “ethical” food consumers and promotion of environmentalism. 41 Chen
Yi-fang examined an agricultural community in Taiwan about how the local people
redeveloped their traditional tea production by organic practices after the destruction
of the community by an earthquake; 42 organic farming became an adaptive measure,
but varied according to the peoples’ understandings.
The above studies provide new perspectives by bringing the studies of
alternative movements in global capitalism from a flow of a commodity.
Anthropologists contribute to provide a holistic understanding to the meaning of a
commodity through the changes of lifestyle, cosmology and social relationships in
individual, communal and regional levels.

Research Questions and Chapter Summary
My key research question is why do we need local organic food in Hong Kong?
What are the participants’ interpretations of organic food? What is nature? What is
environment? To what extent do farmers and consumers join together under the
institutional influences on organic farming, marketing, and consumption? Can
Chinese organic food replace local organic food in Hong Kong economically, socially
and politically? Is there any ‘organic’ movement as shown in the propaganda of social
organizations, the government and institutions to reconnect nature and human culture?
Who adopt a new lifestyle to respond to the global capitalism in Hong Kong as a core
participant in world economy?
Since 1932, organic farming has been practiced in Europe and America as an
alternative practice relative to conventional farming with the use of chemicals. In
41
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1974, International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movement (IFOAM) was
formed as an international supporting organization to regional organic farming
institutions. Put simply, organic food is produced under conditions which concerns
human activities’ impact on natural environment; bio-diversity is one main goal; it
requires the management without the human input of chemicals onto the growing area
of plants and animals, the conservation of other living organisms in the environment;
producers supply enough and nutritious food for human beings and also balance their
eco-systems; the production can enhance the relationship between humans and nature
as well as among humans themselves to create a sense of harmony.
According to Hong Kong Organic Farmer Association (HOFA), 43 local
organic food in Hong Kong is chiefly defined to be primarily produced in Hong Kong;
the food production has to maintain a balanced and productive eco-system; biodiversity is encouraged; chemical fertilizers and pesticides are avoided; different
kinds of pollution and waste are minimized; the produce is claimed to be safe and
nutritious to human-beings.
Produce Green Foundation (PGF), a non-governmental organization
established by some members of Greenpower in the early 1990s, 44 claims to be the
first local organic farm which adopts the organic farming technologies from the
Western countries to Hong Kong. Since then, there have been a number of organic
farmers in Hong Kong; some of them come from other occupations; some convert
from traditional agriculture to organic farming. Agricultural institutions have
recognized the availability of organic food since 2000. The establishment of Hong
Kong Organic Resource Centre (ORC) which certifies organic produce, the
establishment of Organic Community Grower Group Office (CGG) of the traditional
farmers’ union and the inclusion of organic products in the official Vegetable
Marketing Organization show the availability of organic food in the society.
On the other hand, the Hong Kong farmers face a deteriorating local
agricultural environment. They needs fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, tools and labourers
43
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from China, but the members view the Chinese organic farmers having lower organic
standards. They continue to use traditional fertilizers like peanut cakes; traditional
farmers claim that they practiced “organic” farming many years ago before chemicals
were introduced. The farmers borrow different philosophies, skills, market strategies
and other information from abroad. Organic agricultures in United States, Europe,
Japan and Taiwan are the community’s references. For the organic farmers, their
produce under the name of “organic” is worth a higher value than the conventionally
produced food.
There are two major types of organic farmers. A number of urban dwellers
enter agriculture as newcomers. These people did not practice conventional farming
with chemicals before. Some of them were living in rural villages in childhood. They
claim to be upset at the contemporary political and social environment; they engage in
organic farming for high profit margins and contribute to environmental protection;
some of them have a sense of retreat from the urban city, though they are still living
and selling their produce in the urban area. They have a common perception that the
food safety crisis in China is related to its political systems; Hong Kong peoples’
confidence in local food encourages their participation in local organic agriculture.
They learn organic farming on training courses first and then by firsthand experience.
Most traditional farmers who convert to organic farming rely on agricultural
institutions and the newcomers to clarify what organic farming means and how the
farming process can become organic.
The relationship between producers and consumers in capitalism is
characterized by impersonal money exchange. Consumers in supermarkets choose
their food without any knowledge of the production process. As this marketing system
does not benefit local organic food economy, organic farmers connect production with
the distribution and consumption of organic food. A community of producers and
consumers is formed through the flow of local organic food. It encourages
consumption of local organic food through mutual negotiations of prices, varieties,
quantity and quality of the produce in a direct communication between farmers and
consumers. 45 Some consumers even participate in organic farming as holiday farmers
45
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or members of farmers’ organizations.
The consumers’ reasons for participation in the community of organic farming
in these activities are as diverse as religious beliefs, philosophical concern for nature,
the rising reputation of organic farmers in the society and political resistance to social
inequality. Some consumers also take advantage of the farmers by establishing closer
relationships with them to get more and better produce at the same price. The
consumers, on the other hand, also need to deal with the problem of insufficient
supply and limited varieties of local agricultural products; they also need to choose
among the foreign and Chinese imports; the process of choosing different products
and retail shops reflects their perceptions to “authentic” organic food, consumers’
ethics and national identities.
There is gradually a development of organic movement in this flow of organic
food; organic movement, meaning the changing lifestyle from capitalism to
environmentalism, sustainability, fair trade, human and animal rights and organic food
production, is led by the elites in organic agriculture in Hong Kong. Organic
movement is theoretically in opposition to capitalism. Many organic farms are
available for visits by consumers and education tours; consumers consider the
consumption of organic food as a way to live differently to that in a money-oriented
market economy as they become more concerned more about their health, the
marginalized people and nature. Organic farmers take the role of connecting these
issues and gain their social dignity.
Agricultural institutions also agree that organic farming is related to a new
movement of sustainability, fair trade and environmental protection; they reform their
organizations to support this movement and secure more governmental resources. The
government promotes a healthy-eating style, environmental protection and citizens’
care for the marginalized people. It sets up different kinds of funds for the public
organization and participation in the campaigns of the above ideas.

Qing: She Qu Wei Ben You Ji Nong Ye De Gan Ren Su Shi 從三斤半菜開始: 重拾久違的真味與真情:
社區為本有機農業的感人故事 (Xianggang: Jin Yi Bu Duo Mei Ti You Xian Gong Si, 香港: 進一步
多媒體有限公司, 2006), 8-13.
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Cooperation is needed for the community of local organic food to make its
position distinctive to the other social groups; the members facilitate the movement
through cooperation at individual and communal levels. The community is visible in
farmers’ organizations, consumption groups and situational alliances against the
global capitalist systems, including supermarkets, Chinese farmers and even the
invisible market force. However, the members in the community compete inside and
outside the community for economic resources, customers, supporters and the power
by manipulating the definition of authentic organic food.
This study is significant for us to know food is not only a matter of taste,
energy and nutrition; people also manipulate how it is produced, processed,
distributed and consumed. The flow of food in the society is a process of the food’s
social life; 46 the politics inside the commoditization of organic food provides
opportunity for a new community to be formed. The formation of a new community
of members across lineages, class, gender and ethnicity represents a resistance to
capitalism; it is resulted in context of the competition with food from China under
historical and political changes; the Hong Kong government’s inclusion of a new
category of food and promotion of a new lifestyle for citizens; the reactions of
different parties to the government’s actions for public resources; and last but not least,
Hong Kong peoples’ worldviews and agency in the global food flow. The process of
determining who and how the people can define “organic” is a matter of politics,
which is embedded in the flow of organic food in the society.
Chapter two provides the historical background for the rise of local organic
food community in Hong Kong. I explain the prosperity and decline of agricultural
communities with the growth of Hong Kong as an urbanized city. I examine how the
new concepts of environmentalism, health and organic food are generated from the
negative consequences of urbanization and political changes of Hong Kong and China.
I study the emergence of the first recognized organic farm in Hong Kong to show the
process of these new concepts which takes root in Hong Kong as a city in the global
system.
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Chapter three shows a bottom-up initiative of the new organic farmers who
come from different career backgrounds; they take the similar ideals to retreat to the
rural area for natural conservation, political passiveness, escape from capitalism and
rediscovery of agricultural knowledge. However, they discover their failure in making
profit and influencing the others. They join together to promote organic farming and
add different cultural values to make vegetables “organic.” This move connects them
with some consumers with similar ideals.
The new organic farmers give up their past careers to join organic agriculture.
They are unlike the traditional farmers in land ownership, living pattern, social
network or even skills. They need to learn and get accustomed to the rural life and
balance their living pattern in the urban area. Family is on one hand a hindrance for
them to give up the urban enjoyment but on the other hand provides support in labour
and financial stability. They outreach the consumers and the public; they make their
farming more satisfactory in social and economic sense. They are limited and willing
to be marginalized in free economy by developing networks with the consumers.
I continue in chapter four to describe how the agricultural institutions respond
to the new organic farmers’ efforts and turn “local” organic farmers and organic food
into official categories. Traditional farmers are encouraged to convert to organic
farming; most of them have secured their financial conditions; they join organic
farming for social respect and maintain rural lifestyles. Moreover, organic food
upgrades the values of their produce, which encourages them to stay and change their
business. The organic farmers join together with institutions to produce and sell their
organic food by selecting and incorporating foreign elements into local farming
conditions.
However, when the local organic food is absorbed into the mainstream
capitalist economy, certification is adopted by the majority for efficiency of
distinguishing organic farmers and their products. Chapter five focuses on the local
alternative markets of organic food are mainly based on moral economy. The farmers
and consumers protect the community by resisting Chinese organic food imports too,
though they need to consume such products. Competition is fierce in the local organic
food community as the farmers are limited by natural, political and social
17

environments to sell similar products. They are eager to make themselves distinctive
especially in special social settings like farmers’ markets when they can meet
consumers and the other farmers. Local organic farmers, in order to survive outside
the mainstream market, use their agencies as petty traders to attract their customers.
One of the major characteristics of this new community is the connection of
producers and consumers of local organic food through ‘ethical’ practices. Some
consumers agree with the ideals and voluntarily help the farmers in marketing. As
elaborated in chapter six, the organization of local organic food distribution in direct
exchanges is under the discourse of ethics. The members of this local organic food
community build up their capital to be “ethical” for “authentic” organic food. I
examine how this community carefully resists the scientific certification by their
religious and friendship network to make their organic produce “authentic.”
Chapter seven further suggests a social movement based on local organic food
in Hong Kong, but extends to the global scope. The agricultural associations move to
sustainability and organic life for public support and resources. Elites rise for
networking, ideal buildings and representing different groups in the community. I
study a case of a non-profit making business moving across China and Taiwan to
choose different products that the local organic food farmers fail to supply. They
promote fair trade. Simultaneously, ethical consumers organize themselves to support
the farmers while they need to compete with each other for the unstable and limited
supply of local organic food. I argue how a small-scale anti-capitalist movement is
formed in a specific context that the community opposes the government’s capitalistoriented overdevelopment. It is a movement to an alternative lifestyle upon money
transaction but also to improve human relationship, human-nature understanding and
the global future in the natives’ perspectives.

My Field Experience in a New Agricultural Community
My fieldwork has been going on since 2007; I conducted my fieldwork from
organic farms to urban city and new towns in Hong Kong with about forty farmers,
three consumption groups, one social enterprise, one organic farmer union, one
certifying agency, three agricultural institutions and three farmers’ markets; I travelled
from farm to farm and recorded the practices of organic farmers. I joined a consumer
18

group of about 30 homemakers in Tai Po (the CSA). They ordered organic vegetables
directly from local organic farmers once a week to show their support to local farmers.
Also, I participated in the HOFA and worked voluntarily in its weekly farmers’ market
in Central, to study how it supports local organic farmers and promote sustainability. I
conducted interviews and observed the activities in other relevant organizations, like
ORC which assessed and offered organic certification to organic farms in Hong Kong.
For instance, I participated in a study tour organized by ORC to Taiwan. I did the
follow-up fieldwork in investigating how the local organic food community borrows
foreign ideas to sell their organic products.
The population of the community is about three thousands, provided that there
are about one hundred and fifty organic farmers in Hong Kong and each of them has
averagely twenty regular customers in my observation. However, the community is
not unified and diversity exists; for the use of the term “community,” my field
experience shows me a situational boundary with the concepts of locality and
authenticity.
Before I started my fieldwork, I had no experience in organic production and
consumption; as a student living alone, I consumed convenient items like cup noodles,
frozen food and soft drinks. The weekly organic farmers’ market in Tai Po raised my
curiosity to what organic food was. I started talking with the farmers, who wore Tshirt, caps and jeans unlike the farmers in textbooks (the Hakka dress style was the
common image of farmers in local textbooks). To people living in the urban settings,
farmers seem to be alienated from our daily life. However, the local organic food once
again links these producers and consumers together, at least in certain “fields.”
After interviewing a few farmers with visits to their farms (in several times I
lost my way and had to call a taxi with the help of the farmers’ instruction by phone),
I discovered that some farmers directly dealt with some consumers who grouped
themselves to order organic vegetables. The consumers called themselves
“community-supported agriculture” (CSA) group to distinguish themselves from
consumers who try all best to search the cheapest vegetables with the best outlook in
retail shops and supermarkets. They promoted the idea of local and organic food with
the fair transaction with the farmers, especially those operated in small scale.
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I was allowed to come and observe one CSA group weekly; I was unused to
face the housewives in the age of forties and fifties so I just smiled and took the notes
in the first few weeks. The aunts were nice to me and introduced me with their
operations. I tried to participated in the CSA by ordering the vegetables, but found
that it became an obligation to me to go to take my order every week; I tried to be a
volunteer by moving the tables and taking photos for them, but found the other tasks
like weighing the vegetables and calculating the amount of order difficult; the biggest
trouble was that I knew little about the varieties, conditions of growth and the uses of
the vegetables! It was not until I followed the farmers and these consumers in farmers’
markets, CSAs and later being a holiday farmer that I could gain a little knowledge
about the food I had consumed since my childhood.
The farmers and consumers I went along with for more than a year concern
much about their health and food safety to their own and family members; they were
sensitive to their national identities, environmental awareness, family budgets, the
marginalized people as well as the changes of neighbourhood. They were not active in
social movements by demonstrations, joining political parties, working in nongovernmental organizations and pressure groups; however, they showed their
unhappiness to the political, economic and social systems in Hong Kong as well as
China to certain extents. In daily production and consumption, I observed, heard and
recorded down their choices and dialogues. In some situations, European, American,
Japanese and even Taiwanese options were more welcomed to Chinese ones. Based
on Hong Kong’s environmental, economic and social conditions, the local farmers
struggled in the global markets. The consumers, calculating their family budgets and
ranking their list of trusts and convenience, made their decisions in the markets.
During my fieldwork, I experienced a process of rising in reputation and
position in the community of organic agriculture. I tried my best to play a role as an
“insider” in the community by doing any kind of volunteer work like weeding for a
farmer, moving tables, seats and any kind of stuff to arrange the CSA and farmers’
markets, joining the activities of the certification agency, etc. The fieldwork made me
exist in the lives of my informants, at least in their “organic life.” Their kindness was
shown by answering my questions without rejection. However, it was until about half
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years later I was really accepted in my field. After I wrote minutes of the CSA, I
received a call from Lai, my key informant and the leader in the CSA. She told me
that the CSA members were impressed with my detailed record and frequent presence;
she decided to tell me anything I wanted to know, even those experiences of failure in
the history of the CSA.
The farmers also showed their trust to me when I could sit on the seats, sell the
vegetables and, more importantly, receive the payment while they left for having their
early dinner to prepare for the night work in the farms after the farmers’ market. They
also gave me more and more amount of vegetables but rejected my payment. A staff
member of HOFA even asked my advice for their development and invited me to the
executive board (though the invitation halted as the staff member left the office later).
It was a time when my hard work and frequent appearance receive rewards. The
informants observed my existence as they received many “participants” in the
community who quitted shortly soon. Time of participation and modesty of
personality were definitely their account on my research and personal ethics.
Also, I became an “informant” of my informants. I obtained my field data
from different perspectives of the community. Farmers were generally suspicious to
one another about their practices of organic farming; consumers question what they
had bought were really organic and how organic the food items were; elites made uses
of the development of organic agriculture in Hong Kong and the global market to
promote their own ideals and build up personal reputations.
The members in the community in reality had few opportunities to join
together face-to-face. Rumours, misunderstandings and suspicions were common.
They expected my news updated to them like the prices of vegetables, costs, matters
of certification, well-beings of the farmers’ markets and CSAs, forthcoming activities
of different institutions and so on. The community was loose and never united,
although all of my informants told me their wishes of unity. 47

47 Pseudonym is used in this thesis for some farms, institutions and all individuals.
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CHAPTER 2
THE EMERGENCE OF ORGANIC FARMERS IN A GLOBAL CITY

This chapter provides a historical context of how agriculture in Hong Kong
first benefit from and then declined with the urbanization and modernization of the
metropolis city; I give an account of the establishment of the agricultural institutions;
I describe their intervention in the new pattern of agricultural production from paddy
cultivation to vegetable gardening with pig and poultry husbandry. I use a case study
of a rural squatter area in Pat Heung, a plain in central New Territories, to illustrate
the daily life of the farmers after the Second World War.
The decline of agriculture is related to the changing political and economic
relationship between Hong Kong and China. I explain how the symbolic meanings of
agriculture change when environmentalism and concerns for health and food safety
rise in Hong Kong. A traditional and a new agricultural association join organic
agriculture. Organic farmers exist as followers of a reconnection of nature and human
beings.
Restructuring the Agricultural Economy in the 20th Century
The present Hong Kong Island became a colony of Britain after 1842. In 1860,
Kowloon Peninsula was colonized. Britain leased the New Territories in 1898. “Hong
Kong” formed a British colony until the turnover of sovereignty to China in 1997; the
inhabitants living in the New Territories before the British registration in 1899 were
given the rights to hold their claimed land granted by the Crown. Lineages generated
income by leasing the land out for agricultural activities.
Both tenants and landowners operated agricultural production as their primary
economic activity. The inland farmers organized fish pond cultivation for geomancy
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purposes and then commerce. 48 During the early twentieth century, imports of rice
from China satisfied the demand of urban population. Since the Second World War,
the government has controlled the imports of rice and Thailand has become the major
country to export rice to Hong Kong. 49 The local farmers were major suppliers of
paddy rice for rural population; pig and poultry were in a rising market demand.
Vegetables were grown for self-subsistence in rural areas. The import of vegetables
from China to urban Hong Kong was from Nam Tau and Po On districts as well as the
east bank of the Pearl River. 50 It fed the rising urban population of Chinese
immigrants.
Charles J. Grant credited the soil conditions in Kam Tin and Lam Tsuen in the
New Territories with the alluvial sediments and water supply for two-crop paddy
cultivation. 51 William John Blackie described how rice was the main crop of the New
Territories and occupied an area of 24,576 acres. 52 Generally speaking, vegetables
were grown mainly in winter during the seasonal break of paddy cultivation; tuber
and roots like sweet potatoes were also grown for animal feed and self-consumption.
The calculation of a field’s rent was based on its area of the field. The unit was
called dou or dou chong (斗種). 53 This was the unit measuring the land tax or rent by
the size of paddy. Exchange of produce in periodic markets provided the agricultural
population with nutritional food sources.
The preferable kinds of soil for vegetables and paddy rice were different; rice
needed soil in the texture of clay or clay loams; vegetables were best grown in loams
or sandy loams. However, the advantage of vegetable growing was that only a small
area was needed for intensive farming. Brim reported that vegetable marketing rose
48
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since the 1920s with large numbers of immigrants from China who cultivated in the
New Territories for the booming urban population. 54 Liu Tik-sang (2008) described
the historical change of agricultural production in Hong Kong to respond to the urban
demand that
[In the early 1960s…] due to the importation of cheaper rice from
Thailand, the locally grown rice rapidly lost its market… Meanwhile, the
growth of Hong Kong’s urban population created a huge demand for fresh
vegetables and locally produced poultry. 55
The government considered the supply of agricultural food items in Hong Kong,
especially when the colony experienced years of unstable political situations for years.
The Chinese civil war also alarmed the government that local food supply was
important. It encouraged agriculture to move from a subsistence level to a market
supply.
The executive body of the government’s agricultural policy is the agricultural
department. 56 After the Second World War, the department did experiments on hybrid
varieties of paddy rice; it also introduced artificial pesticides and fertilizers to enhance
the production efficiency of farmers. 57 It introduced new farming technology like
dropping irrigation systems, 58 plastic net houses and rainshelters as artificial
modification of micro-climate and ecology. 59 It also set up experimental farms for
new varieties, skills and technology.
These artificial fertilizers and pesticides were usually the by-products of oil
refinement. In Hong Kong, farmers usually term these products as “chemical
fertilizers and pesticides” or huafei nongyao(化肥農藥). An individual vegetable
farmer with these chemicals has full productivity on approximately ten dou of land.
Farmers generally use herbicides before sowing to prevent the massive growth of
54
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weed. Human manure or yexiang (夜香) was no longer used on a large scale as
flushing toilets replaced dry toilets in rural areas gradually after the 1980s. Two
common chemical fertilizers called “blue ball” or lanwan (藍丸) and “red ball” or
hongwan (紅丸) are popular; farmers mix them in peanut cakes and bone meal. They
buy particular pesticides by telling the shop keepers of seed stores the symptoms of
the vegetables to kill particular pests.
Agricultural land was changed to vegetable gardening as well as pig and poultry
raising with the influx of new labour force from China. Before the Second World War,
the vegetables grown in the urban periphery were marketed mainly in private markets
called laan (欄). 60 Middlemen provided transport service for farms in the urban
periphery to the laan. The government took the leading role of the reorganization of
the vegetable marketing after the Second World War. The Report on the Marketing of
Vegetables in 1946 remarked the advantages of vegetable growing with more
continual labour, a quick return for poor farmers, self-sufficiency of fresh and
nutritious vegetable and a sign of a progressive government to encourage a vegetable
market. 61 The government took control of vegetable marketing by setting up a
Government wholesale market, which was later named Vegetable Marketing
Organization (VMO). 62
Vegetable Marketing Organization (VMO) was set up in 1946. The Head of the
agricultural department is the Head of VMO. It is a by-law organization incorporated
in the Agricultural Products (Marketing Ordinance), Cap.277, of the Laws of Hong
Kong. 63 Local wholesale markets are outlawed. 64 All vegetables in the New
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Territories are by law wholesaled by VMO. VMO charges ten percent of the vegetable
price as commission in each transaction of vegetable in its wholesale market. 65
VMO redistributes the commission into services for the improvement of
agriculture and marketing, the collection, transportation, sale, grading, packing,
storage, adaptation for sale, processing, insurance and advertising of agricultural
products; the acquisition and sale of agricultural supplies to producers; the education,
health and welfare of persons employed in agriculture and their families; the granting
of loans to persons engaged in agriculture. 66
Noticeably, VMO also wholesales the vegetables imported from China and other
countries. Though there are still some illegal markets in Kowloon and the New
Territories known as morning assembly markets or tian guang xu (天光墟), VMO
takes the dominant official role of local vegetable wholesaling.
VMO set up vegetable stations in different vegetable growing regions in the
early 1950s, but most of them were later under the management of vegetable farmers’
cooperatives. 67 The vegetable farmers’ cooperatives formed the Federation of
Vegetable Marketing Cooperative Societies (FEDVMC). FEDVMC was registered in
1953. 68 There were twenty-six local farmer cooperatives in agricultural regions under
FEDVMC during my fieldwork.
The vegetable farmers’ cooperatives worked with VMO closely on the transportation
region; no one can wholesale the vegetables out of the wholesale market in Kowloon or the New
Territories; retailing is allowed. Vegetables by law includes fresh, dried and salted vegetables and the
part for eating plants arrow-head, arrowroot, bamboo shoots, pepper, Garland chrysanthemum, ginger,
corn, lotus, papaya, tomato, Chinese water chestnut and herbs.
65
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to deliver their goods to us for wholesaling where as we believed the farmers supplied the vegetables
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of vegetable to the wholesale market in Yau Ma Tei and later Cheung Sha Wan. The
cooperative charged one percent of the profit. After the deduction of commission of
VMO’s charge, the remaining 89% profit is distributed back to the farmers.
Each cooperative owns a vendor inside the wholesale market to wholesale
their vegetables; there is an executive committee of each cooperative; it employs a
merchandiser called mai shou (買手) to market the vegetables. The merchandisers
deal with any vegetable seller; according to some farmers, the merchandisers have
their preference on different farmers’ vegetables; they sell the vegetables of their
friends, partners or those farmers growing a better quality of vegetables first. The
merchandisers have the power to “throw the vegetables into the sea,” (dumping the
vegetables as rubbish) or dao hai (倒海) when they find no buyer of a farmer’s
vegetables.
Farmers do not go to the wholesale market, they have no power to negotiate
the prices of their vegetables; they know their revenue the day after the transaction;
they earn nothing if the merchandisers fail to sell their vegetables and “throw the
vegetables into the sea.”
VMO made circulated-by-air advertisement in 1949 to encourage farmers to
grow vegetables for the urban population: 69
1) Respectful farmer friends! The golden age of vegetable farming in 1939 is
back. The production of vegetables in the New Territories increased gradually in
the past three years, but the demand is still higher than the supply. 2 million
citizens depend on your supply of vegetables. The rise of price supports your
potential profit. VMO facilitate your production and planning to avoid “cheap
paddy hurts farmers.” Please do not give up the good opportunity and grow as
many vegetables as you can!
2) Farmer friends! Vegetables have good prices. Growing vegetables is more
preferable to growing rice.
The above circulated-by-air advertisement showed that local vegetables were
profitable to local farmers as the urban population depended on their production of
fresh food in post-war period. Another example was the remark of Hong Kong
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Farmer during the 1967 revolt; the government provided a police force to protect the
transport of vegetables from the vegetable stations to the wholesale market,
…during the riots in 1967, a strike of Chinese vegetable farmers took
place for four days. The citizens in Hong Kong were seriously affected.
Luckily, the vegetable farmers in the New Territories were considerate and
continued the supply of local fresh vegetables to solve the citizens’
shortage of vegetables. 70
Before the 1950s, farmers with insecure financial conditions were “forced to
seek aid from money-lenders who normally charged interest between 8% and 30% per
month.” 71 One of the functions of VMO and FEDVMC was to lend low-interest loans
to farmers in need. The collaboration of the government and private contributors
established funds to solve the financial problems of farmers. The funds included the
Kadoorie Agricultural Aid Loan Fund for individual farmers and the J.E. Joseph Trust
Fund for co-operative societies which in turn handled loans to their members. 72
Kadoorie Agricultural Aid Loan Fund is a by-law fund which complied with the
Kadoorie Agricultural Aid Loan Fund Ordinance, Cap. 1080. 73 Kadoorie Agricultural
Aid Association (K.A.A.A.) was established in 1951 with a capital of $500,000
contributed by the Hong Kong government and the Kadoorie family; the two parties
donated other sums of money respectively in 1957, 1960 and 1971. Horace Kadoorie
and Lawrence Kadoorie were the brothers setting up the Fund. K.A.A.A.; they aimed
at improving farmers’ dignity and happiness by self-sufficiency. 74
According to Blackie, 75 K.A.A.A. helped the rice farmers (the local inhabitants)
diversify economy besides paddy cultivation; to help the immigrant farmers; to help
the poor people start farming; to support rural communities through the improvement
of water supplies, roads, irrigation distribution, access, housing and other amenities;
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to give financial aid and gifts to the poor people crippled by disasters.
The Kadoorie family germinated the Kadoorie Experimental and Extension Farm
(Kadoorie Farm). Kadoorie Farm was built in Paak Nau Shek in Lam Tsuen area. The
farm was built on a hilly terrain. K.A.A.A. established the farm mainly for testing
different kinds of skills and micro-conditions on crop growing. For example, farmers
learnt to use chemical pesticide sprinklers from Kadoorie Farm. 76 The idea of farming
in the upper slope was to test the techniques and conditions necessary for different
crops in a hilly and high slope; pineapple was one of the experimental fruit trees in the
farm. The farm localized successful varieties by giving seedlings and piglets to
farmers for experiment. There were six agricultural extension officers of Kadoorie
Farm to reach the rural squatters for any kind of assistance in agricultural activities
and settlements until the 1980s when agriculture declined.
Kadoorie Farm described that “(since 1950s)…the return to pig raising… is
relatively speedy and profitable; soil productivity and technology are not determining
factors for the return of vegetable gardening.” 77 It encouraged farmers to raise pigs by
donation of piglets to the farmers in need. Pigs grew quickly within forty days were
for sale to meet demand for roasted pork. Poultry raising provided another source of
income for the farmers. Duck, goose and pigeons were the other major local poultry
besides chicken. Kadoorie Farm and the agricultural department conducted
experiments about hybrid chicken. A local bird, called the Wai Chow chicken, which
had a “magnificent taste,” 78 was improved to increase the marketability. Until the
1980s, local farmers mainly conducted intensive vegetable growing as well as pig and
poultry raising.

Rural Immigrants in Pat Heung after the Second World War
A new tide of refugees from China after the Civil War and the Communist
regime settled in Hong Kong from the 1940s to the 1970s. Some of them were
farmers. Some went to urban area to find jobs and living; the others went to rural
areas and practiced agricultural activities under the government’s encouragement.
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Personal network was a key for their “temporary” settlement in Hong Kong. They
utilized kinship and native place network to find a place of shelter.
Vegetable Garden in Pat Heung i a squatter area with a complex of agricultural
land and houses. It is just next to a military camp in Shek Kong on the opposite side
of a small river. Most of the villagers have settled there for 50 years since their
immigration from China; they claimed to be Chaozhou and Hakka people; they
followed their relatives to settle there. The area was called Vegetable Garden or later
“the opposite of vegetable station” by the residents after 1959, when a vegetable
station was established by the vegetable farmers’ cooperatives under FEDVMC to
collect the vegetable from farmers nearby. It was only after 1997 the district council
named it as a “village” for administrative purposes.
Some the land in Vegetable Garden is the common ancestral property of a
lineage. Some of the land is privately owned by the lineage members. It was grown
with paddy rice while the refugees came; the farmers usually had oral contracts with
landlords. The time span of a contract was arbitrary and usually not mentioned. They
rented or a few later bought the land. The other part of land was the “crown land;” the
refugees came and occupied it still.
Because the land was categorized as agricultural land, the District Office only
allowed temporary houses made of simple materials like wood or metal sheets; the
houses were for watchmen, husbandry and agricultural tool storage; house size and
height were limited. Every farmer made one of the houses into home. Typhoons could
destroy the houses easily. The farmers used firewood to cook, but diesel fuel was later
available too. They washed in the river and caught fish as supplementary food. They
dug wells for fresh water.
In Vegetable Garden, the residents found literate people to write letters to
apply for K.A.A.A. sponsorship of cement; the villagers converted farm paths into
concrete paths during the 1960s in the evenings after work. A farmer told me that his
family was given cattle for farming and pigs for raising; staff members of Kadoorie
Farm came to heal the sick animals. A pig farm of K.A.A.A. was located next to
Vegetable Garden; a woman and his brother were born in the pig farm as their parents
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were too poor to afford to give birth in hospital.
Most of the villagers nurtured pigs, chicken, ducks, geese or pigeons while
they had pieces of land to grow vegetables. From the 1950s to the 1970s, the residents
in Vegetable Garden mainly grew vegetables while some of the men went out to work
as drivers or construction workers. A few women also worked in factories. A few men
were employed as part-time workers in the vegetable station to weigh the vegetables
to be wholesaled.
The residents bought seeds from Yuen Long seed stores; they used peanut
cakes and bone meals as fertilizers; a villager told me that red ball was promoted
during the 1960s. Wood husks from nearby wood factories were good for making
composite fertilizers with anything on the farms. Household toilets stored human
manure; children helped bring human manure from public toilets after school to home;
it was a business to sell human manure to farmers to make composite fertilizers.
Cooperation of family members to feed, look after and transport the pigs and
poultry provided the households with extra income besides vegetable gardening.
Children were the major labour force to help agricultural work. The farmers sold their
vegetables to the vegetable stations; the peak decades of local vegetable gardening
were between the 1950s and the 1980s; there were three timeslots per day when a
lorry came to take the vegetables to the wholesale market in Cheung Sha Wan. There
were some middlemen from the government and businessmen coming to the village to
buy pigs and poultry too.
Some farmers managed to drive the vegetables to the morning assembly
markets in Sheng Shui or Yuen Long for high prices. Morning assembly markets were
operated from about two o’clock to dawn in towns; the farmers went to these markets
with a tailor-made schedule. They usually slept at about nine o’clock at night and
woke up at about one o’clock. Then, they harvested the vegetables; they had a van or
shared one van with a few neighbours; they sold the vegetables in the dawn market.
The farmers then returned to their farms with the remaining vegetables and sent them
to the vegetable stations.
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Saving was an important habit for the villagers. The families saved and
borrowed a small sum of money from relatives or neighbours to buy the private land
they had rented. Some were too poor to buy the land. The second generation received
primary education; they went to primary schools in nearby schools of lineages and the
government; a few of them could afford to attend secondary schools. Very few of
them entered universities.
Until 1981, local vegetable farmers were the leading suppliers of vegetables;
the local farmers supplied 80% of vegetables wholesaled in VMO. 79 The high
productivity of vegetable gardening was “from the improved fertilizers, the efficient
insecticides and the modern equipment now available.”80 In 1982, local agricultural
production was economically advantageous and the income of farmers was reported
to be better than that of blue-collar workers. 81
In rural area, the government allowed the temporary houses on farms to be
registered as squatter houses in 1982. Further building of houses was illegal, though
many farmers did so to fit the expanding family population. In Vegetable Garden, only
three households could afford to buy the land and to pay the premium for the squatter
houses to turn them to private houses. The families rebuilt their houses and converted
the pig and chicken houses to residential settings with better materials like bricks and
sand with the contribution of the second generations in the 1980s and the 1990s.
Some of them built the houses themselves because of insufficient budget to hire
workers from Kam Tin and Yuen Long. It took about $100,000-300,000 in the early
1990s to rebuild a house depending on size, materials and design. The families had
their weekly reunion dinner as a new family pattern after the second generations’
marriage and moved into urban areas.

A Global City with Massive Chinese Food Supply
Hong Kong has grown as a global city since the 1950s with a large working
population, good geographical position in the global market and rapid
industrialization under the colonial rule. Many Hong Kong people praise themselves
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as they succeed through personal efforts to seize the opportunities. Dr. Chan, the head
of ORC, shared his success,
I grew up on Western Hong Kong Island. My family lived in a small flat
and slept on the same bed. I was lucky as my father is a cook; he brought
some good food back for us after work. I was the smallest son so I could
study in a higher education level than my brothers and sisters with limited
family budget. However, I still had to be a private tutor to earn money for
my study. I studied hard and got scholarships in my secondary school.
After my graduation, I finished my postgraduate studies in Australia. I did
my research on recycling mining remains. However, Hong Kong was no
longer a place for mining but a financial centre. I turned to soil composite
when I was back in the late 1980s. Hong Kong is a place that you can
succeed if you put in your effort.
In the development of a metropolis, Hong Kong was confronted with the lack of
usable flatland along its coastlines; taking farmland for development was one solution
to make Hong Kong a large city for millions of population. Heung Yee Kuk (Rural
Committee) was established in 1926 as the representative of the rural society in the
New Territories. It had ongoing negotiations with the government regarding land levy
policies for land development. 82 The negotiations included the rate of exchange for
housing with farmland taking, the disparity between the compensation offered by the
government and market value of rural land, etc.
The development of new towns since the 1960s also accelerated the negotiation
of rural land. The disputes continued until the government established the Secretary
for the New Territories and amended the appraisal guidelines for land taking
compensation. This also gave rise to the development of housing property on
farmland in rural area. In 1973, the local inhabitants could build small houses and a
large part of farmland in the New Territories has been converted to housing.
Land development and urbanization since the 1960s in the New Territories have
led to the gradual decline of local agriculture. The governmental planning of
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developing the New Territories into new towns also causes urban encroachment to
rural communities. Land is gradually converted to infrastructure, factories and public
housing for the industrial development and population booming. The government
modernizes the daily life of rural communities with water supply, electricity, public
toilets, housing rights, pollution control and regional administration. The changes
affect agricultural land uses. For example, a reservoir diverted water from rivers of a
village in Tai Po; the government had to dig scientific wells for the farmers’ irrigation.
Urban encroachment leads to the refusal of some land owners to rent the land out
for agricultural activities. They are more willing to sell the land to developers. There
was a sharp decrease of farmland area from 1974 to 1984; 83 half of the remaining land
for agricultural usage was abandoned. 84 Since the 1990s, land near main roads has
been rented out as container yards, car parks or recycling industries without changing
the registered land usage. 85

Table: 2.1 Changes of area of agricultural land in Hong Kong from 1963 to 1994
Year

Area of vegetable and
Area of abandoned
Total area
flower growing (hectares) land (hectares)
(hectares)
1963/64
3,335 (only vegetable)
955
13,618
1973/74
4,258
3,484
12,723
1983/84
2,760
4,110
9,630
1993/94
1,600
4,040
7,900
Sources: Hong Kong Government the Agriculture and Fisheries Department,
Agriculture and Fisheries & Conservation Department Annual Report, Financial
years 1963/64, 1973/74, 1983/84 and 1993/94.
A farmer told me that many farmers have moved to urban areas looking for
jobs since the 1960s. The younger generations moved to new towns for better job
opportunities, education and the enjoyment of city life. The remaining rural
communities gradually lost their population. Farming was no longer a preference for
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the new labour force. 86 Winnie grew up in a public estate. She remembered that she
heard the neighbours scold their children saying that “you had better keep hard
working or you have to be farmers!” When she went to England for a master, she
studied agriculture which was “impossible to achieve in Hong Kong as no agricultural
study was available here.”

Table 2.2: The number of farmers in Hong Kong from 1961 to 2001
Year
Number of Farmers
1961
47,135 (including foresters and trappers)
1971
34,013
1981
24,722
1991
24,877 (including fisheries)
2001
5,800
Sources: Hong Kong SAR Government the Census & Statistics Department, Hong
Kong Statistics 1947-1967 (1969); Hong Kong 1971 Census Main Report; Hong Kong
1981 Census Main Report volume 2: Tables, Hong Kong 1991 Population Census
Main Report. Hong Kong SAR Government the Agriculture, Fisheries and
Conservation Department, Agricultural, Fisheries and Conservation Department
Annual Report, for the Financial year 2001/02, available on-line from
http://www.afcd.gov.hk/misc/download/annualreport2002/pdf/24-33.pdf; Internet;
accessed on 6th March 2008.
In the early 1980s, pollution became a social problem so the government
launched Hong Kong Clean campaign for a modern city environment. 87 The public
blamed farmers for agricultural pollution to their living environment in new towns. A
retired district official commented that rivers were contaminated with household
wastes after the introduction of flushing toilets and running water; the wide usage of
chemical fertilizers which made the human, pig and chicken manure was no longer
necessary to be recycled as fertilizers; these became agricultural wastes poured into
the rivers. The rivers turned to a dark colour and gave off a bad smell. A letter-to-theeditor (1982) told the general impression of the farmers:
…(the agricultural department) admitted that pig and poultry farmers are
presently dumping 53,400 tonnes of manure into our streams and water
courses yearly…the farmers are also dumping large quantities of other
agricultural waste into the water courses, such as plastic and multi-ply
paper feed bags, discarded rattan baskets and other farm materials… 88
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Regulations and anti-agricultural pollution measures accelerated the decline of
local agriculture. Livestock waste control scheme (1994) was carried out under the
requirements of the Waste Disposal Ordinance (Cap. 354) and the Waste Disposal
(Livestock Waste) Regulations (Cap. 354 sub. Leg. A). 89 The purpose of this Scheme
was to provide loans for livestock farmers to install waste treatment facilities.
Pollution control increased the financial burden of the vegetable farmers, which led
many of them to return the licenses of pig raising issued during the 1960s. A farmer
thought that the rural environment was better as at least there was less unpleasant
smell in river channels.
Local poultry raising declined in the 1990s with the rising public fear of the
infectious disease found in poultry, especially after the crisis of avian flu in 1997. The
government launched large-scale slaughter of chickens and stopped live chicken
selling in wet markets. In 2006, the government finally outlawed the backyard poultry
raising. Chicken farmers were encouraged to return their licenses for a large amount
of compensation.
Since the Opening of China in 1979, the massive import of Chinese vegetables
has satisfied the great demand of Hong Kong people. Most of the imported fresh
vegetables come from Guangdong area and later extend to Yunnan, Hainan, Gansu to
have a stable supply of varieties in all seasons. 90 Middlemen purchase vegetables
from farms in China; a few Hong Kong farmers also travel to China to run
agricultural business; they send the vegetables to Hong Kong, with the checking of
pesticide residue in official stations before crossing the border. There are two flows of
vegetables either to the wholesale market of VMO for different farmers’ cooperatives
to wholesale or to the retailers directly. Farmers’ cooperatives, supermarkets, vendors
of wet markets and morning assembly markets participate in the import of Chinese
agricultural products.
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Table 2.3: Ratio of imports and local supply to VMO
Year

Local supply to
VMO (ton)

Imports to VMO
(ton)

Ratio of local
supply and
imports
1970-71
64,805
16,029
8:2
1979-80
53,114
12,605
8:2
1990-91
58,634
154,972
3:7
1999-2000
21,395
240,211
1:9
2006-07
4,364
194,512
0.2: 9.8
Sources: Hong Kong Vegetable Marketing Organization, Annual Report for Years
1970/71, 1979/80, 1990/91, 1999/2000 and 2006/07.
Local agricultural produce no longer dominates the market. The government
regards local vegetables as a competitor of imported vegetables for a balanced market
price of fresh produce especially in rainy seasons, 91 though there is a sharp decline of
local agriculture. In the end of the 1990s, the ratio of local vegetables and imported
vegetables changed to 1:9. The agricultural department manages “temporary” fresh
food items wholesale markets for the imports. 92
In the agricultural sector, the institutions rely on the Agricultural Development
Fund (ADF) from VMO as a pool of financial resources to promote organic
agriculture. VMO gets the commission from the marketing of vegetables; since the
1980s, its major part of revenue has come from the commission of wholesaling
imported Chinese vegetables. With the large amount of profit, VMO set up ADF in
1988. ADF provides funding for the agricultural department and FEDVMC to carry
out programmes assisting the local farmers to upgrade their facilities and importing
fertilizers.
Nevertheless, Hong Kong continues to rely on the cheap Chinese food imports.
The government distributes its resources to finance, education, medical services and
infrastructure for logistics. Agriculture and fisheries as production of fresh food
obtains very few public resources compared to the above major economic sectors.
Hong Kong participates in the world economy in the role of a financial centre. China
as a back-up provides secure food supply. The stable supply is further confirmed
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when China resumes its sovereignty of Hong Kong politically.
In Vegetable Garden, most households keep small pieces of farmland for
vegetable gardening and fruit trees like lychee, papaya, longan, wampee, mangoes
and guava. The older generation currently continues farming on a small scale to
supply vegetables for their diet, selling a part to the vegetable station or hawking them
in new towns for higher prices.
Most of the pig and poultry farmers in the New Territories facing antipollution and anti-disease measures have left the business. Only a few stay and use
new technology and methods to keep the required sanitary and hygienic conditions.
Some new brands of chicken and pigs earn higher prices by monitoring the growing
conditions and feeds to develop the image of wholesome and safe food items.
The process of urbanization and development of Hong Kong as a global city
creates a new middle class. They succeed in enjoying a higher salary by education,
personal effort and fortune. They make use of the free market of Hong Kong to create
different opportunities and move upward in class. They are living in urban areas
where a self-contained living environment is gradually developed. Consumption
becomes a daily exercise of these people who mostly work in financial and service
sectors.
Wet markets in public estates and supermarkets in shopping centres meet the
demand of the growing population; people still like to buy fresh food like meat, fish
and more importantly, vegetables. Shopping in the wet market before or after work is
a daily routine of many people. In recent years, supermarket chains also provide fresh
meat, seafood and vegetables for the working population who cannot meet the
opening hours of wet markets.

Food Safety Crisis and Local Organic Agriculture
There has been a rising awareness of the nutrition and medical functions of
vegetables since the 1990s; 93 though medical function of vegetables has been long
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recognized as important in traditional knowledge of Chinese food, 94 the Hong Kong
people have searched for both Western scientific nutritional values and Chinese
medical values of vegetables. Moreover, there are more vegetarians or people eating
less meat but more vegetables to pursue a healthy lifestyle.
A female customer in her forties in a healthy food specialist shop shared that
her generation had little meat to eat in childhood; when they grew up and earned a
decent living in the 1980s, they enjoyed a lot of meat without restraint; however, they
suffered a lot of diseases like heart disease, high blood pressure and diabetes after
reaching the middle-age. So, they tended to lead a healthy lifestyle nowadays, mainly
by eating more vegetables and less meat. The dichotomy of vegetables and meat is
highly related to health concern. Under the food and health campaigns in schools and
reports of mass media, vegetables are regarded as very important food items for good
health. 95
The news of poisoned vegetables with excessive chemical pesticides in China
became a hot issue in the 1989 and 2006. 96 Consumers in Hong Kong were scared of
the Chinese fresh vegetables. The problem of food safety crisis or Chinese moral
crisis extended to different kinds of Chinese agricultural products like milk, eggs and
frozen dumplings, etc in the 2000s. Foreign fresh food items from Europe, America,
Australia, New Zealand and Japan become popular choices for the upper and middle
classes who can afford to shop in the supermarkets. Chinese products are sold for a
lower price than their counterparts from foreign countries.

control measures by risk assessment of “scientific basis;” pre-packed food items needed to mark the
nutrient content. See Hong Kong SAR Government the Centre for Food Safety, “Food and Drugs
(Composition and Labelling) (Amendment: Requirements for Nutrition Labelling and Nutrition Claim)
Regulation
2008
(Amendment
Regulation),”
available
on-line
from
http://www.cfs.gov.hk/english/food_leg/ food_leg_nl_guidance.html; Internet; accessed on 4th April
2008.
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See also E.N.Anderson, The Food of China.
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Department of Health is the government body to promote balanced diet. See more from a leaflet
‘Enjoy Fruits and Vegetables Every Day Two plus Three’ that “extensive studies in recent years show
that eating enough fruits and vegetables can help prevent many major diseases. The World Health
Organization even estimates that adequate consumption of fruits and vegetables can possibly save as
many as 2.7 million lives each year globally. We, therefore, recommend a daily intake of at least 2
servings of fruits and 3 servings of vegetables (about 80 grams per serving) as part of a balanced diet in
order to promote optimal health…can help prevent many major diseases and health problems such as
hypertension, diabetes, stroke, heat diseases, certain cancers and obesity.”
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“Bai Jia Hui Kang Mai Du Cai, Lu Se He Ping Diao Cha: 75% Han Nong Yao,” (百佳、惠康賣毒
菜 綠色和平調查: 75%含農藥) Apple Daily, 18 April 2006.
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A farmer told me that the Chinese producers used hormones to fatten their
chicken; they used chemicals to produce choi sum with fat stems. He thought that the
large-scale processors with government’ quality checking were not trustworthy as the
civil servants considered their own interests by issuing certificates with cursory
checking. The crisis of adding chemicals to food like milk with Melamine and eggs
with Sudan discouraged the Hong Kong people from consuming Chinese food
imports.
I heard an urban legend from my informants about the misconducts of Chinese
vegetable farmers. I heard the same story from two different farmers who employed
workers from China. The workers claimed that they had owned small pieces of
farmland in the big farms they worked in China in the 1980s and the 1990s. They
grew vegetables for family consumption in the small piece of farmland. They
conducted intensive growing of marketable vegetables in the big farms with enormous
amount of chemical fertilizers and pesticides to ensure productivity and the appetite of
vegetables. 97 What’s more, a pool of preservative liquid was always available. Those
Chinese farmers put the vegetables into the pool “to keep them fresh.” The vegetables
were then sent to Hong Kong. This story implies that the Hong Kong people distrust
the Chinese imports in terms of overuse of chemicals for higher market share.
VMO set up a laboratory in 1988 to monitor the level of pesticide residue on
vegetables and to refer to Department of Health for further action. 98 The food and
hygiene authority set up the Food Safety Centre to monitor the vegetables and collect
samples to test the content of pesticide residue and heavy metal from imports,
wholesalers and retailers. It also set up an office in the customs to monitor the
documents of imported vegetables. Samples over the international highest residue
limit are sent to the healthy authority for further action too.
VMO set up an office of premium vegetables in 1992 to market the high
quality vegetables into packages for hotels and restaurants. VMO and the agricultural
97

During my fieldwork, Hong Kong consumers chose fresh vegetables in fine texture with few holes in
leaves for “appetizing vegetables.”
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See X1000590, Hong Kong Vegetable Marketing Organization, Annual Report 1990/91. Government
Record Office of Hong Kong.
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department set up the Accredited Farmer Scheme in the early 1994 to limit the amount
of chemicals used in local farming; 99 It aimed to give consumers confidence in the
safety of the wholesaled local vegetables.
VMO develops a brand of Good Farmer to promote the vegetables grown from
the Scheme. Hundreds of restaurants, vendors in wet markets and supermarkets sell
the brand of Good Farmer. The Scheme have extended to the farms ran by Hong Kong
farmers in Guangdong since 1995. FEDVMC also employs two staff members to
monitor the farms. The local farmers have to compete with the Chinese farmers again.
There is no evidence that they could get more income in conventional farming by
using less chemical fertilizers and pesticides.
In 2007, the local vegetable production only contributed 0.2% of wholesaling
in VMO. Difficulty in land tenure becomes a major problem of local agriculture and
farmers needed help with renting farmland from ADF of VMO, which has assisted the
agricultural department in the land rehabilitation scheme since 1988. 100 Nevertheless,
farmers found that most of the abandoned farmland and river channels had been
polluted by container yards or industrial sewage.
Local farmers claimed that they stopped putting on chemicals two weeks
before cutting the vegetables for selling. Some farmers were proud to tell me that they
use a very proper amount of chemicals. Local farmers earn a good reputation among
Hong Kong people. People like to buy some “vegetables from the New Territories” or
Xinjie cai (新界菜) when they have picnic in the rural area. The farmers reasoned for
the panic of poisoned vegetables in the 1980s was a result of the massive import of
Chinese vegetables.
Organic food from America and Europe was in the early 1990s a high-class
consumption good; they were sold in high-class supermarkets as a new category of
foreign product. The idea of organic farming is a foreign idea. Since organic farming
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See pamphlet, “Zheng Que Shi Yong Nong Yao Tu Hua Xiao Ce Xi,” (正確使用農藥圖畫小冊子)
issued by Hong Kong SAR Government Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Development.
100
See X1000590, 1990/91.
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(also called bio-dynamic farming) was introduced in Germany by Rudolf Steiner, 101 it
has had over eighty years of development. The largest international organization of
organic agriculture is International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM). 102 It argues the ideals of organic agriculture such as health, ecology,
fairness and care can be extended to different aspects of daily lives and become the
philosophies of human ethics. 103 In the early 1990s, a few urban dwellers started their
organic farming in forms of either holiday farming or production. For these people,
the more expensive organic vegetables, usually three to four times of the price of the
conventional vegetables grown with chemicals, became the new choices of healthy
food items.
As the first large-scale organic farm in Hong Kong, Produce Green
Foundation (PGF) was derived from an environmental pressure group called
Greenpower. Greenpower worked for environmental protection in the 1980s; one
participant of PGF told me that China at that time was opened to the world and the
highways were built to shorten transport span to half from Hong Kong to Guangdong;
agriculture in Hong Kong was crippled in this situation. Since market development
was much faster than the improvement of farm management, a crisis of poisoned
vegetables occurred. The existence of PGF was a response to the problem of massive
but “risky” Chinese import. It promotes local agriculture in Hong Kong with
environmentally-friendly organic practices.
Some members of Greenpower established PGF in 1988; the forerunners of
PGF found a piece of abandoned farmland through the land rehabilitation scheme of
the agricultural department. They started an organic farm where “families in Hong
Kong could come to enjoy a life of green and nature during holidays,” according to
the former chairperson who was a retired professor at the twentieth anniversary
ceremony of PGF. PGF defines organic farmers as “the producers respect the
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Produce Green Foundation, “Current Development of Organic Movement Worldwide,” available online from http://www.producegreen.org.hk/agronomy_06.htm; Internet; accessed on 20th December
2007.
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IFOAM is a worldwide organization first generated in France and the other European countries. It
has been an organic movement organization since 1972. It acts as a leading organization in organic
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“The
principles
of
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available
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from
http://www.ifoam.org/about_ifoam/principles/index.html; Internet; accessed on 20th December 2007.
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environment in the process of production, management and processing in the flow of
the products from production to consumers.” 104 PGF is a member of IFOAM.
PGF was the first local organic farm to sell local organic produce in
supermarkets with VMO in the early-1990s for a short period. It employed local
farmers and taught them the organic practices through the knowledge in books and
journals. To the farmers, it was a return to the past when no chemical was used in
farming. Organic food was expensive among the middle and lower classes in the early
1990s; even the supermarkets were not satisfied with the quality of the produce and
put it into the warehouses. Winnie, the executive manager of PGF, delivered the
vegetables directly to a vendor on Southern Hong Kong Island; she remembered that
the sale was good because more “foreign residents” knew about organic food and
bought their produce. PGF stopped the marketing outside very soon after Winnie
found the supermarket did not have any idea of organic food at that time.
Visitors buy the produce on the farm. PGF is popular for farm visits by the
urban people. PGF organizes training courses of introductory organic farming. It rents
out pieces of farm for holiday farming. The staff members carry out experiments on
organic farming; visitors come to learn what an organic farming environment is under
the guidance of the staff members; people join activities of experiencing harvesting,
making home-made jams and processed agricultural products and even learning ecotourism.
Kadoorie Farm supports organic farming as a way to develop the local
agriculture. Mr. Yim, as a senior staff member of Kadoorie Farm, agreed with the idea
of PGF and employed a scientist from China to produce organic composite fertilizer
in Kadoorie Farm in 1988. In 1992, Kadoorie Farm changed its goal to encourage
natural conservation; Mr. Yim modified the abandoned pig houses for composite
fertilizer storage; he imported a machine from the America which worth $20,000 to
cut up large wood for wood husk and pig manure bed to support the anti-pollution
measures of the agricultural department. Since then, Kadoorie Farm has converted to
organic farming. It becomes one of the major contributors to promote organic
104
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from

agriculture in Hong Kong by organizing seminars, demonstrating organic farming in
the Kadoorie Farm, providing training to consumers to support organic farmers and
setting up farmers’ markets.

Conclusion: Environmentally-friendly Local Organic Food
This chapter summarizes the political economy of a group of farmers in a
colony with a special relationship with China: the population, skills and knowledge,
changing perceptions towards Chinese imports and political systems. I give an
account of how these farmers enjoy a “local” growing and marketing environment. I
argue that the decline of local agriculture is a result of the rise of Hong Kong as a
global city; imports of Chinese agricultural food items can satisfy the demand. Hong
Kong participates in the global division of labour with Chinese backup of food supply.
However, new concepts like environmentalism, food safety and health concern rise in
the 1980s as a challenge to this process of modernization.
Vegetable production is no longer only an economic practice, but is connected
with people’s body and nature during consumption. Urban people with higher concern
for food safety, nutrition and medical values of food are attracted to organic food;
agriculture is given a new meaning to connect nature and the human body.
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CHAPTER 3
BEING ORGANIC FARMERS ACROSS RURAL-URBAN DICHOTOMY

Since PGF starts organic farming to a production level, a number of holiday
farmers have practised organic farming in rural areas, where there is no longer the
favourable agricultural environment that the immigrants faced in the 1950s. However,
the holiday farmers participate in the production of local organic food for other
consumers as a way to express their discontents about the consequences of
globalization of Hong Kong.
These more educated people move across classes and go “downward” to
farming. They attempt to compromise with rather than challenge nature; they express
their discontent to urbanization by retreating to a rural career; however, they discover
urban retreat is too difficult in terms of family living patterns and the failure of the
traditional market system to promote organic vegetable supply.
However, they insist on farming to create a new kind of lifestyle as urban
settlers with farming practice. They form a community as a farmers’ union; they
cooperate to attract more people to join local organic agriculture as full-time farmers,
holiday farmers and supporters by consumption. In this chapter, I show their struggle
and pursuit of ideals without governmental assistance; they actively become a
minority but develop a new lifestyle with the concepts of organic food.

Becoming Organic Farmers for Urban Retreat
I started farming in PGF as my friend rented a piece of small land. We
visited there every weekend; you know city life is suffocating... a friend
lent me a piece of abandoned farmland outside his mother’s house in a
rural village to cultivate…I gave my produce to my colleagues…my
family consumed our own vegetables…we did not need to buy the
Chinese vegetables, at least in winter for most varieties. Later, I was so
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enthusiastic and rented a bigger piece of land to develop more facilities.
I became a full-time farmer. (Mark, an organic farmer)
Some urban dwellers give up part of their urban city life to join agriculture with
organic practices. They argue that the Chinese imports of vegetables lack the original
taste of the vegetables; this is because the Chinese farmers use excessive fertilizers
and pesticides to shorten the growing period of vegetables. They blame the poisoned
vegetables which are produced under over-development; Chinese farmers “can think
of any means to make money.”
They become organic farmers to challenge the dominating economic and
political order in Hong Kong; they dislike the influx of Chinese food items; they
suspect the Chinese political system; they think that even though there are laws and
regulations on food safety, the Chinese moral crisis continues due to the peoples’ lack
of ethics to follow the law. Lik, another organic farmer, speculates that a few
businessmen buy the certificates in China and sell fake “organic food” with the name
of “certified organic food.” He thinks Hong Kong people do not go that far to pay
bribes for the name of “organic” food.
These people also dislike the local conventional farmers as they “destroy
natural environment with chemicals; the chemicals kill the living organisms in soil
and make the ecosystem imbalanced.” To them, urban city creates an environment of
air pollution and crowded living environment. It is not a good living place for them.
Mark tells me he even thinks that new towns are crowded; he does not like to go out
at the weekend.
These urban dwellers go to manipulate rural land in the New Territories to
grow tasty and safe food items. They search for a simple and healthy lifestyle. Some
of these urban dwellers learn to enjoy “the rural lifestyle” by being holiday farmers in
PGF or renting land from landowners.
These farmers are consumers too. They eat their own vegetables and search for
safe food like buying eggs from Kadoorie Farm which does not inject hormones to the
chickens. They exchange produce in different varieties with the other new farmers.
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They buy other food items in wet markets and supermarkets.
Mark liked bean sprouts very much, but the bean factories in Hong Kong
produce bean sprouts with chemicals to make it better in appearance (without roots),
so Mark had not consumed it for ten years after being an organic farmer; until recently,
another organic farmer sold organic bean sprouts in the farmer market then he
consumed it again. He did not fully believe it was organic, but “it would be better than
the conventional one when it is named organic one.” His wife went to wet markets to
buy fish and meat, as they could not afford to consume these foreign organic items in
supermarkets every day.
In my fieldwork, more than twenty holiday farmers since the 1990s have
moved from holiday farmers to work as the full-time “organic farmers” in the age of
about forty; this is a job change and “work as their interest” is important for them to
shift from urban career paths. They call themselves “organic farmers.”
These new organic farmers did not receive any specific governmental support
for organic farming in the 1990s. They found the land themselves, or through the
agricultural department’s land rehabilitation programme; they set up their farms and
improve the environment up to their “organic standards” by deterrence of any kind of
chemicals polluting the environment. A farmer described that “the group of organic
farmers at that time was so small that one could easily get into contact with another
organic farmer.” They built up networks with the other organic farmers through
mutual farm visits and gatherings.
Mark lived in a rural village until he was five years old. He remembered the
scenery and natural environment there. Afterwards, his family moved to Eastern
Kowloon where natural scene was still available; he took a postal tuition course about
agriculture organized by the Taiwanese Nationalist Government during secondary
school. He worked in the engineering field after graduation. He rented a small piece
of farmland in PGF and practiced holiday farming; he moved to rent a larger piece of
farmland. He set up an automatic irrigation system with his own knowledge and went
to harvest during weekends. In 2000, he became a full-time organic farmer as he
“loves farming, enjoys the rural life and credits organic farming with its contribution
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to environmentalism and food safety.” The size of his farm in Pat Heung was about
50,000 feet square (about seven dou). He travelled from his home in Tai Po new town
to the farm everyday by bus.
Lik and his family lived in Kowloon. He was an electronic technician; he
learnt about organic farming in PGF in 1989. He thought that the taste of vegetables
from China was worse than that in his childhood; he quitted his job in 2001 and used
up the pension to start his farm as a full-time organic farmer in Shek Kong. He
worked on a small size of farm and witnessed his neighbouring organic farmers to
start and leave the land; he rented the land too. His land was remote from main roads
and he needed to pump deeper for underground water. He worked on a farmland of
twelve dou. He advised me that people could not treat organic farming as a job to
support the family financially. His children had grown up so it was not a big deal that
he still got no profit. He kept his hair long until he made a profit one day.
Liza and Fung started their Good Crop Farm in 1995 after being holiday
farmers in PGF. They rented land in Pat Heung as a farm for large-scale production
and farm visits. They claimed their farm as an “owner-managed farm” as they had
employed a number of workers to produce. They had a delivery service; customers
could receive their weekly orders at home. Fung was the farm manager to cope with
their customers. Liza claims that they invested over $800,000 each year in the early
period. In 1999, Liza started a shop for certified foreign organic herbs too. They made
no profit until 2003. Fung argued that, “organic farming needs cooperation; your
neighbours have to be organic farmers not to pollute the environment.” So, Liza and
Fung were active to work on the promotion of organic agriculture to increase the area
of organic farming. They were later the leading figures in HOFA, as explained in this
chapter.
Chung was a reporter. He studied in England and helped with some farm work
during holidays for money. He left his career as a retreat from the urban Hong Kong
which is “not easy to deal with” in the changing political atmosphere. He did not join
PGF before; he rented a land through the land rehabilitation scheme of the agricultural
department and learned how to farming in 2003. His farm was about 70000 square
feet big in Yuen Long. He wrote in the seasonal magazine of PGF about his
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difficulties and joys in organic farming. He lived in Central. Chung described his job
as “having breakfast and driving to the farm until he can no longer work at night.”
Fong and her husband ran a business and factories in Hong Kong and later
China. They found that doing business in China was difficult as “the officials could
make one’s business stop if they like.” They lost a lot of money and closed the factory.
Then they moved to New Zealand for retirement and owned a restaurant. Fong went
along with the farmers who were her customers. She discovered her love of nature
and gardening. She learnt farming by herself. After returning to Hong Kong because
of the death of her husband, she started organic farming in Tai Po under the
agricultural department’s land rehabilitation scheme in 2004. Fong rented a farm of
about 30,000 feet square which had been abandoned.
Some organic farmers are the second generation of the traditional farmers.
They leave their urban career to restart farming practices. Sin was the son of a farmer.
He studied at university in Hong Kong in the mid-1990s, but since then he has worked
as a farmer. He wrote articles in newspapers to discuss the politics of agriculture in
Hong Kong. He blamed the government destroyed agriculture during developing the
New Territories; he argued many urban dwellers tend to work on the land at least as a
part of life to produce their own food. He advocated another lifestyle that was based
on farming to provide people’s own food even though they needed to earn their
income from other jobs.
Tsz-kin was the son of a farmer too. He studied social work. He started a farm
in 2000. He rented a piece of farmland in Fan Ling with a friend who supports organic
agriculture to help the marginalized people, like those who find difficulty to survive in
the urban job market. He employed a farmer to cultivate; he taught holiday farmers on
his farmland. He delivered vegetables to high-class customers on Lantau Island and
Hong Kong; he sold the vegetables to a community centre for the working-class in Tai
Po too.
Tsz-kin organized farm visits. I followed one of his guided tours of a farm for
a group of homemakers from the community centre. He taught the visitors how he
grew the vegetables with a design of channeling pure river water, with crop rotation
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and with the consideration of ecosystem. He shared that even though he could not
consume all organic vegetables in daily food consumption, he had to choose the least
risky varieties of conventional vegetables (growing with chemicals). He also gave
discounts to visitors to buy his freshly harvested vegetables; he made a sheltered area
for visitors to take rests and to enjoy a cup of vegetable juice.
Tsz-kin provided holiday farming service. People could rent a small area to
farm Tsz-kin offered seeds, fertilizers and tools. The holiday farmers learned the
knowledge of organic farming from him. He rejected to provide choi sum seed during
summer as it was not a seasonal variety. The holiday farmers had to get accustomed to
this practice according to him.
A few local organic farmers treat farming as a part-time job; they have other
jobs which are usually with flexible time management. Wah-san was an insurance
agent; Amy was a translator; they employed workers to farm; they tell the workers
what to use and what not to use to meet their organic standards.
Wah-san spared time from his job to manage the farm, like improving the
facilities, doing experiments of new farming skills and cooking an organic lunch for
some visitors. Amy drove to the farm in Yuen Long in the morning and monitored her
workers’ progress; she drove the vegetables to Hong Kong Island and delivered them
to her customers before going to work in her.
Staff members of PGF played a role in developing organic farmers’ knowledge
in the 1990s. Winnie grew in an urban public estate; she was an agricultural graduate
in England. She joined PGF as an executive staff member. She imported new ideas
from books, journals and later on the Internet to PGF; PGF employed the farmers
from the neighboring villages to do experiments to localize the foreign practices in
organic farming. They taught the making of organic pesticides like pepper, garlic and
derris to farmers in the early period of local organic farming. The farmers did their
experiments on their farms and modified the practices to deal with natural
environment,
Alex was an important figure in organic agriculture in Hong Kong. He worked
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for PGF and Kadoorie Farm in the 1990s. Alex was born in the 1970s as an urban
dweller. His family encouraged him to study science for a better city life and job. He
mentioned that, “Hong Kong students do not think about any job relating to
agriculture.” He was a science graduate but described himself as a passionate person;
he visited his hometown Chaozhou in China with his family in 1979; he found it
interesting that pigs and ducks walked inside the house freely. He studied molecular
biology at university; the professors taught him that genetically-modified food and
bio-technology were magic bullets for human beings to control nature. However,
when he took a course in PGF about organic agriculture as a summer activity, the
chairperson shared with them that scientific agricultural technology was a control of
local farmers.
Alex later got his first job in PGF as an agricultural staff member. The first
task was to transplant rice seedlings; he claimed to feel the power of life which
changed his value system. Alex was shocked when a worker tried to test him to see
whether or not he truly knew about farming: he once had to make a decision on what
kind of choi sum to grow; he made the wrong decision and did not produce anything
that time; the worker teased him how a university graduate was “illiterate” to farming.
Alex found that actually many uneducated farmers knew much more than him;
scientific findings actually forced farmers to follow the power but did not respect the
local knowledge; farmers created and passed their knowledge and wisdom orally and
personally, but were not valued. It encouraged Alex to stay in agriculture even though
traditional Chinese education regarded farmers as one of the lower classes in society.
These organic farmers and participants in organic agriculture rediscover the
traditional knowledge and values of farmers. They claim they produce local organic
food not only for money income, but as a human being they have to protect the
environment and provide safe food for Hong Kong people. They learn the “wisdom”
of nature through growing without polluting the rural area. They follow the natural
rhythm and seasons. They encourage the urban settlers to come to their farms to learn
from agricultural knowledge, experience and the concepts of organic farming.

Urban Dwellers on Rural Farms
The organic farmers claimed that they did not experience using chemicals in
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their farming practices as the traditional farmers did. They remembered that their
produce was not appetizing in the first few years as “the soil was thin in humus and
the skills of organic farmers were not good.” Also, they did not raise poultry and pigs
for selling. There were few customers, mainly friends, relatives and very few
consumers searching for organic vegetables. They claimed that they had to withdraw
the saving from their banking accounts in the first few years of running a farm. They
insisted in farming in such an uneconomic production as they “like it” and “respect
nature and keep a green area from city.” Terms of the names of the farms include
“good seedling, harvesting, wholesome, green and happy;” these names show the
farmers’ wishes for their farms. Personal interest facilitates the organic farmers to
work for less money income.

Table 3.1: A comparison between new organic farmers and traditional farmers
New organic farmer
Traditional farmer
Urban
Rural
Residence
Education level English user, a few university Primary or illiterate
level
Without residues of chemicals, Anywhere in productivity
Soil
heavy metal and rubbish
Without pollution, nearest to
The nearest water source to
Water
upstream
farm
Organic seed or nonAny productive seed
Seed
chemically treated
Hand tool
Sprinkler spray for pesticide
Tools
Composite fertilizer, peanut
Composite fertilizer, peanut
Fertilizers
cake and bone meal
cake and bone meal with
chemicals like red ball
Natural ingredients
Chemicals
Pesticides
Tend to have rainshelters
Former chicken and pig
Facilities
houses to be changed to
houses
Keeping a distance from main Arbitrary, long oral contracts
Field
road and polluting industries,
with landlords
Environment
yearly contract
Source: My field data.
The organic farmers find that they can only get two to three years of oral
contracts; the limited time span of renting agricultural land is due to the speculation of
land development. The land owners nowadays have higher tendency to sell their land
to the developers. Most organic farmers in this situation are reluctant to invest the
facilities onto the farms; they are afraid of the termination of oral contracts. Rural
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land use changes to storage and private estate complex development. The government
also regulates river channels for flood control.
Some farmers spread rumours that land developers come to disturb the farmers.
An organic farmer called Leung had to rent another farmland as “some people send a
bulk of rubbish to land on my farm to force me out.” Some farmers wrote a contract
themselves to safeguard their rental rights. No organic farmer worked on Crown Land
as it was illegal to occupy. None of them was a land owner in my fieldwork.
There was a case that a land owner did not welcome fruit tree planting of an
organic farmer called Lan. The landlord refused to let Lan grow the trees when she
rented the land. The reason was that ownership of trees was not easily recognized
when landlords get the land back; it could lead to legal problems. Trees valued
compensation in governmental levy for land development. Lik grew some mango and
guava trees when he heard that the farmland would be returned back to the landlord
for governmental confiscation. He wished to have some compensation in case; on the
other hand, organic fruits were welcomed by consumers at a higher price.
Most of the organic farmers do not live on the farm as their “homes.” Some of
them rebuild or reuse small houses in the farms for storage and rest, but they go back
home after work. During lunch time, the organic farmers go to the restaurants nearby
by bicycles; they sometimes go to seed stores to buy seeds, fertilizers or tools during
lunchtime too. They do not socialize with neighbouring residents, unlike the
traditional farmers who play mahjong with their neighbours. Some organic farmers
cook on the farm in small kitchens. Their homes are in the urban area or new towns;
they travel by buses or private cars. In my fieldwork, organic farms are distributed
mainly in Pat Heung, the rural Yuen Long and Fan Ling. The transport system is ready
for such kind of daily working pattern.
There is one exceptional case; Lik lived in a stone house on the farm in
weekdays and went back home in Kowloon to meet his family during weekends. His
family members preferred to live in urban setting near to work. Lik’s wife who was a
homemaker lives in Kowloon. She came to work with him during weekends before
they went to a farmers’ market to sell their products on Sundays Their children had
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grown up and work.
Organic farmers usually wear T-shirts and long trousers to work. Under
intense sunshine, hats are important. They wear Wellington boots to protect their feet
from the soil; some farmers also wear sunglasses. A traditional farmer does not wear
Wellington boots because they are “heavy and not easily moving.” The hand tools of
traditional farmers and organic farmers are the same, including hoes and harrows.
They use plastic baskets of VMO to do any carrying tasks. They use plastic cans to
carry small stuff like seeds and tomatoes. They keep cats and dogs to catch mice
which steal sweet tomatoes sometimes but they are not terribly effective. Sweet
potatoes then enjoy a rather expensive price. The organic farmers have their smallscale machines like cultivators and weed cutters to replace the usage of herbicides.
Seed stores sell these tools at the price of about twenty dollars. Some organic
farmers visit China for tools and machines to save cost. Some farmers also bring the
tools from China if they visit their hometowns. They may bring the tools for the other
farmers, depending on their friendliness. Hoes and harrows in China are worth about
five RMB for one. However, the farmers complained to me that the quality of them is
bad and they are easily broken. They complain the life span of these tools declines
compared to ten years ago because the tools were “made in China.” They buy seeds in
China too, but they think the germination rate is worse than those sold in Hong Kong.
Some cultivators cost $20, 000 in Hong Kong but $4,000 in China. Also, the farmers
buy materials from China to build rainshelters or greenhouses. The farmers have their
network to transport these machines and materials to Hong Kong.
Female farmers have a different kind of appearance and bodies compared to
urban office ladies who want white skin and a slim figure. Mei was a new organic
farmer who worked on the farm next to her home, ten minute away by bicycle. Her
husband did not know about farming. She joined organic farming after the SARS
period for a wholesome lifestyle. Gender seemed not to matter as some organic
farmers are women who were fragile in outlook but were praised by my consumer
informants as “they can work on the farm everything but not give up.” The female
organic farmers told me they continued as they thought organic farming was
“meaningful” although they gradually became dark in skin with coarse texture of
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hands. They were different from the office ladies in that they had another kind of
“beauty.”

Self-monitored Production of Organic Vegetables
One time in a seminar held by the agriculture department, I witnessed two
farmers arguing about who had higher “organic standard,” which meant growing
environment, personal practice and choices of organic elements to grow organic crops.
I head on other occasions that the new organic farmers told the other people who grew
“higher standard” of organic vegetables, while some actually grew “fake” organic
vegetables.
The problem of authenticity is due to the difficulty in distinguishing organic
vegetables from conventional ones. Some new organic farmers claim to know when
they touch, smile or taste a piece of leaf. However, ordinary people cannot have that
sense. There is generally no difference in outlook, taste and smell between organic
vegetables and conventional vegetables. The organic farmers claim that organic
farming is an “ethical” business; the farmers have to uphold their own standards and
produce organic vegetables or “ethical” vegetables; they cannot cheat the consumers
by producing “fake.” They believe that being organic farmers is a moral business that
the farmer has to keep the consciousness of not cheating from production to selling
their produce.
Organic farmers read books from foreign countries and surf the Internet for
different new farming skills and technology, new ideas of foreign countries about
organic farming as well as the medical and nutritional values of food. Organic farmers
have their criteria to find their ideal farmland. They like to have a clean environment
to produce the “pure” crops without any kind of polluted elements in soil, water, seed,
tools, fertilizers and pesticides. They do not use chemicals which pollute the “clean”
environment. They weed by hands or a cutting machine, which is extremely timeconsuming.
The organic farmers spend months to years to find their ideal farmland. There
are a few criteria for a “standard” organic farmland; there are buffer zones from the
organic farmlands to conventional farmlands, industries, major traffic road or any
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other possible sources of pollution, like chemicals and ashes of burning fuels.
Nevertheless, accessibility is another factor to consider; the new organic farmers
prefer a small path or a less busy road to deliver their vegetables in a handy cart to a
place vans are able to stop.
Soil composition is important too. A farm located in the land of pig raising in
the past often to contains excessive amount of heavy metal. Fung commented that he
did not know why the agricultural department helped Chung rented a land previously
as a pig farm where there was excessive heavy metal in the soil; it took years to let the
heavy metal decompose. The farmers like a balanced ecology and a clean
environment on the farms; rubbish and construction waste in soil deter the farmers
from renting a farm or else they need to find more people to come and clean the land
before starting farming.
Before the agricultural department introduced its assistance programme into
the organic farming, 105 the farmers bought fertilizers in local seed stores. In the
organic farmers’ opinion, crop rotation and fallowing could replenish the nutrition to
soil in a balanced content. 106 Nitrogen accomplishment could also be achieved by
growing nitrogen-fixing legume, or green manure as they called. In summer, leafy
vegetables were not seasonal crops to organic farmers; a few of them found rainresistant or heat- resistant varieties to grow; legume became the major crop to grow
for its resistance to heat and wet condition. Beans and peanuts could be cut and sold.
The plants were ploughed and became fertilizers to the soil; potassium was generally
lacking in soil in the New Territories. Fung taught holiday farmers to buy seaweeds
and make liquefied seaweed fertilizers for potassium.
The organic farmers require clean water sources in which no chemical
pollution enters from the upper stream of river channels. Water source is another
crucial matter. Fong was afraid of others polluting the upstream of the river and so she
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See more in Chapter 4
In Geography, soil can be salty, sandy and clayey. Traditional farmers think that the clayey soil is
not good for growing roots and tubers like potatoes and beets; a farmer told me that her potatoes and
beets were too small in size. After a period of growing on the soil, she liked to dig the soil, add limes
bought in seed stores and expose the soil to sunshine; she said hat the soil contained too much fertilizer
was salty; the process called sterilization or shaitian (曬田) could reduce the salinity of the soil; also,
worms and pests in the soil are killed.
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let the water stored in the tank for some time to make it “cleaner” for irrigation. Lan
rented the upstream agricultural land even she did not grow on it to ensure other
farmers did not rent it and used chemicals which polluted the river channel for her
downstream farms.
The farmers’ alternative is underground water; they employ plumbers to dig
wells; most of the new organic farmers reuse the on-farm auto-sprinklers left before
abandonment but do not set up new ones to save cost. Running water provided by
water department is not good for irrigation as its chemical composition is destroyed
by chlorine; the crops die more easily in a new organic farmer’s experience; I heard a
traditional farmer use running water to water the crops as required by her customers to
make the crops “clean.”
On traditional farms, one can easily find rubbish, cigarettes, plastic and metal
building materials on the ground. I witnessed a farmer spit on the soil too. Organic
farmers take better care of their farm. Lik grouped the plastic rubbish together on a
small piece of land too. Chung pays much attention to the hygiene. He changed before
and after working in the farm, visitors were not welcomed; there was once some
visitors entered the greenhouses and brought a disease to the plants. Mark analyzed
that people walking along the tomato field may make the tomatoes infected,
especially the smokers as tobacco was the same variety with tomatoes so as infectious
disease could spread.
The organic farmers use cutters and scissors to harvest, cut down infected
branches and others small pieces of things. If a crop or a melon is infected by disease,
the disease may be spread to the other plants in the same family. Cutting down and
burning the infected branch is ideal, but some farmers may just let it stay in the field
or on the ground for natural decomposition due to heavy workload.
The organic farmers elaborate organic farming as a scientific ecological
system. They reject using chemicals to kill pests. Fung and Mark criticized the
“selfish” idea to decide whether an insect was a pest; insects in fact live in harmony
with vegetables if farmers maintained a balanced ecosystem. They encouraged the
bio-diversity of an organic farm which produced the healthy crops. Bacteria and
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worms helped decompose rotten plants into organic matter. Weeds could be recycled
as fertilizers so herbicide was needless. The living things in this ecosystem were
useful to be natural enemies of each other; no pest dominated the environment. It was
what an organic farm should be in their scientific ideal.
They believe that organic farming is the best way to keep the soil “healthy;”
Fong put the composite fertilizer mixed with weed into the soil; after sterilization with
sunshine; the soil was “healthy” without bad smell; she believed this soil delivered the
best nutrients for vegetable to grow.
The farmers collect pieces of leaves, rotten vegetables, weeds and sticks
together. Some farmers added wood husk to accelerate the process of decomposition.
Starting a fire is another method to accelerate the process. Farmers make liquefied
fertilizers too. Liquefied fertilizers take time to convert from solid to liquid form to
increase fertility more efficiently.
Generally, composite fertilizers bring nitrogen, which is unimportant for the
growth of leafy crops. Peanut cake is another major fertilizer for both traditional and
organic farm. Phosphorous is added through the use of peanut cakes. Farmers usually
add it before sowing or transplanting. However, due to the skyrocketing of peanut oil
price, peanut cake, the by-product, rose in price dramatically in the past two years. A
farmer claimed that he paid one hundred dollars for 40 kilogram of peanut cakes but
in 2008 it took more than $250. Farmers can buy bone meal in seed stores. However,
they complain that the bone meal and peanut cake from China are mixed with many
impurities.
The organic farmers emphasize to grow only seasonal crops. 107 They plan
what to produce in different seasons to maintain bio-diversity. They enjoy different
kinds of crops on a farm to maintain balance of soil nutrients, prevent large amounts
of “pest” to be attracted by a single variety of crops as well as grow the most tasty,
appetizing and healthiest produce. They practice crop rotation and intercropping too.
They believe that these methods can replenish the different kinds of nutrients into soil
107
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to produce the best quality vegetables.
Most new organic farmers do not have greenhouses. Greenhouses consume
extra energy and money. One greenhouse costs more than $100,000. Lik claimed it
was a modification of “natural environment;” he argued the plants should not be
grown in the ecosystem if they are too weak to survive on the ground without a
rainshelter. Lik also thought the taste of vegetable worsened. Chung, on the other
hand, invested for greenhouses for stable supply in quality and quantities; he believed
that he could control the hygiene in greenhouses more easily.
I followed Mark to do some farm work during my fieldwork. His farm was
located in a rural village far away from the busy traffic road. He wrote a contract with
the landlord because he thought it was more secure as a legal agreement. He needed to
pay the rental fee for his farmland of about $1,200 to $1,400 per dou per year. Mark
cleared the farm and took away the non-decomposed rubbish from the soil, like plastic
bags for fertilizers; he did not allow any pollution from chemicals on the farm; he
transported the rubbish out of the farm. Mark surfed the Internet and dug a well
himself. It was not possible for him to use water from the river channel next to the
farm as it was regulated for flood control.
Mark was an expert telling me about how to maintain a balanced ecosystem by
organic farming. Mark grew Chinese spinach which provided potassium too during
summer. He thought the tastes of non-seasonal vegetables were bitter and thin under
hot weather conditions.
Mark said that one organic farmer was able to take care of three dou of farm in
full productivity in organic farming on their ideal farmland. He did not employ any
worker to save his production cost, but he had to leave some parts of his seven dou
fallow. He told me it was not a practice in organic farming to employ workers from
the black market as organic farmers should have social responsibility; he told me his
neighbouring farmer employed one. He said that it was good to replenish the nutrient
content with fallow. He disliked some farmers’ physical traps like using nylon thread
to trap the birds flying onto the farm, which was the agricultural department’s
introduction. Mark argued that the other farmers grumbled to face problems of flea
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beetles because they insisted on growing the varieties of winter choi sum and pak choi
in summer for higher economic return.
In 2008, there was a long summer rainy season from June to August; farmers
could hardly grow anything. After the sudden heavy rainstorms from June to August
in 2008, Mark thought global warming made irregular climatic changes. He could not
follow the Lunar New Year for any agricultural rhythm. Failure of harvest is the result
of human-made natural hazard. He did not go to the farm when it was flooded; he
claimed to respect the consequence of natural hazard as “farmers have to know it is
part of nature.” He told his customers the situation and provided only few varieties
and quantity for them to choose. He did not buy the other farmers’ vegetables to sell;
he insisted not to use up all the land to grow but left a part fallow.
Mark paid a mortgage for his family’s housing; Mark rented a flat near his
farm to take a rest sometimes; nevertheless, even when he worked until mid-night, he
caught the last bus back home; Mark got a micro-wave oven on the farm; he cycled to
Kam Tin market for lunch too. Mark’s wife was a teacher; they lived in Tai Po new
town with their three children; their eldest child had been working for a few years.
Mark’s wife went to farmers’ markets to sell Mark’s produce on Sundays. Mark did
not get any profit until recent years when farmers’ markets and consumer groups
became his major outlets. He needed to use his savings sometimes besides his wife’s
work to support the family. He could now earn on average $10,000 a month. However,
he said that his joy to produce safe and wholesome food for people was a motivation
for him to continue his farming career.

Forming an Organic Farmers’ Union to Reach the Public
Until 2000, the farmers realized the most important problem was the difficulty
to sell their vegetables. Their organic vegetables were sold to VMO as conventional
vegetables; they did not enjoy a higher price. They vegetables were less appetizing
than the conventional vegetables as the efficiency of organic fertilizers was lower; it
took a longer period for organic vegetables to grow; the texture of them was coarser.
The farmers experienced that “no one appreciates my effort and bought my vegetables
at that time.”
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Some farmers witnessed their counterparts leaving organic farming; there were
mass media reported that few farmers attempted to use chemicals to improve the
growing efficiency. 108 Mark told me that he heard some rumours about a few local
organic farmers using chemicals secretly. I suggest the end of rural romanticism is
conductive to the organic farmers’ abandonment of their ideals of organic farming.
Some new organic farmers remembered that conventional farmers in the 1990s
looked down on them; the organic farmers asked for their advice but were rejected. In
their opinions, the conventional farmers did not understand why the organic farmers
set a high price of organic vegetables which were not appetizing. In the organic
farmers’ own views, they sacrificed efficiency for health, environmental protection
and food safety; higher price was essential to reward their effort.
These new organic farmers formed a union in the late 1990s to create a more
favourable growing and marketing environment. They tried to find their supports by
forming an alternative community outside the mainstream agricultural community and
market system. They went through and out the official system to struggle for living
spaces of the union and the organic farmers.
The core members to form these farmers’ groups were the local organic
farmers and the staff of the new organic farming institutions like PGF and Kadoorie
Farm. They utilized their social resources to promote the groups’ non-profit seeking
tasks. The growth of the group associated with the possibilities of the members to
survive on their own farms as they could be exposed to more potential customers.
In 1994, Winnie, the executive manager of PGF, and Alex, the agricultural
manager, set up Organic Farmers Club with a few organic farmers. According to Alex,
the association was set up for them to exchange updated information and visit each
others’ farms. They exchanged information to grow better produce. In 1996, Winnie
was too busy to continue Organic Farmers Club. When Alex moved to Kadoorie Farm,
he requested Kadoorie Farm to give him time and resources to support organic
agriculture. So, HOFA was set up in 1999 and was given a grant by Kadoorie Farm
108
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every year with about $100,000-200,000 until 2008.
Alex was the chairman of HOFA until he moved to Greenpeace as a further
career path. Greenpeace started campaigning in China about the problems peasants
face between 2000 and 2005. One of their actions in Hong Kong was the participation
in setting up a farmers’ market in Wan Chai on Hong Kong Island; it got twelve
farmers to sell their produce; the market was a coordination by HOFA and PGF under
Alex’ negotiation. In 2001, Alex worked for a rural development organization in
China and has stepped down from the Chairmanship of HOFA, but he maintained an
executive role. His network provided HOFA with more social resources. 109 Liza was
the next Chairperson. There were two staff members during my fieldwork. Monica
was a full-time staff member employed with the funding of Kadoorie Farm; Ella was
employed as a part time staff member.

Table 3.2: HOFA’s membership
Membership
Entry
Requirements
Hong Kong resident;
Ordinary
with nomination
Member
Lawful organisation
in Hong Kong in the
field of organic
agriculture; with
nomination
Hong Kong resident
Trustee
not be ordinary
Member:
member interested in
Individual
the field; with
nomination
Lawful organization
Trustee
in Hong Kong; with
Member:
Organisation nomination
Any individual
Friends of
member ; with
HOFA
recommendation
Source: My field data
Corporate
Member

Rights

Fee

To vote at any general
meeting, eligible for
election as members of
the Board of Directors.
To vote at any general
meeting, eligible for
election as members of
the Board of Directors.

Entry fee:$1000
Annual fee:
$500

Eligible for a election
as members of the
Broad of Directors

Entry fee:$1000
Annual fee:
$500

Eligible for a election
as members of the
Broad of Directors
To receive information
of HOFA

Entry fee:$1000
Annual fee:
$500
Annual fee:
$100

Entry fee:$1000
Annual fee:
$500

HOFA was an organization set up by eight founding farm members including
109

See more from Chapter 7.
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PGF, Kadoorie Farm, Mark’s farm, Lik’s farm and Good Crop Farm, etc. There was
an executive board to facilitate the decision-making process. Liza, Fung, Alex and
Fong were on the board during my fieldwork. 110 In the structure, there was a board of
directors; the new organic farmers like Liza, Fung and Lik were the members of the
board of directors. There were several kinds of membership: individual farmer
members, farm members, organization members and friends of HOFA. HOFA set up
the category of friends of HOFA to attract more supporters and consumers. HOFA got
Business Registration. It claimed as a non-profit seeking organization; the board of
directors got no income.
In the first few years, the organic farmers of HOFA divided their time in
farming, marketing, visiting others and doing farm education for local study tours;
they organized an organic festival to promote organic agriculture to the public. From
2003, an Organic Dinner was held periodically as a gathering of the farmer members.
Betty, an ex-PGF staff member, who joined as an individual consumer, thought that
this was a social gathering but not an educational activity to promote organic farming.
HOFA did more about public education and marketing during my fieldwork.
In Organic Dinner, HOFA bought farmer members’ vegetables at the price of $8 per
catty. A restaurant for rehabilitation of mildly mentally handicapped in Kowloon
provided the venue and cooking for the Dinner. During my fieldwork, there were talks
about the crossover of organic food and fair trade as well as the risk of geneticallymodified rice in China. The participants then enjoyed a dinner of organic vegetables
and some other dishes.
HOFA established new kinds of opportunities that organic farmers approached
their customers, including direct exchange in farmers’ markets, farm visits, holiday
farm leasing and organic vegetable delivery. HOFA got a fund to organize a local
organic vegetable delivery programme; Fong was a part-time worker of this
programme; she collected the members’ vegetables by a van and delivered to
customers by order. The annual membership fee was $100 and the package included
low quantity ($400 for five catties per week), middle quantity ($720 for ten catties per
110
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week) and high quantity ($1280 for twenty catties per week). There were two delivery
days, one for the customers in Kowloon and the New Territories as well as one for
those living on Hong Kong Island. The programme stopped in 2007 when I started my
fieldwork because of the lack of funds.
The office of HOFA was located in a small house near Good Crop Farm in Pat
Heung. Good Crop Farm offered a piece of land for HOFA to organize holiday
farming; every holiday farmer could rent farmland with the cost of $2.7 per square
feet. HOFA organized training courses for the public about organic farming too; it
cooperated with Kadoorie Farm at first and then with FEDVMC. There were two
courses every year during my fieldwork; one was in spring for a month as an
introductory course; another one was held in autumn for three months for participants
to learn how to start and operate as an organic farmer with skills, technology and
opportunities to practice. Fung was the instructor.
HOFA was the first agricultural group to publish an organic standard, which is
a guideline for any farmer willing to practice organic farming. HOFA participated in
the process of application for the Agricultural Development Fund to set up Organic
Resource Centre (ORC). ORC was a certification agency established in 2005 by
HOFA, PGF and a university. 111
However,

HOFA changed

its

attitude

and

encouraged

the

direct

communication between organic farmers and consumers. There was a representative
on the board of ORC, but HOFA held an argument that direct communication between
farmers and consumers was the best way to distinguish who was an authentic organic
farmer. PGF supported certification but did not join the certification as its farming
workers rejected it. During my fieldwork, a farmer thought that HOFA was not
supporting organic certification, so he did not join HOFA as a member. He joined
PGF as an individual member instead.
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See more in Chapter 4 and 5.
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Table 3.3: The organic standard issued by HOFA
Environmental
z Interact positively with the natural cycle
Conservation and Animal z Maintain and improve the permanent fertility of
Health
soil
z Decrease any form of pollution
z Try the best to use regenerated and recycled
resource in production and processing
z Produce decomposable organic products
z Facilitate biological cycle in the production
system including micro-organism, animals and
plants; take preventive measures against pests and
weeds, eg. Crop rotation, green fertilisers,
balanced fertilising schedule, natural enemy and
protecting the roots
z Seeds and plant resources should be certified as
organic；choose the varieties suitable for local
climate and soil environment; they should be
resistant to pest and infections
z Use water and the organism in the system
carefully; use organic fertiliser to improve the
nutrients in the soil but not harm the soil, ecology
and water source;
z Keep the genetic diversity in the production
system and neighbouring environment, eg. to
protect the wild animals, plants and habitat;
contribute to natural conservation and biodiversity
z Ensure no genetically-modified organism or
materials in the production and processing
procedure; no pollution should be made
z Consider the impact of organic production and
processing system upon the society and ecology
z Encourage local production
z Encourage harmony between crop production and
animal raising
z Provide a natural living environment for animals
Fairness and Care
z Produce sufficient amount of good quality food
items
z Workers in organic production and processing
should derive sufficient income and satisfaction
from work, including a safe working environment
z The whole system of organic production,
processing and distribution should pursue the
goals of social fairness and natural conservation;
obey laws and regulations of the government and
certifying agency.
Source: HOFA, “Organic Certification”, available on-line from
http://www.hofa.org.hk/english/organic_cert.html; Internet; accessed on 8th December,
2007.
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HOFA joined Kadoorie Farm and FEDVMC to set up the Tai Wo Organic
Farmers’ Market located in Tai Po new town in 2005 but quitted in 2006. It then ran a
project-based farmers’ market in Wan Chai with Greenpeace until 2007; since 2008, it
has run a farmers’ market at Star Ferry Pier in Central invited by the Star Ferry
Company. Monica claimed that a farmers’ market of HOFA was an arena for direct
communication between farmers and consumers, especially for office ladies who only
visited supermarkets to buy foreign organic food items.
The farmers paid $150 administration fee for the farmers’ market at Star Ferry
Pier to HOFA each time; Star Ferry Company only wanted five farmers to come, so
HOFA had to draw lots for farmers then. If there was a farmer withdrawing because of
insufficient vegetables, HOFA would call another farmer to come. I witnessed a
change of farmer in the summer. In April 2009, a company selling organic mushrooms
and Wholesome Shop, 112 a small store selling dried organic and natural products
joined the farmers’ market to diversify the food items.
Most of the holiday farmers of HOFA were graduates of the training courses.
They travelled from homes in urban areas to the farms in rural New Territories during
the weekends. They brought their water, soft drinks, hats and bottles of sun block.
They grew many varieties on the same small-sized farms. They discussed the farming
skills as well as shared the seeds and harvests. They became Friends of HOFA. They
were the volunteers in HOFA’s farmers’ market and training courses.
Lam joined holiday farming and HOFA’s training course for natural
appreciation; he rented a piece of land of six dou with his classmates. They joined
HOFA’s activity to sell their produce during my fieldwork. They employed a villager
to water the vegetables for them while they leave during weekdays; they put a
refrigerator, a radio and cooking sets in the storage room in order to take a relaxing
rest.
Leung planned to change his job from a hotel technician to an organic farmer
during the economic depression of Hong Kong in 2002; he joined HOFA’s training
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course and became a volunteer to teach the others. He rented a piece of farmland to
practice holiday farming; however, he was still working as a cook as “farming cannot
feed the family.” He told me that his reason to stay in organic farming was “to learn
the philosophy of organic farming, which is to respect nature to enhance my personal
morality.”
These local organic farmers and farmers’ union moved the rural imagination to
the urban area. The core members like Liza coordinated periodic or once-and-for-all
farmers’ markets with the district councils, companies and expos; the other farmers
seized the opportunities to come to sell their vegetables. Some converting organic
farmers did not have the experiences to sell their vegetables in urban settings. A
farmer had to wait for the van of delivering her vegetables to send her home in Fan
Ling even though she had sold all the vegetables because she had no idea of public
transport to get home.

Conclusion: Adopting a new lifestyle
In this chapter, I explain how the new organic farmers join agriculture with a
new living and working pattern across urban and rural area. They produce “organic”
food by changing the practices of farming encouraged by the agricultural institutions
for decades. They create an environment and carefully select elements to grow
organic vegetables. The changes satisfy social needs for environmentalism, food
safety and nutrition against Chinese imports. Inclusion of farming in weekly or daily
schedule becomes a different kind of lifestyle to escape from urbanization,
modernization and consumption of commodities in global flow.
A new local organic food community is gradually formed by the cooperation
between farmers and consumers as the supporters of local organic farmers. HOFA
becomes a medium to connect the two groups of people separated in global capitalism;
local network develops through the activities. It is a bottom-up development of a new
lifestyle, which influences the agricultural institutions to respond to a rising demand
for local organic food. I will elaborate further in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
CREATING A CATEGORY OF LOCAL ORGANIC FOOD

In this chapter, I show how the agricultural institutions create an official
category of “local organic farmers.” I illustrate the cooperation of the agricultural
institutions and farmers in the making of “local organic food” with foreign elements.
The changes for traditional farmers also show their response to their marginalization
in the changing global position of Hong Kong. They add values into their local
produce. Organic certification provides consumers with efficiency to find local
organic vegetables, but the farmers have various attitudes toward this “scientific”
system.

Official Categorization of Local Organic Farmers
At the end of the 1990s, the organic farmers practiced their ideal organic
farming but found that it was ineffective to produce vegetables of good quality and
sufficient quantity, especially in summer. There were many problems that they had to
solve, but with individual efforts they failed. These farmers found their leafy
vegetables full of holes (bitten by worms and pests),113 their produce was thin and
coarse in texture after a longer growing period than “conventional” vegetables
produced with chemical fertilizers and pesticides. They had to conform to the bad
weathers bringing a sudden loss of produce and income.
The agricultural department launched the Accredited Farm Scheme in 1994 to
build up citizens’ confidence to local vegetables after series of news about poisoned
vegetables in China. 114 It monitored the farmers’ proper use of chemicals. 115 The
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In the beginning of organic agriculture in Hong Kong, PGF taught people to make organic pesticides
to expel pests with pepper or garlic with water. The strong smell of spice was proved later highly
ineffective in Hong Kong environment. A farmer told me that he planted some herbs to sell and at the
same time discouraged the coming of pests. Some farmers also make Derris by themselves. They
claimed it was time-wasting to extract the matters from Derris. These measures were not effective in
organic farmers’ opinions.
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See X1000570, Agriculture and Fisheries Department, Agriculture and Fisheries Department
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agricultural department introduced bio-pesticides to the farmers. 116 Bio-pesticides
killed pests with elements extracted from plants and animals. 117 The government
discouraged artificial pesticides through technical talks, exhibition, demonstration of
protective gears and free distribution of educational posters and pesticide labels to
farmers. 118
The government’s control on food safety of vegetables moved from Hong
Kong to mainland China to ensure the supply of harmless vegetables in 1995. The
Accredited Farm Scheme was later extended to the farms operated and invested in by
Hong Kong people in Guangdong. A farmer mentioned that he was encouraged to
convert to Accredited Farm; he earned a little more at first since these farms had the
priority to grow the agricultural department’s newly introduced varieties, like super
sweet corn; however, once the variety was welcomed in the local market, he found
that there was a supply from the much larger farms in China.
The large-scale Chinese import with much lower price destroys local farming
and farmers’ confidence to their competency in free economy. Local produce had to
compete with additional values. The government policy on agriculture after 1997
became “the development of modern, efficient, intensive, safe and environmentally
acceptable farming.” 119 Kadoorie Farm, as a supporter of local agriculture, required
farmers to meet environmental protection requirements in order for them to borrow
money. 120 Since the 1990s, organic food has become a symbol of environmental
protection and health. Though mass agricultural production was no longer possible
due to land and labour shortage, the quality of local vegetables was re-emphasized in
public and institutional requirements.
Annual Report, For the Financial year 1997/98. Government Record Office.
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Organic farming became one way to revive agriculture. Since 2000, the
agricultural department has launched an assistance program to help “conventional”
farmers, who used to grow vegetables by using artificial fertilizers and pesticides, to
move to organic farming. The agricultural department defines organic farming as
the production of wholesome, nutritious and chemical-residue-free food; plant residue
and manure are recycled to save resources; to protect our air, soil, drinking water,
food supply and to avoid food poisoning and pollution; to facilitate bio-diversity and a
balanced ecological system; to nurse the land for next generations. 121
The agricultural department published its organic standard based on this
definition in 2000, which marked its formal involvement in organic agriculture. The
standard told the importance of soil fertility, agricultural quality and environmental
protection; it emphasized the self-sufficiency of the production system; farmers could
achieve this system by enhancing organic matter in soil, using no geneticallymodified materials, rejecting to return to conventional farming, soil management, as
well as preventing from pest and pollution. It was a technical advice to farmers who
practiced organic farming; farmers could follow the guidelines to make their produce
“organic.”
The agricultural department provides services for organic farming with the
facilities on Tai Lung Experimental Farm in Sheung Shui. 122 Tai Lung Experimental
Farm (the Farm) also moved from conventional practice to organic farming during
their experiments. The Farm organizes seminars on the technology of newly
introduced varieties of produce like strawberries and melon. The demonstration is
carried out using organic farming methods, though the Farm welcomes conventional
farmers to join the seminars. Mei was keen to join the seminars; she found the officers
afterwards to get some seeds of new varieties to grow; she liked to grow special
varieties rather than to compete with other farmers with common leafy vegetables.
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See pamphlet, “You Ji Geng Zuo Zhi Duo Dian,” ( 有 機 耕 作 知 多 點 ) Vegetable Marketing
Organization and Hong Kong SAR Government the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation
Department.
122
According to an officer of the agricultural department, the agricultural department started running
experimental farms in the 1950s; Tai Lung Experimental Farm was a nursery garden in 1954; it became
an experimental farm in the 1970s and the major varieties of crops were flowers, vegetables and fruits.
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The agricultural department launched the organic farming conversion scheme
in 2001. The name of the scheme was changed to organic farming assistance
programme (the assistance programme) with the assistance of CGG and ORC to allow
organic farmers to join. Since then, more than 110 farms have participated in the
scheme up to my fieldwork. They enjoy the services from the agricultural department
in collective ordering of seeds, fertilizers and facilities like rainshelters. They agree
CGG and the agricultural department can come to check the water, soil and vegetable
samples to monitor their organic practices at an irregular schedule.
Some participants of the assistance programme are the newcomers from the
careers like catering, drivers or bankrupt businessmen. In the time of economic
depression between 1997 and 2004, there were unemployed people choosing organic
farming as a new career path. Chung lived in a rural village in his childhood; he was
able to study abroad with his sister; he worked as a political reporter but quitted his
job in the time of SARS and joined a training course of the assistance programme
with three more people. The agricultural department offered a few lessons on farming
and finds pieces of land in Yuen Long for them to start their farms. Kei was a
jewellery artisan; he lost his job during the economic depression in early 2000s; he
joined the scheme and started the farm just next to Chung; he later quitted the farm to
restart his jewellery career; his sister, Amy who was a translator, replaced him to
manage the farm and learned to grow organic produce by herself.
The agricultural department also held the Local Agricultural Products Show
again after 1993; the new shows included fisheries products in 2007, 2008 and 2009.
Vendors of organic produce were included in one zone; another zone was for the
vendors of accredited vegetables; vendors of healthy and organic processed products
were put into one zone too. The organic farmers were required to be certified. They
rented the booths as individuals, partners or with the name of vegetable stations.
One variety of crops became the theme of the show. In 2008, there was a
strawberry festival. The agricultural department published booklets to introduce
recipes, medicinal functions of strawberry and organic farms available for visitors to
pick up “by themselves.” The agricultural department asked some farmers to sign
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contracts three months either and gave seedlings for them to grow for the Show. Most
of the farmers signing the contracts were the converting farmers. They took the risk of
not being able to give the department the produce under pest, weather condition and
even “the seedlings do not grow.”
FEDVMC set up its CGG with ADF in 2004. CGG was located first in Yuen
Long then moved to Tai Po. It has a nursery garden. It assists local organic farmers
and provides technical support, marketing and promotion services. Mr. Yim, the
former senior staff member of Kadoorie Farm, moved to FEDMVC in 2003; he set up
CGG to assist the work of the agricultural department like farmers’ conversion to
organic farming and technical support. Mr. Yim insisted organic farming would be the
only future to upgrade local agriculture to compete with the massive import of cheap
Chinese vegetables. He improved local farming environment and made remedies with
his network in Kadoorie Farm; the soil was not fertile in Hong Kong but the farmers
could raise pigs and chickens for manure; he imported cattle manure from China; he
imported organic pesticides (former bio-pesticides) from a research centre in
Guangdong as preventive measures. In 2004, the Organic Office organized the Tai Wo
Farmers’ Market in the vegetable station in Tai Po with HOFA and Kadoorie Farm.
During my fieldwork, Mr. Yim employed more staff members of CGG with
ADF to conduct education about organic agriculture and natural conservation. Besides
services to farmers, CGG carries out educational projects. For example, ADF
sponsored about $30,000 in 2006, then $70,000 in 2007 and $100,000 in 2008 for
CGG to join a flower and animal exhibition in Fan Ling with more than 100,000
visitors; CGG also joined the famous Victoria Park’s flower show where about
500,000 visitors came in 2008; CGG designed an exhibition to introduce local organic
farming.
The agricultural department and FEDVMC reform themselves to include
organic farming under their supervision. Also, they organize activities to promote
local organic farming and educate the public about the meanings of organic farming.
Scientific management is mentioned in their materials to show to the public. Any
farmer practicing with reference to these technical elements can become an organic
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farmer officially. 123

Inclusion of Converting Organic Farmers
There are two kinds of converting organic farmers. Most of these farmers still
engage in farming before their conversion to organic farming. When they turn to
organic farming, they experience the period of conversion to let soil condition and
their farming practice meet the organic standard. Mr. Chau was a farmer who rented
pieces of land of the common property of his lineage landlords. His land was in Pat
Heung and he lived in the stone house on the farm. His wife worked on the farm too.
His son and daughter-in-law helped with the farm work at the weekends. Mr. Chau
converted to organic farming after learning the Buddhist teaching which discouraged
killing animals like pests.
Fun was a refugee from Guangdong at the time of “Cultural” Revolution in the
1970s; she lived with her relatives in Yuen Long and worked in a factory; she married
with a man who worked near a rural village in Pat Heung; they rented a farm with an
iron sheet house; Fun later quitted their job and became a full time farmer. She
managed two dou of land and sent the vegetables to the collective vegetable plot next
to her farm.
Due to the decreasing income of farming, she converted to organic farming
under the encouragement of the agricultural department for higher-value vegetables.
She was the breadwinner of her family with her retired husband and two nephews.
Organic farming to her was the last struggle for a decent living with flexible working
hours and rural life. The agricultural department asked her to convert to organic
farming for higher return; she wanted to quit because organic farming took more time
and physical energy to grow the produce; she had to go out to sell her vegetables in
the farmers’ markets for better income too;
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however, she enjoyed the

encouragement of customers who “want to eat her vegetables every week.” 125

123

See Map 4.1 for the distribution of organic farms and markets in Hong Kong.
For farmers’ markets, see Chapter 5.
125
Fun bought her daily necessities in the neighbourhood; she ordered fertilizers like peanut cakes for
$200 per pack, bone meal for $135 per pack and even rice for consumption from one agriculture tool
store.
124
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There are also some farmers who work in urban areas before returning to the
rural life in their middle ages. Mr. Ko lived on a farm in rural Fan Ling. Though his
farm was in a remote location from Fan Ling, a lorry parking area occupied the
nearby land. He worked as an auditor in Hong Kong and moved to China during mid1990s. His father continued to work in the farm. When Mr. Ko got married and his
daughter started to go to kindergarten, he gave up the job and returned to be a farmer
for a freer lifestyle. He converted to organic farming then. His wife learned farming
after marriage.
Converting organic farmers own a different rural network, time management
and living pattern with new organic farmers. Converting organic farmers living in
rural villages for decades establish better social network in their neighbourhood. They
have lower field rents with a long history of land leasing. However, they do not rent
out part of the land for holiday farming to avoid the sharp increase of land rent by
landlords, though they know it is a profitable business for holiday farming.
They also visit seed stores for most of the tools, materials and information
about farming. They go to restaurants and teahouses in the morning when the farm
work is not busy; there are small markets for them to buy daily stuff. They play
mahjong in stores after lunch. Afternoon under hot sun is the good time for them to
take a rest and socialize with the neighbours. At night, the converting organic farmers
take a rest. They have TV programmes as entertainment. Sometimes they work on the
farm until midnight; a farmer tells me she likes to catch the snails and worms at night
as most of these creatures only come out then. They live next to the farms and are able
to work at night.
Both organic farmers and converting organic farmers rely on their family
members to diversify income sources; farming provides unstable income. Most of
their children have been working and sustain themselves; farming to the farmers is no
longer the only means to support the family. They do not need to pay tax as the
income is too low. They stay in farming business which does not earn a living because
family division of labour can provide family income.
Some converting farmers have other jobs or means of earning money like lorry
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drivers, mini-bus drivers or even participate in financial stock markets. They live in
the houses on the farms which do not require rents. Farming is a flexible job in terms
of time for farmers to get “extra” income. Mrs. Ko told me that she liked to work on
the farm provided that finance were fine in her family; it was more flexible so she
could take care of her daughters; her daughters enjoyed free education which lowered
the family’s financial burdens.
The converting organic farmers continue to live and work on the farms they
have lived on for decades. Soils contain chemicals as a legacy; the farmers have their
own wells; the farms are arbitrarily located. Most of the farms are a bit far from the
busy main roads, as those located there have been purchased by developers for
housing, parking or storage of large machines or building materials. Some farms’
neighbouring land has been bought and developed as a private complex.
Fun recalled the procedure of converting her conventional farm to an organic
farm. The conversion under organic farming conversion scheme was signified with
different colours of plastic baskets given by VMO. Since the Accredited Farming
Scheme was held in 1990s, farmers who participated in the scheme used purple colour
of baskets to put their vegetables to collective vegetable plots. In the organic farming
conversion scheme, the staff members of Tai Lung Experimental Farm gave a field
record book to each farmer; there was a map in the book which noted the area of the
farm and the division of different zones. The farmer had to record down the input of
seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, etc in each zone every day. The conversion was zone by
zone. The staff came once every week to check if the farmer had any misconduct.
Samples of soil, water and vegetables were brought back for laboratory tests.
Farmers had to grow crops in one zone for four times before could finally put
the vegetables into a basket of orange colour, which meant the category of organic
vegetables sold in VMO. The first crop was put into baskets in blue colour, which
meant conventional produce. The second and third crops were put into baskets in
purple colour, which represented a converting category or accredited vegetables. The
converting category or accredited vegetables were treated in the same level of safety
and quality under the new categorization of organic vegetables. After the changing
uses of baskets, the farmer could finally send the vegetables to VMO under the
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category of organic vegetables. 126
To these converting organic farmers, organic farming is similar to the practice
they did before the use of artificial fertilizers and pesticides. One farmer told me that
“it is difficult to understand when I hear about organic farming, but when I try, it is
only returning to the traditional practice in our childhood.”
Mr. Ko was the third generation of a farmer. His grandfather, father and uncles
rented a farm since the 1940s. They lived on the farm together. They grew vegetables
and raise pigs. They bought the kitchen wastes from nearby restaurants to cook and
feed the pigs; some kinds of vegetable like sweet potato shoots were added and
cooked to feed the pigs. Then, the pig’s manure could be turned to fertilizer for
vegetable gardening. He commented that there was no waste in the farm; everything
could be recycled. He viewed that it was more organic than the environment now as
his neighbourhood had insufficient elements like pig manure to complete a cycle. He
had to buy organic fertilizers.
As Mr. Yim estimates, there are still about 900 conventional farmers in Hong
Kong during my fieldwork. A traditional farmer in Vegetable Garden told me that he
applied for the conversion programme in 2007; the staff members of the agricultural
department came and checked the soil, water and vegetable samples; the irrigation
water from a spring he used qualified as good quality water; however, he finally gave
up the conversion as he could not manage his pieces of farm of 200, 000 feet square
(more than 30 dou) himself without herbicides and red balls.
For the conventional farmers, VMO was not the only outlet for their
conventional vegetables in the past. The converting organic farmers stopped going to
morning assembly markets after joining organic agriculture. One example was Yan.
She and her husband ran a farm of twenty dou in Fan Ling since 1970s. They sent
their vegetables to the dawn market in Fan Ling and VMO. Her husband stopped
126

The agricultural department encourages pig raisers to change the usage of their pig farm and land
into organic agriculture. Pig houses are modified into canopies for vegetable growing. Some pig houses
become mushroom growing plantations too. Also, the department encourages fish ponds and
surrounding wet farmland to move to organic farming too. The specialized environment provided
opportunities for farmers to grow watercress, water spinach and lotus seeds.
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working when his health condition worsened and the children grew up. Yan was
encouraged by the agricultural department to convert to organic farming. She became
a converting farmer then. As she worked herself, she stopped going to morning
assembly markets and continued to sell her vegetables to the department of premium
vegetables instead of going to farmers’ markets to increase her income, which
required more labour.
VMO started the department of premium vegetable in 1992 to promote
Accredited Farmer Scheme; it has included local organic vegetables since 2004 when
organic food finally became a commodity of category under the assistance programme;
according to the executive manager of VMO, VMO followed the free economy and
law of demand; the price of vegetables wholesaled in VMO was based on market
demand and supply.
The manager claims that VMO supports local organic vegetables and does not
market Chinese organic food imports. The department provides a lorry service to
deliver the organic vegetables from registered farms to its processing plant. It signs
contracts with farmers who are willing to grow certain varieties; some farmers refuse
to sign the contracts; they call the lorry to come when they have extra amounts of
vegetables to sell to the department. Again, they do not know the price of their
vegetables until the transaction is finished. The staff member of the department weigh,
check and package the vegetables. The department has developed a direct order from
consumers for organic vegetables such as government departments, hotels, hospital
and elderly centres. The organic vegetables are mixed with some accredited farms’
produce and conventional produce for some orders to fit the customers’ requirement
of variety and quantity, so the department uses the term “premium vegetable” to call
its products and service.
A staff member of the department of premium vegetables tells me that
consumers need appetizing vegetables; when the local organic vegetables are packed
in supermarkets, customers usually choose Chinese imports of organic vegetables
because of the better appearance. The seasonal fluctuation of local organic production
makes restaurants and wet market middlemen find difficult to have stable local supply.
The department of premium vegetable has promotion in different real estates, but the
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supermarket is the most wide distribution network. Some organic farmers sell all of
their produce to the department of premium vegetable. The lorry comes to their farms
everyday to collect the vegetables and deliver them back Cheung Sha Wan Wholesale
Market.
Figure 4.1: A sample of receipt of VMO to purchase a farmer’s vegetables
Varieties of vegetables
Price per catty by VMO
Romaine Lettuce
Rejected (too small、not appetizing)
Romaine Lettuce
$1.5
Mustard
Rejected (bad in quality)
Source: My field data.
The purchase price of the department of premium vegetable fluctuates
according to demand and supply from one to ten dollars per catty with different
varieties; the price of organic vegetables in this mechanism is about one to two times
higher than that of the conventional vegetables. 127 The department of premium
vegetable sells the vegetables in the supermarkets at the price of about twenty dollars
per catty to cover its operation cost; the farmers and some customers think that it is an
unfair mechanism to the farmers. Also, the farmers find that there are some times their
vegetables are rejected from the department of premium vegetable with the reasons of
low quality, bad shape and coarse texture; they request the department of premium
vegetable to return the vegetables back; they would rather to make composite
fertilizer instead of “throwing to the sea.”
The agricultural institutions find ways to help the new category of organic
farmers find their market. VMO as the institution to market local vegetables includes
local organic vegetables into its business. The sign of organic coloured basket
officially marks the category of local organic farmers into the governmental system of
vegetable economy; the major outlets of VMO for the local organic vegetables are
supermarkets, specialist shops and collective orders. However, the system of VMO to
purchase farmers’ products is similar to that of the conventional one; the free
economy does not provide the farmers with better income.
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See Figure 4.1.
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Scientific Organic Certification
The new category of local organic farmers faces increasing assistance of the
agricultural institutions. The new organic farmers selectively choose the elements of
the assistance; some converting organic farmers rely on the institutions to provide
new “organic” practices and knowledge. A few more educated converting organic
farmers, like Mr. Ko, also challenge the organic standards, use scientific discourses to
justify their farming practices and select the appropriate support.
In 2002, the Hong Kong Organic Resource Centre (ORC) was set up by a
university, HOFA and PGF. ORC claimed its role of an independent certifying agency.
The head of ORC, Dr. Chan who is an expert of environment science on composite
fertilizer, recalled the process of forming such a certifying agency,
I am one of the Board of Directors in PGF for years. There were only
about five organic farms in Hong Kong after ten years of the formation of
PGF; I cooperated with Winnie, the Executive Manager of PGF, to apply
for ADF for the sake of organic agriculture. We decide to accelerate the
speed of organic certification by setting up a new agency; beforehand,
there were the agricultural department’s and HOFA’s organic standard
published; but we hoped to make use of the certification to give the
organic farmers an identification for the consumers; the farmers could then
sell their goods in terms of “organic” and improve their living standard.
Conventional farming was no longer possible for a higher market sharing.
Organic production was an accepted way for conventional farmers to
move on, so we hoped to accelerate the progress of opening up the
mainstream market.
ORC includes two executive bodies; one is its resource centre to promote organic
food and life. Another body is the Certification Company which conducts organic
certification by annual renewal. The Certification Company consists of three boards,
including the certification board, standard board and monitoring board. The
company’s policy has to pass the monitoring board, which holds a meeting every six
months; the standard board is responsible for the making and modifying of organic
standard; the certification board is responsible for the approval of any application of
certification; the certification board is divided into production and processing boards
during my fieldwork to respond to the increasing number of processing organic food
items in Hong Kong.
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Since 2005, the Company of ORC has certified organic farms in Hong Kong. 128
The function of a certification is that consumers can buy “authentic organic food”
without knowing any organic farmer. According to Dr. Chan, the ultimate goal to set
up the Company of ORC is to provide a protection for the Hong Kong people in
which food items they eat; as Hong Kong people are too busy in city life, they cannot
contact with farmers directly; labels of certification help them find authentic organic
food. The organic standards encourage the organic farmers to respect the nature; to
protect natural habitats in a farming environment; to bear the social responsibility
through their production and processing of food items; to sell to their customers
through ethical practices. A certificate represents that a farmer is an organic farmer,
who satisfies the above requirements. 129
The cost of each certification involves a calculation of staff members’ salary of
ORC, and quality checking of the samples which is about $9,000. The staff members
responsible for issuing certificate are from science disciplines, mainly from biology
backgrounds. They are not required to know much about organic agriculture; they
need to take a course of certification which is held once every two to three years.
There are some part time certification officers, who are paid $800 per day. I was
excluded for joining the course as I did not have a scientific background. The training
includes getting samples from farms and observing both the natural and social
environments, usually related to the building, infrastructure and irrigation systems.
The certification process is based on a scientific report, testing and observation
of the farming environment. Some staff members wear hats and sports shoes when
they visit the farms; chemicals like insect repellent sprays are discouraged. The
process of certification is a mixture of scientific assessment and personal comments
with reference to the standards. They draw samples of water, soil and vegetable for
chemical checking; they assess the farm’s unique environment. The reports are
handed in to the certification board to pass the certificates valid for a year.
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There is another organic certification agency in Hong Kong; during my fieldwork, I had no
opportunity to meet its staff members. It certified Chinese organic farms, golf courses, seed producers
and etc. There was one farm to get its certification. It also provided a holiday farmer programme in its
site in Sai Kung; moreover, it acted as a consultancy to help its applicants meet the requirement of its
standard. Its Board of Directors included one retired Head of the agricultural department.
129
See Table 4.1.
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Farmers are required to write field reports; for them it is a waste of time but
they need to prove the inputs do not violate the organic standards. The staff members
of agricultural department, FEDVMC and later the organic certification agencies
come to check the field reports and take samples too. To sell their produce as organic
products under agricultural institutions, their production is monitored by “scientific”
tests and records. Fun as an illiterate farmer relied on her husband to write the records,
but she argued that she was too busy to sit down and takes the record; she also found
it difficult to quantify her work on the farms.

Table 4.1: The information to be provided by farmers for the application of
organic certification of ORC
Categories
List of checking
Production, education, recreation, technical research
Type of farm
Sole proprietorship, limited company, partnership,
Legal status
governmental and corporation
Vegetables, fruits, paddy rice, others (eg. Herbs, seeds,
Kinds of
seedlings)
produce
Examples: crop rotation, intercropping, fallow, green manure,
Fertility
fertilizers, protective covering
management
Measures to soil Examples: contour farming, dykes, windbreaks, catch basins,
rainshelters
erosion
Management of Examples: crop rotation, intercropping, fallow, ploughing,
plans for irrigation and applying fertilizers, providing habitat
nutrition and
for natural enemies, trapping, choosing resistant varieties,
pest
machinery, etc.
Manpower, sprinkling irrigation, basin irrigation, dipping
Irrigation
system
Neighbourhood, buffer zones, risks of flooding, zoning of
Pollutants
production, packing and the packing materials, storage inside
and outside the farm, cleaning measures, a notice of “organic
farming and please do not spray any chemical”
Farm maps, field records, history of production, proof of
Farm
previous land use, records of sources of materials, records of
management
burning, records of storage, records of selling and logistics,
records
crops in buffer zones
Harvest, fertilizers, varieties
Field work
records
Source: Hong Kong Organic Resource Certification Company, “Documentation,”
available on-line from http://www.hkbu.edu.hk/~orc_cert/english/edownload.htm;
Internet; accessed on 9th August 2008.
When there is a producer’s application before the certification board, the
farmers’ representatives and any members who have direct conflict of interest have to
declare themselves. However, in my fieldwork, the farmers often suspect the
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exchanges of interests inside the board. A farmer told me that the certification staff
members decided a “pass or not pass” of his farm upon the Organic Standard only by
personal and subjective opinion; it was not “scientific” at all. Some farmers, on the
other hand, think the certification is useful to give customers confidence.

Institutional Assistance in Organic Vegetable Production
The organic farmers join seminars of the agricultural department on farming
technology and new varieties provided for all interested parties. In spring 2008, a
seminar about planting strawberries was held in the Farm located in Sheung Shui. The
person-in-charge, who taught knowledge about organic food on a TV progamme too,
introduced the practice to grow strawberries. Then, the attendants visited the
experimental farm and saw the equipment and systems of his teaching. Afterwards,
the Farm gave order sheets of seeds or seedlings to the farmers through fax or email.
The Farm also supplied a fact sheet about the shops selling those components of
equipment. Farmers needed to install themselves according to their farming
environment.
The agricultural department introduces new varieties and attempts to grow on
the Farm; it introduces to farmers if the attempt is succeeded. Strawberries, super
sweet corns and honeydew melons were recorded as the new marketable varieties.
This introduction was especially popular after the agricultural department started to
involve in Accredited Farming Scheme and organic farming. The Farm asks some
farmers to attempt the new varieties as on-farm experiments too. Fun was given for a
rainshelter by the agricultural department when she attempted to grow watermelons as
on experiment. A farmer attempted to grow Crotalaria juncea L., a kind of green
manure, to get the agricultural department’s subsidy of manure of horse.
FEDVMC helps farmers make order of seeds from the research centre in
Guangdong; it imports seed of some varieties from an American seed company two
times a year; the office releases a list of seeds to the farmers; they fax back to make
order. The new varieties enjoy higher prices though farmers need trial and error to
experiment the best growing environment for the varieties. However, farmers cannot
make extra order of seeds not listed; for example, if a farmer surfs the website of that
American company and desire a particular seeds, s/he can only order directly from the
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company. The cost is high. This is also a matter of educational level as most
traditional farmers are not good in English (some are even illiterate).
The Tai Lung Experimental Farm orders seedlings from mainland China too.
However, a farmer complains to me that the seedlings are not always of good quality
due to transportation which may be delayed from the best time of transplantation. The
Farm grows seedlings as free service to the farmers under the assistance programme,
but the farmers have to queue up at. CGG grows seedlings. It is $10 for a plate of 72
shoots. However, it depends on how much “production” of seedlings is available. If
there is not enough, farmers have to queue up. I heard that Sung whose farm was
located next to CGG’s office even walked to the department and took away the
seedlings by himself. Assistance is available but how to compete for the resources
requires strategies. However, the farmers often complain that the two institutions
delay the distribution of seedlings; they have to grow the seedlings in unfavourable
weather and suffer a risk of harvest failure.
Even for Chinese seeds, the illiterate farmers rely on their memory of the
colours, sizes and tastes of produces to make the order. Fun once complained that she
got a pack of good seeds of tomato last year; this year, she would like to have the
same pack of seed, but she forgot the reference number of it so just described the
colour, size and taste of the tomato to CGG. When she later grew the crop, she found
another one kind of tomato and it was not welcomed by customers as the previous one.
Local farmers usually have no greenhouse for growing seedlings. Mr. Ko uses
part of the land to do so. In the new office CGG, the larger greenhouse provides more
cheap organic seedlings for farmers; it is a measure to ensure the source of vegetables
is organic; it saves time and space for farmers; CGG uses European certified organic
soil for hygiene and nutrition consideration. Farmers can find seedlings from other
sources too but it takes $2-3 per one but may not be organic. The cost is too high to
check whether seeds are organic so the buffer of ORC is that the seed is not
chemically treated for Hong Kong’s standard.
Farmers also reserve seed or seedlings stocks or liu chong (留種). The farmers
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select crop by taste, productivity and appearance. Also, sometimes farmers discover a
hybrid type of vegetable on their farm and surprisingly it is easily reproduced and
fetches a good price. S/he keeps the seed and reproduces more generations to make it
as a regular character. Farmers’ stock of seeds or seedlings is also done on expensive
seeds. It is a way to lower production cost. However, not every kind of vegetable or
fruit can be reserved seed or seedlings stocks. Strawberry’s stem, for instance, cannot
live in hot summer so it is difficult to reserve seed or seedlings stocks in Hong Kong.
Also, seed companies use agro-technology to produce hybrid of plant that cannot
reserve seed; farmers have to buy some seeds every time. Farmers experience their
failure of reserving seed or seedlings stocks that the seeds’ plant goes bad in
appearance or are not germinated.
Most conversion farmers reserve seed stocks since their parents did for
decades. Stock of seeds brings good quality of the same varieties; Mark once
succeeded in a hybrid of pak choi; he sold the new hybrid at a rather good price. Fun
from her hometown got a water gourd which was unique in my fieldwork; she sold to
mothers who cooked for their babies as water gourds were “neutral” to anybody
(neither cool or hot) or zhengqi (正氣).

Farmers spend much time to provide an environment ready for a stable quality
and quantity of produce; weeding is tedious and time-consuming. The farmers also
add different fertilizers to supply the soil and crops with nutrients. The fertilizers
enrich the soil before, in between and after the plants are grown. In the past, manure
of cattle, chicken or pig was easier to collect from the farm; human manure was used.
Later and now, organic farmers have to buy the fertilizers in seed stores or from
businessmen; they also order certain kinds of products from CGG, for instances,
chicken liquefied fertilizers and manure of buffalo.
Between local organic farmers and the agricultural institutions, composite
fertilizer of animal is a controversial issue. ORC defines composite fertilizer is to
mimic organic decomposition in nature; to provide an environment for bacteria to
decompose organic matter in a higher speed; the humus with deep-brown colour and
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the smell of soil is the composite fertilizer. 130
ORC bans the use of pig manure because of the heavy metal content in Hong
Kong; some farmers argue that they have too many limitations to get composite
fertilizers; pig manure should be allowed as it is easy to get from pig farms. ORC
requires farmers to decompose chicken manure for a month before usage. Some
farmers complain that it is not easy to make the composite fertilizers as the
neighbouring chicken farms are closed. However, a few farmers have a network with
chicken farms nearby to buy the chicken manure.
It is the same case of broken bits of bean from bean curd factories. Mei was
proud of her usage of broken bits of bean as fertilizer as it was as cheap as $3 per
basket; she thought her vegetables contain the flavour and smell of bean; she thought
that this composite fertilizer made her vegetables of higher quality than the other
farmers’ vegetables.
There was a new product wholesaled by FEDVMC called Go imported from
Belgium. It was a composite fertilizer of chicken manure. The product was imported
from Europe and passes the European certification as an organic fertilizer. It provided
three major elements for vegetable growth, nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.
However, Mark thought that importing chicken manure violated the ideal of organic
farming as Hong Kong could produce it actually; the decline of chicken farms made
farmers difficult to have a self-sufficient farming cycle. The newest fertilizer available
locally was horse manure since the Olympic Games. An enterprise made composite
fertilizers in the equestrianism and collected the manure from racing horses. It cost
$25 per kilogram.
ORC allows the organic farmers to use organic pesticides which are extracted
from organic matters. CGG imports the pesticides from China. Mr. Yim claims it is
cheaper to buy these effective pesticides from the research centre in Guangdong.
However, some farmers argue that the organic pesticides are not effective; there is no
herbicide and some pests are not treated effectively in organic farming. Mark heard
130

More to see in pamphlet, “Nong Chang Xiao Xing Dui Fei Zhuang Zhi Ji Shu Jian Jie,” (農場小型
埋肥裝置技術簡介), issued by Hong Kong Organic Resource Centre.
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that some farmers mixed all organic pesticides together before sowing.
Yan said that she had to work every night to catch the worms; she was tired
and questioned herself if she should return to conventional practice which is more
effective. She has to abandon part of her farmland to weed as she “cannot work on all
of the land without chemicals.” She took time in the early conversion period to
improve the environment with organic fertilizers, crop rotation and growing seasonal
vegetables. She thought that the environment was now better and fewer pests came.
One day in spring, Fun showed me that her tomatoes were nearly rotten
because of the attack of melon flies; this kind of fly was imported by ships from
America to Hong Kong decades ago. It liked to lay its eggs in melons, fruits and
tomatoes. She told me that she cut out the rotten parts and ate the remaining part,
while the rotten part was put inside a large plastic water bucket. She covered the
bucket and let the tomatoes to be rotten for a year until they became liquefied
fertilizer and increased fertility. However, since her field occupied two dou only and
she could not put too many water buckets on the farm, some of the rotten tomatoes
were put inside a hole two feet deep dug by herself. The hole was then covered with
soil and the worms of melon flies were unable to survive.
One way to prevent crops from pests is to have physical prevention. The
agricultural department publishes a leaflet to teach how to use non-woven net with a
small rubber ring to protect gourds, to lure and to kill the melon flies by a trap.
However, some pests like melon flies are imported and have few natural enemies.
Greenhouses are the capital-intensive investments to protect the crops of melons and
tomatoes. Chung paid for the greenhouse with the government technical support and
loan. He said that some people thought that the subsidy from the government was too
little but it depended on how people thought and he was glad about that.
Seasonal variation of weather makes farming an unstable job, as farmers
usually suffer great loss in summer. Mark bought a rainshelter which was designed by
the agricultural department; he paid $700 for material cost and the agricultural
department paid for the labour cost with the fund of ADF. With a rainshelter, farmers/
can grow more efficiently in rainy seasons.
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The institutions encourage crop rotation and fallow to prevent from pest and
improve the soil fertility. However, the organic farmers have different practices
according to their farm size and production habit, Fun’s farm was as small as two to
three dou; she maximized the productivity and she hardly left any part of land fallow;
Mr. Ko had twelve dou of land to farm; he liked to leave part of the land fallows for a
month and grows legumes especially peanuts and green bean to enhance the nitrogenfixing in the soil.
Some of the farmers mentioned that they suffered great loss in early period of
conversion as the quantities and appetite of produce decline. In a few years, they
discovered that the environment was getting better as the number of pests decreased.
They discovered they contributed to the ecosystem and so they could grow plants with
fewer holes. However, the income of organic farming was not stable so some farmers
struggle to stay. Some farmers thought of returning to conversion farming which is
more “comfortable;” with the encouragement of the customers, they stayed and
worked on the farms. The organic farmers insisted to practice organic farming to
respect nature and also got respect from the consumers, as what the converting
organic farmers did.

Foreign Elements for Local Values
The institutions import foreign elements to improve the growing conditions of
Hong Kong organic farmers. China is a place for cheap materials like organic
fertilizers and pesticides; however, Taiwan is a model for the local organic farmers
and agricultural institutions to adopt a system from production to marketing. They
establish links with the Taiwanese organic agricultural participants and organize visits
to Taiwan.
Taiwan’s organic agriculture developed in the same period of that of Hong
Kong. However, the development of organic agriculture in Taiwan is faster than Hong
Kong; its produces and process much more varieties and quantity of organic food
items. There are four organizations of organic certification. Local groups also support
primary food producers without certifications. A successful consumer group is the
Taiwan Housewife Co-op, a community-supported agricultural consumer group (CSA)
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set up in 1993, which consists of over 25,000 members. Together with other chains of
organic retail shops, the marketing and consuming bodies in Taiwan provided the
organic farmers with better outlets than those in Hong Kong.

Table 4.2: A comparison of the organic agricultural development in Taiwan and
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Taiwan
1988
1988
The first organic farm
2000
1995
Becoming an official
category
2000
1999
The first organic standard
2001
Starting organic certification 2005
< 905
No. of certified farms in 2006 < 50
35 hectares/320 hectares 160 hectares/1364
Area of organic farms in
hectares
2007/ total farming area
< 100
< 782 with 52% are
Number of retailers in 2007
shops in chain
Farm production
Farm production and
Major products
processing
Source: An information pack provided by ORC during the trip to Taiwan
The Hong Kong organic farmers are eager to learn from the experience,
practical skills and technology, as well as the whole system of organic agriculture in
Taiwan. The farmers regard Taiwan as a better model than China, especially after the
food safety crisis in China. They can earn more by adding the elements from the
Taiwan’s elements into their products and make them more special.
I participated in a Taiwan study tour organized by ORC in October 2008. The
tour I participated in was joined by thirty people, including farmers, processors,
consumers, retailers, one owner of aquaculture, a natural therapist and staff members
of agricultural institutions and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). The tour
lasted for four days. The chief editor of a magazine about organic agriculture in
Taiwan was the tour guide. There was a sharing session after the tour. In ORC’s
presentation, it focused on the technology and skills in production, relationship
between producers and consumers, environmental protection, certification, scientific
reports of food s well as health and food intake.
The Hong Kong organic farmers wanted to learn from the Taiwan farmers
about producing effective and economic composite fertilizers, protecting produce
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from pests in a large-scale production, and marketing their organic food items. They
visited farms, processed food factories, retail shops and restaurants in Taiwan to learn
about the above features. The tour also provided an opportunity for the participants to
develop their local network in Hong Kong.
There was a farm we visited located on a slope. The Hong Kong farmers
believed that the production environment was not like theirs. One characteristic of this
farm was not using automatic irrigation sprinklers and backing care of the plants
personally. A farmer told me that it was impossible for them to do so in Hong Kong,
especially as the labour cost was too high for them to have manual irrigation. Another
point to note was that the farmer in that farm employed single-mothers to do the onfarm processing; it was to train these women in terms of working skills.
Another farm was on a slope too but the farmers think it was like the
environment they faced. A farmer asked me to record down the weeding work of this
farm; there was plastic cover to keep the humidity in soil and also to prevent weed
growth; however, dipping system was needed to irrigate so it was not wholly a natural
system. The farm had two hundred families as customers of direct ordering; there
were boxes, weight, and lorry to delivery the vegetables which cost 350 TWD for
eight pounds and 90 TWD of transport fee per week. He said he was a small farm
owner so customers could come and look at the operation freely; the large agribusiness could not do so. He believed that organic farms should allow people to visit
to learn.
In another farm, the manager claimed that the farm failed in selling fresh
vegetables and so it changed to process their produce as noodles, powder and Chinese
medicines; the processed items could last longer and value ten times the prices of the
fresh vegetables. The example was turmeric. They used machines to process the
turmeric in a vacuum condition with low temperature to maintain the nutritious
combination so the price could rise from 50 TWD to about 2,000 TWD. He asked the
farmers to think more after converting to organic farming; the farm collects other
farms’ produce and used their own machine to process and produce enzymes; the farm
could even produce fertilizers by this technology with pineapples’ residue after being
processed into an enzyme.
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The tour also visited organic retail shops in chains too. There were briefing
sessions from the managers of each shop to the tour. The participants reacted most to
a shop which suggested organic life and localized supports to farmers. The shop
suggested organic food was not a matter of health but to reflect the relationship
among soil, ecology and food. Organic life which people live with care of these
elements was an attitude and also additional value to the products. Also, the ideal
inside was to take care of the land as a social responsibility, which encouraged local
farmers to return to their land.
In a restaurant, there was an organic coffee tree. A farmer wanted to bring
some coffee back Hong Kong to grow. A staff member of ORC claimed that a proof of
its certificated status was necessary for the farmer to sell the products as organic
coffee. The farmer gave up. The farmers were consumers too; they bought a lot of
organic processed food items in the specialist shops; they told the availability of those
products in Hong Kong and compared the prices. They discussed the possibility to
process some produce like those they tried during the visits.
Mrs. Wong as a producer of liquefied fertilizer thought that the trip was not
useful to her, but she would go to Taiwan other times for the updated technical
knowledge. Lily from an environmental group praised that the Taiwanese farmers
they saw were not only businessmen but also worked for life and ideals; the problem
she saw in Hong Kong was that there was no connection between producers and
consumers. She felt that Taiwanese had the “culture” to integrate organic food in their
lives. Mr. Yim found that Taiwanese farmers utilized the ecosystem to earn money
with the aid of national and regional agricultural institutions. A farmer bought a food
dehydrator for processing his fruits, tomatoes and turnips too with reference to his
Taiwanese counterparts.
The organic food retailers and processors extended their network to the local
farmers. A retailer wanted a farmer’s lotus seeds to make congee. She visited another
farmer later in Hong Kong to do preliminary negotiation to process fruit juice. The
natural therapist also got farmers’ contacts to find ingredients to make vinegar, which
was popular in Taiwan as a drink to cure cancer.
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ORC designed a computer programme after going to Taiwan in 2007 with
reference to a supermarket. The major preparation work was in 2008. As a volunteer, I
followed a staff member to visit the farms supplying vegetables to the department of
premium vegetables for supermarkets. We went to visit the farms and took interviews;
we asked the farmers to introduce their history in farming, the best varieties they grew
and their reasons to join organic farming. The programme was proposed to be shown
to consumers in front of the organic vegetables; consumers could touch the screen and
listen to the farmers’ voice record. The customers could then know better the source
of their vegetables then.
The trip showed the progress of the Taiwanese organic food community to
Hong Kong and how it connected with the mainstream market by processing,
specialist shops and developing delivery service with the help of local transport
infrastructure. Some participants also argued that ethics of farmers and the inclusion
of organic food into daily lifestyle were important. When they went back Hong Kong,
the farmers and processing agents started to connect; the organic certification agency
also improved its service for consumers in the mainstream supermarkets. The local
organic food community added their production with local values of technology, skills,
varieties as well as the concepts of a lifestyle with eating organic food to show the
care of nature and culture.

Conclusion: A Value-added Food Category
This chapter focuses on the institutional reforms to include organic farming
and organic food into their agenda. “Local production” is the key to link these
institutions together for a new category of local organic farmers who need assistance
in the growing and marketing environment. They search for different elements to
accomplish the “organic” production, while the New Territories is no longer a
favourable agricultural landscape for a self-sustainable and completed organic cycle.
The new organic farmers are included in this category, while a small part of
traditional farmers join the conversion with a less efficient means of production. The
experience of Taiwan provides the farmers and institutional staff members with
elements they select for the local conditions. They also establish links with the
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processing and middle businessmen. Organic certification accelerates the inclusion of
local organic food into the mainstream market, as shown in the next chapter.
To the farmers, organic food earns a higher value than traditional food. They
borrowed the foreign elements into local agriculture to survive in the local market and
global competition. The mainstream market system absorbs local organic food into its
free market mechanism. Organic farming is no longer an alternative activity outside
the major system. Simultaneously, organic standards and official guidelines of organic
farming limit the farmers’ choices on the elements in different stages of production.
Conflicts exist and show the competition of farmers to be “authentic organic farmers,”
as shown in the following contents. In next chapter, I will illustrate how two forces of
mainstream market of global economy and the alternative markets compete with each
other.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPERSONAL ORGANIC CERTIFICATION VERSUS MORALITY IN
MARKETING

In this chapter, I continue to elaborate on the impact of organic certification to
the local organic food commodity. Organic certification brings the local organic
produce in competition with Chinese organic imports in the mainstream market. The
agricultural institutions on the one hand cooperate to participate in the mainstream
market; on the other hand, they develop an alternative market system to challenge the
order.
Farmers work as businessmen themselves; they cooperate to attract consumers to buy
their local produce; also, they have their personal strategies to compete for higher
revenue and customers’ confidence. They fight against Chinese imports in different
situations; they utilize their social capitals to survive as petty capitalists.

Moral Economy, Cooperation and Competition in Farmers’ Markets
VMO set up a wholesale market in 1946. Since then, all vegetables grown in
the New Territories were officially sent to the wholesale market; the government acted
as the monopoly of the market. Illegal markets existed in flexible organizations;
morning assembly markets continued to operate in the New Territories; a former
vegetable wholesaling group in Kowloon was gradually included in the wholesaling
market.
Local organic agriculture, on the other hand, does not join the wholesale
system. For the farmers, they do not want their organic vegetables to be sold as
conventional ones, which mean the prices are under direct competitions with Chinese
and local conventional vegetables. Also, it is difficult for common people to
distinguish local organic vegetables from conventional vegetables and even Chinese
organic vegetables. A problem of authenticity exists.
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The organic farmers recalled that they had few outlets for local organic
produce before 2004. The official way to sell their vegetables was through VMO.
They sent their vegetables to vegetable stations of farmer co-operatives nearby; the
vegetables were then sent to the wholesale market of VMO in Kowloon at the same
price as conventional vegetables.
They found the local rural environment no longer ready for farming in land
speculation. They found few customers willing to buy their vegetables. Rural settlers
consumed their own vegetables or bought from the neighbours. I heard that some
settlers said that organic vegetables were expensive vegetables but are the same of
pozaicai ( 婆 仔 菜 ), which are grown from the elders in rural villages for selfconsumption.
The farmers faced frustration that their effort of using more environmentallyfriendly methods was not appreciated by the government. Also, they had a greater
financial burden because they had no profit at that price range with higher operational
cost than that of conventional farmers. One farmer told me that he had to convert
nearly all of his first produce into composite fertilizer since he found no customer.
The farmers cooperate with the institutions to create a new market order for
their “authentic” local organic vegetables to justify a higher price. They create
markets for their direct retailing to consumers. It is a challenge to the government by
using the flexibility of law and organizational resources. Although VMO provides a
channel for the local organic vegetables to reach the mainstream market (mainly in the
supermarkets), the local organic farmers show their discontent to the low collective
price by joining farmers’ markets, finding consumers for direct exchange and even
selling the low quality produce to VMO only.
In the early 2000s, the farmers utilize different cheap resources to find their
customers. They build up websites to promote their produce and their farms. Also,
they develop their reputation by giving vegetables as gift among the early consumers
who are their former colleagues and neighbours to extend their network. Some
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farmers print name cards. PGF also publishes booklets yearly to introduce the farmers
and their contacts; the address and phone number are mainly the homes of the farmers.
The farmers work with HOFA to do more promotional activities to reach the potential
consumers.
One of the major achievements of the institutions’ cooperation is the
establishment of farmers’ markets in Hong Kong. Farmer markets in Hong Kong are
called nongxu (農墟). “Xu” (a traditional periodical market) is the local concept
promoted as a place when producers periodically bring their products to the markets
and directly deal with consumers.
There were three farmers’ markets that regularly run weekly during my
fieldwork. On Wednesdays, HOFA’s farmers’ market was held in the Star Ferry Pier in
Central. On Sunday, there was the Carbon-minus Market. 131 From 2007, Tai Po
Environmental Association and Kadoorie Farm organized the Carbon-minus Market
on Sundays. 132 The third one is the Tai Wo Farmers’ Market.
Noticeably, the farmers’ markets were interrelated. There was one day when a
staff member of Food and Environmental Hygiene Department visited HOFA farmers’
market. Someone complained to the Department that he/she bought a pack of
vegetables when passing by the Carbon-minus Market on Sunday and had an allergic
reaction but could not tell the Department who the farmer was. Sung and Mr. Ko
joined the two markets. They were unhappy as someone’s misconduct might harm
their business; customers did not care who the organizer was; they would blacklist the
farmers’ markets as a whole.
The farmers in farmers’ markets interact to influence each other’s reputation
and business; they are under the situation of competition for customers but also create
same symbol of local organic food together. Once the symbol is polluted, the interests
of all farmers are harmed. Besides they grow “ethical” organic vegetables, they have
131

For the Carbon-minus Market, see Chapter 7.
A staff member of Tai Po Environmental Association told me that the Carbon-minus Carnival was
not only a farmers’ market but also an environmental protection activity. The Association worked in a
rural area of Tai Po to preserve butterflies. It cooperates with Kadoorie Farm as a programme for
environmental protection with organic life.
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to show their morality to consumers when they show up in the farmers’ markets. I use
the term “moral economy” to remark on this kind of personal transaction as the
farmers’ behaviour in and outside the farmers’ markets determines the values of their
vegetables; customers choose the vegetables more than by the prices and quality.
CCG worked with HOFA and Kadoorie Farm to start the Tai Wo Farmers’
Market in Tai Po in 2004; later HOFA and Kadoorie quitted it and FEDMVC managed
it alone. It sells fresh organic vegetables produced in Hong Kong. As Mr. Yim
mentions, it is organized for local organic farmers to sell their products beside VMO.
Now, the Market takes place every week.
There are currently about twenty vegetable vendors and ten other stalls selling
fair trade, environmentally-friendly and natural products; 133 the farmers have to take
turns in location, though Mr. Yim believes that customers recognize their names.
Since 2006, farmers generally enjoy more customers and transactions after the news
of Chinese poisoned vegetables.
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According to Mr. Yim and the farmers, the

farmers’ markets get a higher consumer flow when mass media reports a crisis of food
safety,
The Farmers’ Market is a place for the local organic farmers’ moral economy.
It is not only a transaction of vegetables, but the farmers compete with the Chinese
farmers, local conventional farmers and the other organic farmers in the farmers’
markets by personal network, images and knowledge.
There are some rules for the organic farmers to join the markets. They have to
come personally; they need to bring their own produce to sell in the market. They
cannot sell the other farmers’ vegetables. No Chinese fresh produce is sold in the
market. The staff members of the Organic Office draw vegetable samples every week
to check the use of chemicals. If one farmer is discovered using chemicals, s/he has to
quit. There are cases that some farmers are suspected to sell others’ vegetables, when
the staff members compare their items sold in the markets and grown on the farms;
133

See Map 5.1.
‘Wu Nong Yao You Ji Shu Cai Da Mai Jia Ri Nong Xu Sheng Yi Jin Sheng Yi Bei,’ (無農藥有機蔬菜
大賣假日農墟生意勁升一倍) AM 730, 24th April 2006.
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the farmers are asked to quit.
Since 2008, all farmers have been required by CGG to get the organic
certification of ORC. Mr. Yim mentions that it is a double monitoring to the farmers
by CGG and also ORC, an “official” organic certification agency in his words. It
provides the customers with a protection; FEDVMC does not need to take much risk
so to operate a farmers’ market.
In the Tai Wo Farmers’ Market, there is a regular flow of 1000 to 2000
customer. The farmers negotiate with CGG that their vegetables generally cost $16
per catty. In January 2009, Wah-shan suggested to farmers in the farmers’ market
lowering the price of lettuce and turnip to $10 catty; it was a promotion and also the
farmers had too many of these varieties during winter. Lik agreed as he had too many
lettuces and VMO paid him $3 per catty. Mark thought the farmer suggesting this
discount was disregarded as a “businessman;” organic farming was impossible to be
operated in a selling price of vegetables at $10 per catty; most of the customers found
their farmers but not search for the lowest prices. Fun held the same view. They
rejected to join the proposed scheme.
Cooperation exists in farmers’ markets. Some farmers book a van together and
send their produce to the farmers’ market to save cost. I saw Chung helped Fun mark
a higher price of some new varieties as he thought “it is a reasonable price; Fun sets
too low will not pay the cost.” I speculate it was also an act to justify the higher price
of Chung’s produce in the same variety. I observed that some farmers took the others’
produce to satisfy a customer who might want the varieties they did not have; they
shared the payment afterwards.
The farmers update the news about agricultural institutions, seeds, skills,
technology and prices of the others’ produce in the farmers’ market. Some farmers
share new varieties’ seedlings and seed when they meet there. Fun gets Lik’s seeds of
new varieties. Some farmers join together to order a brand of fertilizer which is
discounted by bulk order.
The farmers compete in the Farmers’ Market too. Some farmers even try to
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grow as a “gamble” or they termed it bozaoshui (搏早水), which means an earlier sale
of a variety than other farmers. However, the variety not yet in season may be bitter or
less appetizing. Farmers have to take the risks of a typhoon, a sudden cold weather or
even that the seeds are not germinated. If they succeed, they enjoy a popularity of
their produce as they have a timely monopoly of this variety.
The farmers have their ranks for customers who pay more too; they keep some
varieties for the customers who have pre-ordered, like Chung. Lik sold some more
varieties those customers to get higher prices than to the VMO. Fun let the long-term
customers to search in the baskets for fresh and appetizing vegetables. She said she
trusted these customers not to cheat her and pay less. Leaflets and banners to
introduce their farms were displayed too. The farmers printed name cards for
customers. Sung grew some herbs like basil for “Western” customers; Fun also
brought cumin for a long-term customer.
Farmers create an image of knowledgeable and “ethical” farming
professionals. Farmers tell customers about the medical functions, tastes and textures
of the vegetables. More importantly, the major difference of organic vegetables is that
the customers can eat lettuces, cucumber and corn raw; if the melons need to cook,
the customers can cook the hairy corn, flowers of flowering cabbages, the rinds of
melons too as they are organic; some farmers joke that cooking soup with
conventional hairy corn is like cooking pesticide as chemical pesticides are
concentrated on these parts;
The typical question an organic farmer in the Farmers’ Market has to answer
to new customers is “what is organic food?” Lik and Mark were experts to use
scientific terms to explain the problems in production, pests and cases of excessive
use of chemical and organic fertilizers and pesticides. Some customers even question
the authenticity of the farmers’ produce as organic food. This provides a situation for
farmers to shape their ideas and definitions about organic food. They give raw
vegetables like lettuces, tomatoes and corn for customers to try as a sign of safety.
The farmers explain their practice and spread the rumours of the other farmers’
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malpractice. A farmer sold vegetables in a pot and told his customers that the soil was
cleaner than the soil on the ground in this practice. However, it was suspected by the
other farmers to have something violating organic practices. Two farmers suggested
the organizer dismissed the farmer who sold vegetables not in season like the one
using pots; the produce was all appetizing. Sung questioned if only one variety was
good it was acceptable, but how could everything look so good?
The farmers are keen to describe the harsh conditions of growing to their
customers; they also explain their attitude towards certification. They encourage their
customers to find specific farmers for a clear source of food. The farmers give
discounts to customers who come often and like to buy the less good-looking
vegetables. Mary was a middle-class civil servant who supported local organic food
by buying vegetables in the farmer’s market. She chose the less appetizing vegetables
so the farmers could sell the more appetizing ones to other customers. The farmers
gave her discounts and also gave her some more as gifts.
Some farmers give the best varieties and quality produce to the long-term
customers; the customers phone them the day before and pick up the produce in the
market; the farmers keep these vegetables under table or in baskets so as not to let the
other customers know. Some farmers grow herbs as a gift to the “western” consumers.
Under the new labour regulation introduced in 2008, farmers had to employ
two full-time local workers before applying for one mainland worker to come
officially. The cost was that two full-time local workers earned their wages of $9,190
and enjoy insurance; a mainland farmer was given $8,000 too. However, very few
farmers gave the full cost under oral agreement. Farmers employed their family
members and friends as local workers to facilitate the process of applying mainland
workers. The family members and friends in this situation seldom worked on the farm.
They participated in the marketing, like selling in the farmers’ markets on Sundays.
Up to my fieldwork, organic farming is not a profitable business to these
farmers. The farmers use their own savings to pay for their farming practice and ideals;
their family members support them by diverting family incomes. Lik said that he had
an average monthly income of $4000. Mark wanted to live in the rural area, but he
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could not afford to buy a new flat there by selling his flat under Home Ownership
Scheme in new town Tai Po. They lived in urban area to maintain the former living
pattern, though working on rural farms in daytime. However, the farmers’ markets
provide a location for them to sell their produce higher than that in the VMO
mainstream system. They justify the price by cooperation with the other local organic
farmers and competitions in different levels.

Certifying Local Organic Food Items for Mainstream Market
According to the organic farming assistance programme of the agricultural
department, there were about 235 organic farms being monitored by the department in
2007. Up to mid-2008, 53 of them got certification of ORC. Farmers following the
organic standards of ORC can obtain their organic certification. However, the realistic
farming conditions do not always fit the standards; there are conflicts of perceptions
between the farmers and ORC’s certification.
Mr. Chau’s farm was encircled by an iron fence with a piece of A-4 sheet
writing “organic farm and no pollution” on the gate; it was to avoid the neighbouring
residents’ disturbance of chemicals or rubbish. ORC gave a signpost to the certified
farm titled with the name of the farm and the certification number.
Some farmers dislike the limitations of ORC with its organic standard. Mr.
Chau argued that his farm was required to have a buffer zone with the
neighourbouring farms; the varieties grown on the buffer zone were not allowed to
sell under “organic” category in VMO; he thought that it made him lose some
varieties to sell at the higher price of organic category.
Mr. Ko complained that the staff members of ORC determined his farms to be
organic or not with eyes only; it was not scientific; one time, a staff member told him
that the iron-sheet house next to a field might pollute the farm when there was water
leakage; the water might contains pollutants. Mr. Ko thought it was non-sense to care
about this minor problem. He used his “scientific” ways to practice organic farming
like growing peanuts for nitrogen-fixation. The staff members were not qualified to
challenge his organic practice.
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Some farmers have been running their farms before the establishment of ORC;
the farmers are required to prove their practice of organic farming by field records.
However, writing field records is time-consuming; some farms cannot provide
complete proof like receipts of buying fertilizers and seeds for ORC; they need to go
through a period of conversion. Some farms with better written record shorten the
conversion period or even immediately become “organic” farms.
The farmers joining the agricultural department’s assistance programme have
been required to obtain organic certification since 2008 to sell their vegetables in the
Tai Wo Farmers’ Market in Tai Po. The other two markets do not need certification.
According to the regulations of the markets, foreign and Chinese fresh vegetables are
not allowed to be sold; farmers have to come to the markets to meet the consumers
directly; collecting other farmers’ vegetables to sell is not allowed either
Nevertheless, rumours are spread about the misconducts of these farmers,
CGG discovers and disqualifies the farmers who might collect other farmers’ produce
to pretend their own production; some farmers speculate the others to sell Chinese
conventional vegetables claiming them to be organic, but CGG has no evidence. A
farmer once forgot the rule in one market and collected others’ sweet peppers to sell;
he was warned and he quitted because he thought it was unfair not to sell his friends’
organic vegetables.
There was a case that a large-scale organic farm was once discovered by ORC
and the mass media that the staff members bought vegetables from the VMO
wholesale market and sold to customers as “organic vegetables;” it lost ORC’s
certification. ORC did a survey to see how the retailers present their products as
“organic food;” it uses the term “claiming organic” to distinguish those “organic
products” without certificates. They had connection with the organic food shops
selling certified organic vegetables but not the stalls in wet markets.
Organic certification is a control to farmers for what they can sell in organic
farmers’ opinions. Mark and Fun told me about their resentment of the “Papaya crisis”
which happened before my fieldwork in 2007. FEDVMC once ordered papaya stems
from China for farmers. Later on, since Greenpeace discovered that the papaya was
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genetically modified (GM), ORC required the farmers to cut them down. If not, every
stem of papaya was necessary to be sent to check with the fee $1,000. Papaya was not
allowed to be sold in Tai Wo farmers’ market.
Mark commented that it was not fair for the farmers to pay for the fault of
FEDVMC. Also, it should be the businessmen who create genetically-modified (GM)
pollution bear the costs; the relevant agricultural institutions should put the crisis in
the international arena and represent the local farmers to fight for interests. He
thought that ORC took actions only when the crisis happened; there were many
similar cases of GM pollution like soya beans, but ORC did nothing to check it out
because no news report came out.
The organic farmers, in Mark’s opinion, had no choice but rely on FEDVMC,
local seed stores for seeds and seedlings suitable for organic farming, which
chemically-processed seeds could not be used. They should not bear the loss in this
Papaya crisis. Fun, on the other hand, told me her resentment because the papaya she
grew was extremely sweet; she would like to use the seeds to grow more but ORC
refused her to certify and to sell the papaya in the farmers’ market. She did not want
to pay for the fee to check her trees so she could only cut them down.
The other part of ORC is the Centre. The Centre organizes volunteer work like
visiting certified farms to help farm work; promoting organic certification in
exhibition and doing surveys. The volunteers are mainly tertiary students; they go to
learn the farmers’ organic practice and do some simple tasks like weeding and
removing rubbish. Some more experienced volunteers help to explain the information
of boards in exhibitions to the visitors; the exhibitions during my fieldwork included
scientific products, healthy food, local food products and flower shows.
The Centre also conducts survey by questionnaires to study Hong Kong
people’s consumption on certified organic food. I participated once to collect data
about how vendors in wet markets sell organic food; some claimed they have organic
products; some had copies of organic certificates of the vegetable suppliers; some had
labeled organic food certified by worldwide certification agencies. In ORC’s
promotion and teachings, only certified organic food packaged to separate from
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conventional food is safe organic food without potential risk of pollution.
ORC organized an Organic Day once a year from 2008 to promote certified
organic food. In the Organic Day of ORC in 2009, the mottos were buying certified
organic food, organic life in consumption of food, cosmetics and cleansers. Social
enterprises were invited to be helpers and retailers. Local organic farmers were given
prizes in management, produce and contribution to ecosystem. The Organic Day
promoted organic food consumption for personal health and social responsibility
about environment, like decreasing the emission of carbon dioxide.
The Organic Day showed the mainstream market system promoted by ORC.
Retailers were invited to sell their certified organic products. Natural food without
certification could only sell in a small portion; Wholesome shop did not join as some
of their popular products do not obtain organic certification. Selina, the shop owner,
rejected an invitation to join.
There was a small farmers’ market for the prized farmers to sell their
vegetables. A big enterprise sponsored to buy some of their vegetables to sell at $1. It
could get the entitled sponsorship promotion. Organic certification was linked with
the busy life of urban settlers who could buy any organic food by “knowing the tick
(the label of ORC’s certification) to be healthy.” In talk shows, the content was around
how customers could find organic products nowadays easily in supermarkets by
learning organic certification.
The Organic Day of ORC showed the boundary of certification. ORC searched
for scientific reasons to decide which farmer contributed to the environment and food
production; it awarded prizes to farmers who managed the farm in a good quality of
produce, soil content and growing environment. Social enterprises, processors and
retailers were invited to join the sales instead.
Mr. Ko got a prize for his management of the farm. He sold his vegetables on the
Organic Day. He told me that he had a good income that day. He told me that
certification did not show him as an “authentic” organic farmer; his customers still
believed in his practice because they knew him,
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They would not trust you if you sell the vegetables not me, even though
you put my organic certificate in the farmers’ market. They know me; a
few of them come to my farm too. I get a certificate is for passer-by who
buys my vegetables only once; I also brings the orders in the farmers’
markets for my customers who phoned me the day before. To me,
certificate gives me convenience to have a location to meet my customers.
I am still an organic farmer even though I do not obtain a certification, but
it gives me more opportunities to sell my produce.
Mark and Lik told me that certification was useless since their long-term
customers trust them but not the labels. They were exploited by VMO and the
supermarkets with a very low wholesale price. Other channels were necessary to
maintain the farmers’ dignity. Farmers’ markets were channels. Organic certification
is not required in two farmers’ markets. Some farmers refuse to join Tai Wo Farmers’
Market. They respect the consumers; when they have to use some risky organic
pesticides like derris (Mark finds that it is a poison which harms human bodies), they
tell these consumers.

Resistance to Chinese Organic Food “Businessmen”
China has been the major exporter of fresh food items to Hong Kong since the
Open Door Policy. It accelerates the decline of local agriculture; at the same time,
Hong Kong identity rises with the question of turnover and its development as a
global city. I argue that the food safety problem also brings an opposition of Hong
Kong people to China in an economic perspective.
In China, food safety of agricultural products is under the regulation of the
Chinese government by law and institutional authority. It is the government that
initiates the organic production in China. After 1987’s discovery of poisonous
vegetables, some part of environmental protection bureau developed organic farming
while the agricultural bureau developed Green Food. Green Food is “produce
according to principles of sustainability (bans or limits the use of chemical fertilizers,
pesticides, addictives and other materials which may harm human health and ecosystem). The products can be categorized and labelled as Green food after
organizational approval as non-polluting, good quality and nutritional food items.” 135
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See more in China Green Food Development Center, “The Concept of Green Food,” available online from http://www.greenfood.org.cn/sites/GREENFOOD/List_3675_3812.html; Internet; assessed
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The Green food highest level, AA level, is remarked to be identical to organic
food production. The Chinese government passed an organic law to monitor the use of
“organic” on packaging of the food; without certification a product cannot be labelled
or claimed to be organic. 136 The latter is following the local condition but organic
agriculture is placed in a global context. There are both the organic certification and
the green food certificate. Alex commented that the labels were created for massproduction under corporation; local farmers’ associations in the political environment
could do nothing but either paid for the certificates to label their products “organic” or
stopped using the word “organic” on their organic produce. So it was “the top-down
commercial export and certification system.
Most of the agricultural organic food from China imported to Hong Kong
includes dried or processed products in my observation. They mainly have organic
certification from China, Japan or the United States. Ling Kee imported Chinese
certified organic processed food like mushrooms, rice, beans and oil to Tai Wo
Farmers’ Market. She was a kindergarten teacher before; she was dedicated to helping
Chinese farmers after visiting the mainland farms; she thought that the efforts of some
hard-working organic farmers are not rewarded. She first obtained the products from a
middleman, but now she finds the products herself and visits the production and
processing locations. She said that nearly all organic food in China was exported
throughout the world; they were certified and trustworthy.
Since the mid-2000s, fresh organic vegetables from China have been imported
to Hong Kong mainly to the supermarkets and organic food shops. They are imported
like the conventional Chinese fresh vegetable imports; a VMO staff member said that
when he started working there in 2004, there were almost no Chinese imports of
organic vegetables in Hong Kong. Now, the quantities are higher than those orders of
the department of premium vegetables. The Chinese organic vegetables are nonseasonal some times in the local organic farmers’ opinion; for instance, I saw
tomatoes in summer in the supermarkets.
20 June 2008.
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See Organic Food in China Industry Profile, (London: Datamonitor Plc, 2008). The Chinese organic
food market grew by 10.9% in 2003 to reach a value of $6.4 billion. China dominates the Asia-Pacific
organic foods market with 62.5% share in the regional sales.
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In my fieldwork, there are two kinds of Hong Kong businessmen or farmers
who go to China for organic production. One kind of Hong Kong farmer is in China
because the farmers can no longer operate any agricultural production in Hong Kong.
They become businessmen to operate farms in China and export their vegetables to
Hong Kong, mainly to supermarkets and chain retail shops. They later convert to
organic farming and run large-scale organic farms. They get Chinese certification;
they sell the vegetables to supermarkets and organic food shops in Hong Kong; the
price is about $18 for half catty. The impression of other organic farmers to these
people is very poor after they visit one farm in China. Mark told me that he found no
insect or worm on the farm. Dr. Chan, from other angle of certification, thought that
these farms often get international organic certifications; it was difficult for them to
create fake records in production.
Another popular one is Good Crop Farm, which has farms in both Hong Kong
and Yunnan. In more than ten years of development mainly on delivery to higher class
customers like patients in private hospitals, Good Crop Farm became one of the
largest organic farms in Hong Kong; to extend its business, the manager Fung tried to
find a farm in China to operate large-scale organic farming. He mentioned that the
Chinese were money-oriented and can do anything for more and more profit. So, he
found the most remote area, like Yunnan to escape from those who use large amounts
of chemicals when there was an organic farm just metres nearby.
An incident in 2008 showed the competition between local organic farmers
and those in China. In June, 2008, Dr. Chan shared with me that ADF was the
temporary resource for the Company of ORC; the Company relied on certification to
have long-term revenue but it could only have little money generated from
certification. There were 114 farms converting to organic farming under the
agricultural department; the Company would have certified about 80 farms in 2008
and earned only a few thousand dollars per certification. Company could have more
experience in doing certification; the Company would go on to certify organic fish,
but not chicken or pig according to the tightened government policy on these
husbandries.
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In China, the area of each farm operated by the Hong Kong people was much
larger and the ORC could have more resources generated from the certification in
China too. The Company would only approve the varieties that the Chinese farms had
but local farm did not; this was because there are some varieties local farmers would
never grow for sale, like rice and oranges.
In September 2008, there were a series of meetings between Dr. Chan and the
farmers to discuss the extension of the Company to certify mainland organic farms
which are operated by the Hong Kong people. Wah-san was acting as a coordinator to
group a number of organic farmers and contacted the agricultural department and Dr.
Chan about the farmers’ concerns of the ORC’s certification in China. The day that
the farmers met Dr. Chan took place in a restaurant in Kam Tin. About thirty organic
farmers from Pat Heung and Kam Tin came. ORC also contacted some certified
farmers to come like Mr. Ko from Fan Ling. There was also a cosignatory letter of the
organic farmers joining the Tai Wo Farmers’ Market.
The letter showed the fault of ORC to certify Chinese farms which harmed the
interests of local farmers who had few resources to develop their own farms to
enhance productivity and quality of produce, as quoted below:
There should be one certifying agency for Hong Kong (fair
competition)…a label cannot distinguish the quality of Hong Kong
produce and the cost of a Hong Kong farmer from those in China…ORC
should ask the farmers before doing certification in China…it is an act to
steal the good brand of Hong Kong vegetables with the name of free
economy…Chinese farms are operated by businessmen but Hong Kong
farmers are individual farmers. A community need agriculture…we would
overlap the trap of the agricultural department again (Accredited
Programme)
Dr. Chan replied orally to the farmers that ORC would only certify the
varieties which were not grown in local farms. He hoped to use the label to expand
the market share of organic food for the sake of local farmers’ survival. However, the
farmers should also improve the quality of production themselves; Dr. Chan heard the
supermarkets’ complaints of the quality of vegetables from VMO.
An old farmer mentioned that they were encouraged to grow the Accredited
vegetables, but the agricultural department helped farmers in China to convert to
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Accredited farmers after a few years. The old farmers lost a lot because of the
competition of these Chinese farms. They did not want the same thing happen in
organic farming.
Mark commented that Hong Kong agriculture was fragile in terms of land and
labour; if the Chinese organic vegetables could be imported in ORC’s label, the local
farms would be ruined. Mark replied that it was not easy to monitor the operation of
Chinese farms; if there was any thing wrong, the brand of Hong Kong ORC and local
farmers would be ruined too.
In another meeting which was held in the university where ORC was located,
the farmers hoped ORC to promote the brand more and let the label really benefited
the certified farmers. Mrs. Wong said that there was a difference between Chinese
farmers and Hong Kong farmers; Hong Kong farmers worked for environmental
protection, nature and people’s health by organic farming while Chinese farmers only
provided different varieties of products for money. Wah-san said that even the
representative of HOFA in ORC, Fung, had a farm of Good Crop Farm in China;
Wah-san believed that the cultures were different between Hong Kong and China; it
was easy to produce fake organic food in China so it should be certified in the same
standard made in Hong Kong.
Dr. Chan said that there was the organic law in China, but the better protection
for consumers was the international level of certification. There was one problem Dr.
Chan could not answer that there might be mixing conventional and organic
vegetables together in the transport. At last, the Company stops the certification of
China-based farm since then. Dr. Chan told me that the resistance of local farmers is
too strong.
The case shows that the image of China is bad to the Hong Kong farmers,
even though the vegetables are grown by Hong Kong people; the cross-broader
difference does influence the identity of Hong Kong and China.

Local Organic Farmers as Petty Traders
The farmers calculate which farmer’s markets to join according to rental fees,
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transport costs, quantity of their produce, number of family labour and number of
potential customers. They tend to go to Tai Wo Farmers’ Market for a stable flow of
consumers; some who do not have certification join Carbon-minus Market, like Tin
who thinks organic certification is a waste of money. HOFA’s Wednesday Market is
small-scale for five farmers only; the farmers treat it as an occasion to sell their
produce between Sundays’ markets.
As for occasional farmers’ markets organized in some carnivals, the farmers
calculate the cost. There is a monthly market in Cyberport on Hong Kong Island. Mr.
Ko just sold one catty vegetables and three pieces of corn but the rent was $300 and
transport was $200 per farmer; Sung refused to go even though he had to pay for
transport fee. Occasional farmers’ markets are attractive to farmers who do not join
regular farmers’ markets.
Lan was a former university teacher; she quitted the job and lives in Fung
Yuen, a rural village in Tai Po. She learnt farming in Yuen Long following some
farmers and the environment is “bad” since they have to compete with the car storage
for water. She said that originally she wanted to rent in a hill in Kam Tin because the
scene is astonishing. However, the estate agent led her to a cement land for them to
farm. They just drove nearby and finally settled on a hill near Kadoorie Farm for five
years.
Lan said that her job was to “feed the dogs, water the crops and climb hills”.
She led me to the farm and the slope was hilly. The government had money to pave
the road for cars but did not invest into agriculture. Recently, the Chief Executive of
the government signed and allowed the newest small house. The construction of the
small houses was fast and a large part of land next to her farm was turned to
residential area.
She rented an iron-sheet house with a garden full of grass and flowers. The
land owner did not want tenants to plant trees as it was then difficult to force them out.
However, Lan considered that tree was the best in ecological value; she moved the
Chinese orange trees thrown away by the university back to the garden after Chinese
New Year. Her neighbour was an elderly man who grows chrysanthemum. Lan said
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that he used a lot of chemical fertilizers. She could only use running water but not the
water of the river to water the garden to avoid the chemicals. They used composite
fertilizers including kitchen wastes, beans and grass. She had to buy the organic
fertilizers; Hong Kong farmers could not satisfy the demand by themselves.
Lan said that she did not have economic burden and so did not have to farm
intensively. There was a full time farmer but the money earned from the farm was not
enough to pay for his wage so she needed to use her private money for his salary.
There were two more friends who came frequently with her to farm. For organic
certification, Lan said “the standard is too low to value my attention. I do not even
want to join the farmer market.”
Lan played as a non-profit seeking middleman among some university
teachers and two farmers: Lik and Ma. She regarded Lik and Ma as farmers who “pay
much effort to keep his organic standard” to resist to big enterprises. The teachers
paid the fee in advance so the farmers had money to invest on the farm. Lan wrote and
took a rest in the afternoons but she delivers the vegetables two days a week. She sent
email to the customers about their orders and the customers are her own friends like
the former colleague. The policy is that there were five catties in each box and cost
$16 per catty; so every time they had to pay for $80 and have an obligation to order
for half year at least with payment first. If the harvest failed they could not get the
compensation and they needed to pay for $30 as transportation fee. The surplus of
money was shared by the farmers and drivers.
Lan said that “the (low purchase price) problem of farmers face was not
solved because their producer’s value is not respected.” Many people thought that
green brands were good but they ask for cheaper “good things.” She argued that
people usually claimed to help the farmers but they just increase the price from seven
to eight dollars which is meaningless. It is meaningless to destruct the market; for the
long run, we have to know how we are exploiting the producers of the cheap products
from the mainland China too. It is the working class who cannot afford to it, but why
do others pretend to working class? No matter how we care about organic agriculture,
the consumer is the first to concern and so everything is still a commodity.
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Lan argued that “customers should not have any criticisms or they need to help;
it is now that the farmers help you.” She said that the farmers like to pack their
vegetables for the customers and sometimes they were too good to give more than the
order; sometimes the farmers are unhappy because they did not have enough to give
the customers, though the customers did not mind actually,
the principle is that the farmers give good food for you and you are not
helping them; they contribute to the environment too. This is not
reasonable for you to complain anything.
Mei was a new farmer. She was the daughter of Chinese medicine doctor; she
had knowledge about Chinese medicine. She found she was interested in farming a
few years ago. Afterwards, she rented a piece of land in Fan Ling, a ten minute
cycling distance from her home in new town. She grew lettuces for a group of doctors
and nurses. She did not grow leafy vegetables as she thought that too many farmers
grow these and made them “cheap;” she grew “high class” vegetables only, like
lettuce, beets and ferula.
Mei joined the organic farming assistance programme of the agricultural
department. She got the seeds and seedling from Tai Lung Experimental Farm and
FEDVMC. She told me that she did not share the seed with the conventional farmers
in this region, as the farmers were jealous of her getting so many services. She did not
go to farmers’ markets for selling her produce; her customers were mainly from the
hospital, policemen in the nearby training school and the other long-term customers.
She had orders from two vendors of wet markets in Fan Ling and one from Tai Po too.
She sent her vegetables to a restaurant in Yuen Long (used to make salad); she put
some pot plants and taught the waitress how to take care of them to attract customers.
Mei did not get organic certification as it was useless to her.
At one time, Mei found her lettuce for a doctor’s Christmas party had to be
harvested, but the doctors told her that the party was cancelled. She asked VMO to
purchase her harvest. However, since she did not have organic certification and she
did not apply to be on the list VMO’s organic vegetable supplier, she could not send
her vegetables to VMO.
Mei joined HOFA as a member. In a HOFA function, she joined as the first time
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in a farmers’ market. She asked me to find some information online for her
introduction of her plants like ferula and turmeric with knowledge of Chinese
medicine. She got a lot of customers to order; however, the second time she came she
found that the number of customers decreases; she could not estimate the amount of
vegetables to take. She stopped coming then.

Conclusion: A Challenge against Global Food Markets
The local organic food community tries to maintain its boundary when it
solves the problems of food choices. It violates the basic principles of free economy
for the lowest cost and highest self-interest. The farmers’ resistance to the Chinese
agribusiness, organic certification and supermarkets helps them struggle for a higher
price of their produce.
A few farmers also are flexible to utilize the mainstream market and the
alternative markets to maintain their living. They define their own organic farming
against the unfavourable organic standards of certification agency; at the same time,
they make use of their certificated status to show the authenticity of their organic food;
they share the common enemy of Chinese food items, even the organic one.
They are eager to make themselves distinctive especially in specific social
settings like farmers’ markets. Competition exists in the local organic food
community as the farmers are limited by natural, political and social environments to
sell similar products. Farmers’ individual strategy enhances their popularity in the
alternative markets. They explore different opportunities to find their customers;
Lan’s case is special for her academic and class background; she utilizes her capitals
to help the organic farmers; she actively join the marginalized agricultural economy
and contributed by personal network and charisma to her friends and supporters.
In this chapter, I focus on the farmers’ agency in global capitalism; however,
they are also crippled with the rapid development of this growing mainstream market
of global and Chinese organic food. It shows a dilemma of the farmers. Their
discourse of morality and personal communication in organic food marketing is a
challenge to certification and its consequence of impersonal transaction of global food
markets.
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CHAPTER 6
CONSUMING “AUTHENTIC” ORGANIC FOOD IN TAI PO, A NEW TOWN

In this chapter, I show how the consumers respond to the new category of
“local organic farmers.” I explain the development of a rural society, Tai Po, to
become a new town; the formation of an urban new town creates a large population
and market demand for fresh food items. Supermarkets and daily wet markets become
the mainstream to replace periodic rural markets.
Organic farming occupies a small area of Tai Po; however, consumption of
organic food items exists. In Tai Po, there are different forms of organic food
consumption. A group of consumers join the local organic farmers together as a
community with the same ideals. The organization of local organic food distribution
in direct exchange is under the discourse of ethics, direct communication and food
safety.
When the local organic food is marketed into the mainstream global capitalist
economy, organic certification based on science is adopted; certified organic food
become impersonal products that consumers find “authentic” produce by a label but
not by a farmer. I examine how the local organic food community responds and resists
the scientific certification with a case of using their religion, friendship network and
personal knowledge to make their organic produce authentic in definition.
Urbanization of Tai Po in the 20th Century
Lineages organized agricultural activities in the New Territories in the past
centuries. A stable and large population was needed to compete for water resources,
land and labour; the Tang lineage was one of the influential lineages. It controlled
land and also the economic and social activities in the local society.
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In 1691, the Tangs built Tai Po Old Market, which was the trading centre for
the sea catch and agricultural products produced in the Eastern New Territories. In
1892, the Alliance of Seven Rural Committee built Tai Wo Market as a cooperative
effort by various clans. During the early twentieth century, economic activities in Tai
Po took place in these markets. Residents mainly lived in farming and fishing villages
at the time. After the British Hong Kong Government declared all of the New
Territories crown land in 1904, Tai Po became the centre of administration for all of
New Territories.
Since the 1960s, the government has initiated large-scale infrastructure
projects in Tai Po to complement Hong Kong’s overall economic development and
population boom. 137 The term “new town” refers to a living habitat created by the
government to provide a satisfactory and diverse housing environment for the rapidly
growing population outside Hong Kong’s established urban areas. The significant
increase of land in Tai Po complemented the industrialization, population growth and
economic development in Hong Kong. In 2007, Tai Po District had a total area of
14,800 hectares. The population of Tai Po has grown remarkably to 320,000; most of
this population lives in public housing.
Meanwhile, around 20,000 people live in the scattered villages, and farmland
is no longer seen around the town centre. Agriculture declines and rural land is
converted to lower density housing; cash crops like flowers replace vegetable growing
which demand intensive labour supply. Most of the population work outside the town
and earn their money and status through personal effort and good fortunes. Auxiliary
facilities such as transportation, housing and community centres are put in place for a
new community of non-indigenous residents.
Urban city life gives rise to consumerism; the residents of Tai Po with
increasing income from work in the urban area consume their food and daily
necessities in wet markets, supermarkets and shopping malls in the new town. Tai Po
Market is replaced by private housing buildings. Tai Wo Market remains as a place for
small vendors selling cheaper imports of food items. The residents find most of their
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food from China in the newly air-conditioned building of wet market.

Starting a Consumers’ Support to “Authentic” Organic Farmers
With the rise of food safety concern, the consumers in recent years start to find
organic food in the district. Supermarkets sell foreign organic food; retail shops also
sell processed organic food imports. However, the prices of these foreign imports are
too expensive for the working and middle classes to consume in their daily patterns.
A number of urban middle-class consumers have empathy with and sympathy
to the local organic farmers. On the one hand, they search for organic food which is
more wholesome and safe to their family consumption. On the other hand, they find
that the organic food in supermarkets from foreign countries is too expensive for them
to consume regularly.
They directly find the organic farmers for fresh local organic vegetables; Hong
Kong is small enough for them to travel from their urban homes to rural farmland.
They cannot forgo their urban living style to work as new organic farmers; they think
full-time farming is too demanding in physical requirement for them; men do not
want to give up their jobs which sustain their families; women as homemakers, on the
other hand, spend time finding “the best food” for their families; they develop
network with farmers to buy their vegetables. They save the transport costs and
middleman fees by directly exchanging with the farmers. To save the cost, they group
with a few friends, colleagues or neighbours to order collectively.
Kadoorie Farm promoted the foreign idea of Community-Supported
Agriculture (CSA) in the early 2000s. CSA was defined as a form of consumers who
directly order produce from local organic farmers through mutual negotiations of
prices, varieties, quantity and quality of the produce. This definition was from Bo, a
former staff member of Kadoorie Farm promoted the participation of local
communities in organic agriculture. The ideal of CSA was to include organic farming
in a neighbourhood. As Kadoorie Farm was located in rural Tai Po, its programme to
promote CSA and local organic food consumption was targeted to the residents in this
district.
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The CSA in Tai Po I study is usually distinguished as Tai Po CSA; they do not
obtain an official name as the group is not registered in any form. Unless the CSA
interacts with other CSAs, the members call themselves the CSA or gong tong gou
mai(共同購買) only. The oral records in my fieldwork showed that the CSA was the
first CSA in Hong Kong.
The CSA was initiated in 2004 by two women who were also formerly
volunteers of Kadoorie Farm and currently executive members of HOFA. Lai was a
retired teacher and she participated in the cooking class organized by Kadoorie Farm,
which later became part of the programme of organic promotion. Lai was chosen as
the leader of these participants who participated in different activities to promote
organic food. They taught cooking with organic ingredients and did voluntary work in
the Tai Wo Farmers’ Market in Tai Po.
Fong was a homemaker who was interested in farming and practiced holiday
farming before. She approached Kadoorie Farm to improve her farming skill and
joined the cooking class. Then, she became an active participant in the organic
promotion.
Lai and Fong learnt the idea of CSA in Kadoorie Farm when the participants
of the programme visited Taiwan led by Bo. Bo also organized a forum about CSA in
Hong Kong University. Due to their dismay at the changing directions of organic
promotion of Kadoorie Farm, Lai and Fong left in 2007 just before I approached them.
Before they left Kadoorie Farm, they had already joined HOFA by
participating in the farming course and voluntary work. After HOFA joins FEDVMC
and Kadoorie Farm to set up the Tai Wo Farmers’ Market in Tai Po new town, Lai and
Fong were the inspectors in this farmers’ market to check the sources of farmers’
produce and the farms’ conditions. Fong also worked as a part-time worker in the
LOVE programme. Since HOFA stopped its involvement in the Tai Po Farmers’
Market and set up another weekly market with Greenpeace in Wai Chai in 2006, Fong
and Lai were volunteers there until 2007 when the market stopped running.
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In one Organic Dinner organized by HOFA in 2004, Lai and Fong made
friends with three farmers, Chung, Kwok and Kei. The farmers participated in the
agricultural department’s assistance programme in 2004 and started their farming
business. They revealed to Fong that they had no channel to sell their produce. So, Lai
and Fong helped them approach a women’s centre and organized the housewives there
to order the produce from the farmers directly. They organized farm visits for the
housewives. Most of them were participants of a Yoga class who were financially
more capable to consume the vegetables which cost $8 per catty. The conventional
vegetables were normally $2-3 per catty at that time.
Gradually, the number of consumers ordering the vegetables grew. At the same
time, the women’s centre invited them to join the organization of the centre as a
registered women’s cooperative. Lai and Fong did not want to lose the independence
of the CSA so they quitted. Lai and Fong finally found the present venue borrowed
from Love Social Centre in a public estate in South Tai Po to continue the CSA.
Kadoorie Farm helped them negotiate with Love Social Centre.
Only Chung remained as the supplier after four years of the CSA. Kei could
not provide the varieties and quantities that he promised; Lai and Fong doubted his
trustworthiness and stopped the order; Kwok returned to his former career and left the
farm to his sister called Amy; she hired some Chinese farmers; Lai and Fong regarded
it as no longer an organic farm run by farmers themselves.
The CSA has cooperated with Mark and Lik since 2004. Fong practiced on
Mark’s farm when she participated in the HOFA’s training course. Lik was long
credited as a farmer producing “ethical” vegetables among the farmers and customers
in the local organic agriculture; he was popular among CSAs; Lai and Fong invited
Lik when they met in the farmers’ market.
Lai and Fong suspected the practices of converting organic farmers; they
thought the converting organic farmers would use chemicals under temptation to
effectively grow their vegetables. However, organic farmers were unable to supply
enough qualities and variety of vegetables for their consumers; the CSA needed to
enlarge their group of vegetable suppliers to meet their need; the problem was how
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they build up the trust with the converting organic farmers and the other new organic
farmers to grow “authentic” organic food.
According to Fong, the CSA accepted converting organic farmers who “work
on the land, ethical in production and selling the produce as well as need their help as
they rely on their small-scale farms to survive.” In 2007, Fong as a part-time worker
of LOVE visited and observed the farmers’ practice every week. After Fong had
developed relationships with Fun and Bor, the two converting farmers were able to
join the CSA as partners. She read the receipts of the department of premium
vegetables of VMO from Fun; she found that the price of purchasing Fun’s vegetables
was too low for an organic farmer to survive; she thought that it was a squeezing of a
middleman-like institution. She decided to include Fun and Bor into the CSA as an
action to help the converting organic farmers.
Lai praised that Mark, Lik and Chung were “authentic” organic farmers as
they worked on the land everyday and produced by themselves; they knew their farm
and production wholly. So, they were trustworthy. Chung sold his special varieties of
tomatoes, sweet photos and ginger; he made the farm in a larger-scale and more
capital-intensive with greenhouses. However, the CSA continued the cooperation with
Chung though he as no longer runs a “small-scale” and “one-man” farm; this was
because when Lai and Fong cooperated with him, he was a farmer “who can only
bring his produce to them by bus and the rest is rotten on his farm because of no
customer.” They were proud to share with Chung to overcome the difficulties in his
early farming career; they were happy to continue their cooperation. Lai and Fong
praised his success.
Lai and Fong criticized a few organic farmers as being money-oriented in
marketing organic food. Sin worked with some social workers and social activists to
promote organic agriculture in the working class. Recently, he successfully applied a
fund from a transnational NGO to support his farming in Sha Tou Kok as
conservation to nature. Wah-san sold other organic farmers’ vegetables to his
customers; he retailed Chinese organic products like oil and rice; he invited visitors to
come to the farm and cooks for them.
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Fong criticized that Sin and Wah-san were not “authentic” organic farmers;
they did not work on the land; Sin took funding to sustain his living and wrote a lot to
attract peoples’ attention, so he could use his knowledge to win social resources. The
illiterate farmers used their hand to survive and were worth being helped. Lai and
Fong also thought that Wah-san was only a businessman and middleman; he was not
hard working enough to be an organic farmer; they visited his farm once and found
that little was grown on the farm; this showed the laziness of Wah-san.

Community-supported Agriculture for Local One-man Farms
The CSA was comprised of about thirty regular members during my fieldwork;
there were formal members and temporary members but most of them had stopped
participating in the ordering activity. When a new customer came and ordered, s/he
became a temporary member; s/he was asked to attend a sharing session about the
ideals of the CSA to be a formal member who was supposed to commit to the ideals.
Nearly all of the members in this group are homemakers; they are about forty
to fifty years old. The homemakers can choose not to engage in a full-time job for the
basic economic survival of their families. A general self-description when a CSA
member meets outsiders is that they regard themselves as the gatekeepers of their
families; they choose healthy and safe food for their family members, especially for
their children.
There were cases of the CSA members disappearing from the Thursday
distribution when they needed extra income for their families. Wen lost her husband
two years ago so she resigned as a volunteer of the CSA to work for a living with her
two sons. During my early period of fieldwork, she worked as a part time worker in a
bakery shop near Love Social Centre and collected her order at lunch time. Lai, Fong
and Yee, a volunteer, waited for her until noon while they did the accounting. Later,
she worked in the Northern Tai Po and no longer came to take the order. Yee took the
order to Wholesome Shop for her to take it away after work. In school holidays, her
sons took the orders in CSA.
Lai regarded two husbands of the members as “friends” of the CSA; they
showed up when they had a day-off and picked up the orders. In my fieldwork, Jay
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and Lau came several times. Lai asked for their advice as she thought that the men
had more experiences to promote a business than the volunteers as homemakers. I
once saw a husband waiting in his car outside Love Social Centre for his wife to take
away their order. The other members’ husbands worked on weekdays.
In the CSA, it is a mission of Lai and Fong to educate consumers to support
“trustworthy” farmers and their organic food items. However, the higher price of local
organic vegetables comparative to conventional vegetables still deter the working
class to join the CSA. Lai said that
we set up the CSA to let the lower class (working class) have a taste of
local organic food which can be trusted (trust the farmers), but now they
all go away because they do not think they can afford a regular
consumption of local organic vegetables. Only those who are capable of
regular organic consumption stay. The farmers had more profits by having
more customers. We have to teach the members to plan their weekly
consumption on food to spare more money for local organic vegetables.
Most of the members in the CSA live in private estates in Tai Po. In my
fieldwork, there were nine volunteers and twenty customers who regularly ordered
vegetables. I learned that they shared their experiences like going to Chinese
physicians who improved their beauty and cosmetologists who used natural
ingredients to make cosmetics for them. Also, four of them went to yoga together.
Three practiced tai chi every morning together too. The volunteers visited Egypt,
Middle-East, America and China during my fieldwork. They shared snacks when they
came back to Hong Kong from overseas trips.
The members are eager to find the most “reasonable” things for the families.
They discuss food, medicines, cooking utensils and home services in the CSA. The
members also discuss the best ways to cook the vegetables by using good quality
cooking utensil and the recipes shared in the CSA. They think that they contribute to
the health of their family members by their choice. They buy the herbs produced by
Fun. However, children dislike the tastes of these herb soups; the volunteers are the
sources of teaching how to cook the herbs in “sweet” tastes, like adding honey or
sugar cane.
A volunteer committee carries out the negotiation between the CSA and the local
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farmers; Lai invites some members to form the committee according to their nearness
of ideals and availability. The committee organizes the ordering and distribution
activities.

Figure 6.4: A sample of the order sheet of the CSA
Farmer Varieties(name or description)
Price
Mark
Sweet corn
$10 per one
Pak choi
$14 per catty
Lik
Sweet corn (in yellow and white colour)
$10 per one
Beet
$14 per catty
Choi sum
$15 per catty
If the farmer cannot provide the varieties ordered, I would like to buy from another
farmer (Yes No)
Source: My field data on 17th January 2008.
There are two documents for the members to join the CSA. On an introduction
sheet, the committee is supposed to meet the farmers annually to determine the prices
of different produce. As it is a voluntary promotion of farmers’ produce, Lai and the
farmers agree that the prices of their vegetables must be lower than those in the Tai
Wo Farmers’ Market to rise the competitiveness of the CSA. The names of the farmer
and the items of their produce are marked on an order sheet.
On an order sheet, the members choose different farmers’ produce with their
preference of quality and varieties for the next week’s order. They also choose
whether they shift to another farmer for the same kind of variety if the original choice
cannot provide sufficient amounts. Lai and Fong want the members to know their
farmers; if they like the taste of a particular farmer’s produce, they can check it out
next time.
Every member is required to order at least two catties each time to ensure the
transport cost to each farm is affordable. The members pay $2 more per unit of
vegetables to cover administration costs of the CSA. The fund is used for delivery
costs and the booking of coaches for farm visits; it is also used to buy the remaining
surplus stock if no member consumes it. The farmers receive the money weekly
through their bank accounts. The volunteers make no profit.
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The CSA organizes a timeslot with the agreement of Love Social Centre for
the distribution of vegetables ordered. It is held in the morning every Thursday in the
foyer in front of the lift. Lai is satisfied though they need to move the tables and
chairs themselves to set up a workstation for the distribution. The weekly routine of
the CSA is a cycle; every Thursday is the day of distribution of the ordered vegetables.
The volunteers meet each other in the centre at about nine o’clock in the
morning. Some of them move the tables from a room on the same floor; some move
the chairs from the foyer to a short corridor to create sufficient space. Lai and Yin
Chun go upstairs to get the stationery, files and samples of dry food from a locker
shared with Love Social Centre’s leaflet storage. Yee takes out the order sheets, both
for this week and the next. After fifteen minutes, the tables are set up.
There is a strategy behind the arrangement of the floor plan; a close area is
created for the volunteers to work without interruption of other customers. Some
customers arrive as early as possible so that they can choose the surplus stock. The
volunteers put a few chairs near the lift to allow the early-bird customers wait until
they are ready to serve.
At half past nine, Chuen came with the vegetables. He was a driver popular
among the organic farmers to deliver the vegetables. The farms were located in Yuen
Long, Pat Heung and Kam Tin from which a main road connected them to Tai Po.
Cheun collected the vegetables from these farms in his van and then delivered them to
Tai Po. Chuen received his payment from Lai; he charged every farm stop at $30 and
hourly payment. He left.
Pui, Kuen and Yung grouped the produce into baskets according to the order
sheets. They then grouped the surplus stock according to Yee’s recorded and put them
on the table nearest to the customers’ waiting seats. The farmers sent their surplus
stock here by negotiating with Yee; she estimated how many the members many
consumed other than their orders. Customers could then collect their orders and chose
from the surplus stock.
Ting asked the members to order dry food items which were distributed
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monthly; the dry food items were retailed by Good Crop Farm from China; the items
included noodles, beans and rice in my early period of fieldwork but only rice remains
now. Ting asked the members to fill in the order form for next week too.
Each customer had a membership number for the records; they also got
another ranking number of the order sheet each time; the earliest one to fill in the
form could get the smallest ranking number. If there was an insufficient quantity of a
variety, the customer with smallest ranking number got it first. Some members asked
their foreign maids to come to collect the orders; Pui wrote the list for the order today
for the maid’s employer to check if it was correct.
Bo, an ex-Kadoorie Farm staff member came to take her order; she
commented on the spinach ordered last time tasted “less fresh” than the previous
week. Fong guessed that Bor used less fertilizer now and so the taste was different.
There were extra strawberries today from Chung. The volunteers asked Yee how to
sell the extra amount as surplus stock; Chun suggested “letting more customers
experience if we sell it in half pound portions at $25.”
Chun said that root and tuber were sold individually while vegetables and
fruits were weighed by catty and pound. They had made a list to change the units of
weight in catty, kilogram and pound; the price of each unit was listed too. Chung was
the only one to count in pounds as his customers include Western restaurants and
hotels.
A member read the order form and asked about an item of Lik’s called chou
lettuces;” Fong took out hers and told her what it was; the CSA negotiated the names
of the food items with the farmers to clarify the differences of characteristics and
prices of the varieties of the farmers’ produce. Fong and Yee were good at telling the
customers about the differences between corn of Chung, Lik and Fun. Fong knew the
sources of the farmers’ seeds.
There was Fun’s moneywort which a customer did not know how to cook; Yee
mentioned that frying was the common way in Japanese restaurants but Yung
comments on the preference for local families to used less oil and suggested people
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using it as side dish. Yesterday, a customer phoned Yee to complain that her carrots
produced by Fun last week had already rotted. Today, Fun gave some tomatoes to the
customers free of charge in recompense.
A woman came and said that she read the poster on the notice board in Love
Social Centre. Lai introduced the CSA to her. A typical process of introduction to a
new member was a teaching of the ideals of the CSA. The information sheet was
provided to the new member. The volunteers informed the new member about the
operation of the CSA. They let the new member to taste the produce so she was
attracted to come next time.
A customer said, “[I] do not cook on Friday and Saturday; family reunion
dinner is held this Sunday.” Ting said, “I order some varieties today which are more
long lasting.” Lai solved the problem by using some old clothes to cover the leaf
vegetables and they could last longer and still “looked attractive.”
By eleven o’clock, most volunteers finished their duties and took their own
orders. They left for preparing lunches for their families. The members usually took a
two-wheel trolley, a basket or shopping bag to carry the orders. Fong brought
newspaper or a cloth to wrap the leafy vegetables to facilitate longer storage. Fong,
Lai and Yee started to phone the customers who had not come to take their orders. Lai
started to do the accounting today.
Fong and Yee discovered that a catty of okra is not paid for; they phoned the
members to check. Finally, they could find no one paying for it; they used the fund of
the CSA to rectify the situation. They wrote a financial report in the computer for any
enquiry of the members. Lai queued up every week to transfer the payments to
minimize service charge. The account of the CSA was owned by Lai, Yee and another
former volunteer; two out of the three signatures were necessary for withdrawal of
funds to ensure no private spending of money.
They then brought three orders to Wholesome Shop, a processed organic and
natural food store nearby; three members could not pick up the orders in daytime
because of work. Selina, the owner of Wholesome Shop, helped give them the orders
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in the afternoon. Afterwards, they had lunch together.
However, it was not the end of the CSA’s operation. Yee phoned the farmers to
ask what they could supply in the week after next; the farmers estimated which
varieties ere going to be harvested; she made the new order form for the week after
next. The deadline of orders by phone and email was Tuesday. Then, Yee phoned the
farmers to finalize the orders; she also asked the farmers if there were any extra
varieties ready on Thursday; she then estimated if the extra varieties were suitable for
the customers and the quantities needed. On Thursday, another distribution took place.
Today, the CSA had a deficit; Fong explained that the amount of payment of
orders was $1,255, a bit lower in winter due to the forthcoming reunion dinners
during Christmas; the general price of leafy vegetables was $16 per catty with $3 per
catty or pound to CSA’ operational fund. The revenue of the fund was about $250.
The costs included $210 transport fee and $20 per volunteer as a subsidy of buying
vegetables (which had since been cut) cost about $180-210 per week. The basic cost
of running a single session of the CSA therefore was $400; so, there was a loss of
$150 today. Every month, two more volunteers were given $50, namely Selina for a
poster in the store and Gordon for his voluntary service on managing a website of the
CSA. People could check the farmers’ information and the order forms on the website.
In winter and early spring, the orders were in large quantities so there were
profits for the CSA to operate in summer and autumn. It was winter when most of the
orders were for leafy vegetables, tomatoes, carrots, turnips and strawberries. In
summer, beans and melons were the major varieties to be ordered. The orders dropped
dramatically from about 100 catties in winter by about 30 members to 50 catties by
around 20 members during summer. Lai and Fong grumbled that Hong Kong people
liked leafy vegetables too much and neglected the importance of seasonal variation of
produce in Hong Kong. They and the local farmers could not manage to improve the
situation.
In the past, there was a time of half year when there were 200 to 300 catties of
transactions and 50 customers every week so the CSA could accumulate funds; also,
they sold dried products for a period, which were imported from a branch of a
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Buddhist Organization called Wisdom Group in Taiwan, before it changed to sell
processed Chinese produce.
There had been a loss of regular number of customers in the CSA from fifty to
currently twenty; Lai speculated the reasons for the drop are mainly because there
were some vendors in the wet market opposite (about ten minutes walking distance)
selling organic vegetables. Yee said that some customers wanted to choose instead of
order in advance. Lai said that people working in office hours can consume in wet
markets or supermarkets; they did not accommodate themselves to the timeslot of the
CSA.
Lai tried to advertise the CSA but its funding was insufficient to allow
promotional material. The CSA attempted to use the network of the volunteers to
promote, cooperate and extend its influence. Chun had network in residents’
organizations in Tai Po since she was a member of the residents committee of her
estate. Chun brought Lai to different public estates to deliver the leaflets of the CSA.
A banner was hung on the exit of a subway with the assistance of a district councilor.
Up to 2007, the CSA could organize an introduction session to new members
(twenty was their optimal number of new members for an introduction session); since
then, they could organize another one as there are not enough new members; they
emphasized the function of this session was to let the new members learn and support
their ideals of the CSA. Some customers asked their maids to come but the CSA could
not educate these customers. However, Lai insisted to continue the CSA, as
mentioned in the next section.

Defining Authentic Organic Food through Personal Network
The CSA aims at buying the “authentic” organic vegetables directly from the
farmers; Lai and Fong disagree that the CSA is like a vendor to retail organic
vegetables, but they support the farmers with higher prices, consumers’ suggestions of
improving farmers’ conditions and ensure the food safety of consumers by knowing
the sources of their food.
The farmers and members of the CSA cooperate under the charisma of Lai and
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Fong. Lik and Mark frequently praise Lai as a youxinren (有心人), who is devoted to
help the local organic farmers to search for more customers. Chun thinks that Lai is a
considerate leader; Lai and Fong are good partners and knowledgeable to organic
farming. She is touched by Lai’s words that “there should be some groups like the
CSA in every community;” as an active member of estate residents’ management
committee, Chun agrees with Lai’s idea and joins as a volunteer.
Some farmers sell their vegetables to petty middlemen; I hear that since 2000
there have been some shops selling organic products, including fresh organic
vegetables. There are three vendors in a wet market in Tai Po. The retailers claim to
sell local organic vegetables. Lin told me that she brought a handy cart to five local
farms for organic vegetables. Nevertheless, Fong heard that Lin had a partner using a
hand cart to give the Chinese vegetables to her in Lo Wu railway station; also, Fong
heard that Lin liked to squeeze the farmers in the retail prices of their vegetables.
There was another vendor selling organic vegetables; the owner used a
cardboard sign and writes “local organic vegetables”. Lai mentioned many times to
different members of the CSA that someone saw the retailer taking the conventional
vegetables from the opposite vendor to sell as organic vegetables.
The third vendor was run by a social enterprise with funding of Enhancing
Self-Reliance through District Partnership Programme. The vendor was a project to
help marginalized people to have job training. The vendor sold certified local organic
farmers’ vegetables and posted the copies of the farmers’ certificates on the wall;
farmers’ names were printed on a cardboard and put next to their vegetables. However,
Lai told me once that it marketed a few catties of a farmer’s vegetables but after a
month the cardboard was still here; even the farmer was curious why her vegetables
could be on the table for “so long.” Lai thought the vendor might have mixed other
vegetables from unknown sources.
The CSA was questioned by the neighbourhood about its authenticity too. One
old woman, aged about sixty, came and looked at the vegetables,
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Old woman:
Lai:
Old woman:
Chun:
Fong:
Lai:

I have not registered as a member yet; I just come and see which
kinds of vegetable are sold.
Kale, it is very sweet (tian 甜). I tried it last week and the leaves
were also palatable. You can cook with a little salt. It is sweet.
You can buy by adding it to my order form. $20 for Mark’s
There are no holes in kale; is that really organic?
The farmers have improved the quality of their produce.
It is easy to pretend to be organic by releasing a few butterflies to
the farm to eat the leaves while chemical pesticides are added to
the soil.
Never mind. If you do not have confidence in us just exchange
for another one (There were still two catties of kale produced by
Mark.) We cooperate only when we trust each other. We are
volunteers and do not do harmful things.

After the old woman left, Lai told me, “it is good that she questions and we
explain the facts.” Lai said there was someone telling them that the retailers in the wet
market suspect the CSA “sell” fake organic vegetables. She mentioned that they were
only homemakers without any licenses and qualification. The CSA volunteers were
not “qualified” to teach people about authenticity of organic food.
The CSA provides a social encounter for the members to improve their
knowledge and extend the network for their family members’ well-being. The CSA
members share the information about traditional Chinese medical knowledge. They
make use of the knowledge of how to cook and eat the organic vegetables. Yung was a
Bachelor of Chinese medicine in Baptist University; Pui also learned Chinese
medicine herself. They taught me which vegetables to eat and cook as treatment when
I suffered flu, mouth ulcers and a cough during my fieldwork. In the opinions of Yung
and Pui, vegetables had their own hot and cold properties. They felt the members’
pulses, looked at the eyes and faces and asked about their conditions for diagnosis;
they suggested which kind of vegetables and herbs were useful. Also, the members
ordered motherwort from Fun, which was claimed to be beneficial to women.
During my fieldwork, I went with the CSA members to attend a Christian
wedding ceremony of Chun’s daughter. I saw Chun’s new son-in-law come with his
colleagues to the CSA; they were firemen and search for Spiny Amaranth, which was
one of the products of Fun. One of them told me that they wanted its medicinal value
to cook soup with it; however, a few vendors sold fake Spiny Amaranth without
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thorns (which is another kind of spinach), so Chun asked Fun for it.
I was one of the sources to Lai and Fong to learn about the progress of the
farmers. Mark recently rented a farm from Mrs. Wong, the liquefied fertilizer
producer. He offered papaya to the CSA one week; Lai and Fong asked me if I really
saw the papaya trees when I visited the new farm.
In the early January 2009, Lai and Fong paid a visit to Bor’s farm as there was
another farmer Mrs. Luk to replace Bor, who had to retire because of a liver trouble.
So, Mrs. Luk, a part time worker of Bor, was the one to manage the farm. ORC
changed the name of farm owner to Mrs. Luk in the certificate and field record. Lai
and Fong checked the farm’s changes; Fong asked why there were many Go (the
imported Belgium fertilizers) and where the source was; Bor was back and told Mrs.
Luk all tools, seeds and machines in the farm and how to practice organic farming.
Lai and Fong think it was fine to continue the cooperation.
The CSA finally organized a members’ farm visit on a Saturday in February,
2009. Lai and Fong explained the backgrounds of each farmer to the members. The
farmers’ uses of fertilizers, pesticides, farm planning and number of labour were in
Fong’s descriptions. The members bought a lot because of freshness and a bit cheaper
on farm; A member helped Mark to do weeding, while he introduced how to practice
organic farming. Some members took photos of the plants. Chun wanted dark opal
basil and asked Bor for $10, but Lai said it should be more expensive at $20 as herbs
were more valuable. Lai wanted the members to buy the Romaine lettuce as she saw it
should be too large to cut for farmers’ market.
A member called Tina was not welcomed by the volunteers as she always
wanted to buy the vegetables of the best “quality”. The meaning of the best “quality”
of vegetables in Hong Kong was that vegetables should have no holes and be fresh.
However, the members generally agreed to tolerate the lower quality vegetables as a
support to farmers. Tina always came in at the start of distribution to buy the surplus
vegetables of the best quality (surplus vegetables are the farmers’ extra supply to the
CSA beside the ordered amount). The volunteers were not happy that she bought the
largest amount of extra vegetables so other members could not share them. Also, the
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volunteers did not like her behaviour in the CSA. One time, Tina laughed at the
vegetables supplied by Fun saying that “they were as ugly as the farmer.” After she
left the centre, the volunteers were annoyed and discussed this comment. Yung
grumbled that,
Tina is rich and wears a lot of jewellery; she eats a lot of healthy food.
However, she was not considerate and has an evil mind. She would never
be a healthy and pretty person in this sense. The CSA is not a wet market’s
vendor; we need to treat everyone equally. Fun is pretty. She is a
hardworking farmer whose dirty fingers and dark skin show that she is
pretty.
Tina quitted the CSA later and searched for organic vegetables in the
supermarkets. The volunteers in the CSA take up the “responsibilities” of consumers.
They create a boundary to exclude consumers who have sense of “consumerism” for
self-interest, quality and cost-effectiveness. They pay effort to show their support to
the farmers by participating in the CSA and practicing the teachings of Lai and Fong.
Since the CSA cannot provide all kinds of daily necessary agricultural food items,
especially dried processed food and cereals like rice, noodles, dried mushroom,
seasoning to the members, the members find other ways to satisfy their family usage.
They order organic bean curds and dry food products outside the CSA; Pui, Mrs. Lee,
Yung take the orders from a CSA in another social service centre in Tai Po. Bo is a
coordinator of distributing the bean curds and dry food products.
Another popular source to purchase organic dried products was Wholesome
Shop. Selina started the business in 2007. The shop was a ten minute walk from the
Love Social Centre. In Wholesome Shop, its poster proclaimed “veggie soul, simple
life” and “healthy vegetarian food, home-made seasoning, nutritious food and drinks
as well as local ingredients.” Taiwanese products were the major imports in
Wholesome Shop; customers found cooking oil, noodles, biscuits, dried food items
and beans processed in Taiwan, especially from Wisdom Group because Selina was a
follower of Wisdom Group. However, not all items in the shop were organic; some
beans and wild plants were not certified organic; Selina said that
I import these beans from China and the quality is that same as organic
food though they are not certified organic. I do not emphasize they are
organic but not chemically treated. For example, Chinese yam is
traditionally processed without leaching; using it to make soup is in
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natural taste.
Her husband, Jay, was a cook, so later in my fieldwork he added home-made
mushroom seasoning as a new product when Selina started to sell mushroom directly
imported from a farmer in China. She told me that she visited the mushroom farm so
she could tell the origin and growing environment of the mushroom. The members
went to the shop to diversify their food choices when they thought the sources were
safe and they could trace their products through Selina.
The CSA ordered the Chinese dried food items through Good Cop Farm so Lai
and Fong did not need to monitor the standard of the products. Lai and Fong trusted
Good Crop Farm mainly because they were friends with Fung; they could freely visit
the farms of Good Crop Farm in Pat Heung. Fong often got some seedlings from Fung
too.
Since May 2008, Good Crop Farm has no longer acted in the role of
middleman of these products so the dry food supply has stopped. There is currently
only rice available for order. As Lai and Fong do not want to take the responsibility of
any food safety crisis, they stop ordering dry food items for the CSA. As Good Crop
Farm could not afford a machine to filter off rice in low quality, the rice contained
sand. Lai urged Fung to explain when the volunteers met him in a CSA gathering.
After the clarification of Fung, Lai asked the members to accept the lower quality of
the rice.
In summer 2008, three months of consecutive rainy days destroyed most of the
farmers’ efforts. There were few supplies of varieties and quantities of vegetables for
the CSA. Lai and Fong asked Fung for help. Good Crop Farm offered roots and tuber
as well as leafy vegetables; Lai did not clarify which varieties were grown in Yunnan
and which were local produce; she asked Fung to offer as much local produce as
possible One time, there were seven foam boxes and I found labels of a Chinese
airline and logistics company in Shenzhen. However, later I knew from Fung that it
was only to pack the vegetables up for convenience delivery, so not all the vegetables
inside come from China.
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The CSA and Fung negotiated that the vegetable which came from China were
clearly marked. Lai distinguished the items from China and from Hong Kong clearly
on the order form for the members to choose. She also clarified to the other farmers
the CSA’s difficulties in that summer and promises the help of Good Crop Farm was
not a long term relationship.
On the other hand, the farmers faced a dilemma. Mark in 2008 found that he
could only produce a small amount of vegetables due to the excessive rain; he sold
most in the farmers’ markets and stopped the supply to the CSA. Lai told me that
Mark felt pressure to supply vegetables to the CSA. Mark clarified in a lunch
gathering among the farmers and the members,
there are more customers besides the CSA so it is a bit more difficult to
arrange my vegetables; the CSA is a voluntary group so it is a pity if it
stops running as it gives support to our farming. The problem is there is no
funding for the CSA to operate into a scale that farmers can devote to
supply solely for the members. Consumers have more channels nowadays
to buy from the Tai Wo Farmers’ Market, wet markets and supermarkets;
ordering has shortcomings like the customers cannot see the vegetables
until the day; the farmers have to speculate too, like flowering may happen
suddenly and they have to harvest the vegetables immediately and send to
VMO.
From the members’ perspective, they welcome the existence of the CSA
together with the farmers’ markets. Mrs. Lee was a grandmother and her family lived
in a high-valued private estate near Tolo Harbour. Her family members were all
vegetarian except her husband She told me that vegetables could not be preserved too
long so she goes to Tai Wo Farmers’ Market every Sunday. She also visited
Wholesome Shop after leaving the CSA on Thursday. She rarely shopped in wet
markets and supermarkets as she trusted the people in the above locations more. She
also used environmentally-friendly products like handmade soaps from a local
women’s co-operative in Tuen Mun with used cooking oil. She disliked my dyed hair
as it is “not natural.”
Mrs. Lee thought it was reasonable to buy “the healthy, natural and authentic
organic food” from where she knew the producers or retailers well; in my observation,
she was willing to spend money on the organic food items for each meal and
environmentally-friendly products. To these members of the CSA, the alternative
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markets like the CSA and the farmers’ markets provided them with confidence of
consuming authentic organic food; they also paid much effort to support the local
farmers, retailers and environmentalists. It is more than a simple transaction in
supermarkets.

Supporting a Buddhist Organic Farmer
For the general public who buy organic food in supermarkets and specialist
shops, certification facilitates them to distinguish “organic” products. There are more
and more shops selling certified foreign organic products, Chinese imports of certified
organic vegetables and organic vegetables from local farmers wholesaled by VMO.
The CSA admits the expanding organic business in the mainstream market system;
this system results in a few members’ departure of the CSA for more convenient and
wider sources of organic food items. On the other hand, the CSA volunteers develop
relationships with farmers against certification. In my fieldwork, they use a religious
discourse to justify their challenge to organic certification.
Religion is a matter of concern when the members bring snacks to share in the
CSA. The CSA is also for the members to promote their own religions. They use food
knowledge and bring leaflets to assist their preaching. Lai learned about Wisdom
Group and started to study Buddhism under the branch of Wisdom Group in Hong
Kong after visiting Taiwan. Yung, Bo and Pui also learned Buddhism in Wisdom
Group. Ting learned Buddhism too. They circulated Buddhist magazines and leaflets.
Chun was a Protestant Christian. Some members did not want to kill the animals as
they thought they had obtained enough nutrients from vegetables. Mrs. Lee are
vegetarians as “it is gongde (the accumulation of spiritual energy, 功德) not to kill
animals.” When they had farm visits, Lai ordered more vegetarian dishes for the
members as many of them are vegetarians.
The CSA had ordered dried products from Wisdom Group and then later Good
Crop Farm. Wisdom Group organizes Buddhist class in Taiwan and has reached Hong
Kong; it set up an organic certification agency and helps farmers practice organic
farming as one part of learning Buddhist teaching. During my visit to Taiwan, there
were owners of processing factories and retailer shops followed the teaching of
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Wisdom Group. The CSA stopped ordering the processed products from Wisdom
Group because the Group sold processed products made of Chinese organic produce.
However, some of the members of the CSA continued to visit the Wisdom Group’s
specialist shop in Kowloon to buy the processed products.
There was one Buddhist Class in Tai Po organized by Wisdom Group. The
class lasted for three years and the graduates assessed by the teachers could join the
“intermediate” class in the branch in Kowloon. Lai, Selina and Bo have promoted to
the “intermediate” class. Yung was the teaching assistant in the new class in Tai Po in
2008. Pui joined the class and finds the teaching of Buddhism helped her to improve
her spiritual world.
There was a farm called Wisdom Farm under the branch of Wisdom Group in
Tai Po. Ping was the vice-chairperson of HOFA. He was the teaching assistant of the
Buddhist class with Yung. The land of Wisdom Farm was owned by a monk of
Wisdom Group. 138 Ping rented the farm and supplied the produce to the canteen of
Wisdom Group in Kowloon; Ping did not obtain certification; his wife was another
farmer on the farm.
Lai and Fong as executive members of HOFA met Ping in occasions. Ping was
keen to link organic farming with Buddhism; he said in an Organic Dinner that using
chemicals to kill pest created more sins than killing them when washing the
vegetables. A farmer said that hydroponics in a factory was the least way to create sins
because no worm would grow in this environment; Ping said that people “prepare” a
lot to kill the living things before start growing as hydroponics. The government used
chemical pesticides to make the environment “green” too. He did not like monks
eating vegetarian food made from soya bean but mimicking the appearance and tastes
of meat; this type of food was chemically-processed which caused many health
problems as those were full of sugar and salt. The monks under Wisdom Group
insisted to stop eating after noon. Ping believed that painstaking labour on the farm
was a way to keep a body wholesome; vegetarianism in modern society did not
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The Wisdom Group promotes itself as a charitable organization to promote charity and improve
peoples’ inner world. It held a camp in a school near the Wisdom Farm about life education, human
relationships, reflections on civilizations and development, personal happiness and health as well as
environmental protection in 2008.
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guarantee health. Organic farming was necessary to an environment and a good body.
Wisdom Farm was on a slope valley with three dou under a bridge of highway;
a small river ran along the farm from the upper side of the hill, where Ping and his
wife told me Jiujiechangpu (九節菖浦, a valuable herb of Chinese medicine) was
grown, which needed very clean water. They grew some special varieties like leaves
of Ford Nervilia (zitiankui, 紫天葵) and edible chrysanthemum (chunju,春菊), which
were not common among the farmers in Hong Kong; they used these varieties to
make festival food. On the cupboard in front of the house, there was a tablet for
praying for the loss of life because of farming.
Ping was a butcher before learning Buddhism. He visited the farms under
Wisdom Group in Taiwan and learned to make a device to make taboo tar; taboo tar
was collected by steams of burning weeds; taboo tar expelled pests. The use of taboo
tar in composite fertilizer also enriched the potassium level in soil. It could be mixed
with soil to encourage bacteria’s reproduction; however, it was highly acidic and toxic
when burnt which made the leaves turn yellow so it had to be put aside for half year
before being used. The Pings held some visits of the followers of Wisdom Group to
learn organic farming, Buddhism and eat organic vegetarian food. They educated the
followers during an activity by showing them the chemical fertilizers and chemicals to
produce standardized appetizing vegetables.
They delivered their vegetables by hand by train to Kowloon to the canteen of
the Wisdom Group on Monday and Friday when they attended the Buddhism class; it
was because the cost of booking a van was high ($100) and the quantity of delivery
was low. They had not applied for certification as the land was small and the standard
of ORC was too low to them; they had higher standard to avoid harmful impact to any
living organism. They bought the food items and seasoning of Wisdom Group; they
did no need organic meat as they were vegetarian.
In early 2008, the branch proposed to sell the farm soon because of the monk’s
huge medical fee. The canteen also turned to the Chinese organic vegetables imported
from China by the shop of Wisdom Farm. Ping faced a rapid decline of demand for
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his produce. The volunteers of the CSA played a visit to Wisdom Farm. Lai and Fong,
after discussing with their volunteers in the CSA, agreed to help Ping.
The volunteers had to distribute the vegetables in the CSA on Thursday; they
were afraid that some members might be concerned why they had unknown sources
of vegetables; the farmers might complain if there was one more “competitor” in the
CSA. Fong also worried Ping could not supply a stable amount and varieties of
vegetables every week as the farm is not for business. So, they decided to treat it as a
private group activity and declared no relationship with the CSA. Ping phoned Lai
when there were vegetables or bananas available. They distributed the order from
Ping after the work of the CSA was finished.
The CSA nurtures a group of volunteers and members who support local
organic farmers regardless of organic certification; they emphasize direct contact and
direct exchange with the farmers; they are eager to know the farmers’ working
conditions and consider their marginalized positions in the mainstream market. They
are flexible and utilize their friendship and religious networks to establish cooperation.

Conclusion: Forming a Community against Impersonal Labels
In this chapter, I focus on how the Hong Kong society defines “authentic”
organic food. There are two different major paradigms to distinguish who are
“authentic organic farmers.” There is an illustration of the ethical farmers and
responsible consumers’ perspective to global capitalist economy. Organic certification
helps the force to absorb local organic food into the mainstream consumption
mechanism without personal approach with the producers; however, it puts local
organic food in the position of competition with Chinese and foreign organic food
under the same system. I will explore the competition in the next chapter.
The local organic farmers and consumers have developed an alternative space
to cooperate and place local organic food on a specific position. The dilemma is that
the efficient capitalist style of consumption deters the consumers from the
engagement into a “close” relationship with the farmers; how to develop such a
“trust” relationship requires personal network. The core members in the community
like the organizers of CSAs act as agents to connect the producers and consumers.
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The CSA acts as a specific medium to maintain the alternative force against global
capitalism. In next chapter, I will show how the competition of two forces fosters a
small-scale movement.
Moreover, the CSA creates a special group of consumers in some farmers’
opinions. These consumers do not squeeze the farmers by lowering prices, selecting
vegetables piece by piece for the most appetizing one, willing to organize the
consumers to support the farmers by ordering and praising the farmers’ efforts. They
have the economic ability and time to join the local organic farmers to challenge the
expanding global influence of the mainstream market. Although their local space is
small, they use their network and experiences to equip themselves against the global
force. Tai Po as a new town provides them accessibility and social resources to join
together.
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CHAPTER 7
DEVELOPING A HOLISTIC MOVEMENT

In this chapter I continue to explore this holistic movement; I use the term
“holistic” to describe the community members’ attempts to draw the values of organic
farming into their daily life, like ethical and responsible consumption, environmental
concerns, and caring for the local society; they practice organic life in their
perspective. They are concerned with the society’s changes to urbanization and
globalization; they exert their influence through knowledge in organic agriculture.
Another characteristic of the local organic food community is its support of
small-scale producers. They cooperate and compete with the other farmers in the
selling of local organic food. Simultaneously, groups of consumers organize
themselves to support the farmers. Elites in organic agriculture use their network and
cultural capitals to provide a living space for this community. They solve the
problems of food choices, public resources and social awareness to organic
agriculture.

Institutions and Elites for Sustainable Development
In Hong Kong, there are different kinds of social movements of heritage
conservation, gender equality, political democracy, etc. The major forms of these
movements are protests, joining political parties and temporary action groups. In my
fieldwork, I could not find my informants joining these groups.
The organic farmers make use of the opportunities in activities to promote
their ideals of organic farming. Although there is a gradual increase of organic
commodities in supermarkets in shopping malls, the organic farmers and institutions
try to promote another small-scale movement in Hong Kong, against the global order
though they make use of the new global trend of organic food consumption.
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HOFA, ORC, PGF and Kadoorie Farm use the term “organic movement” and
“organic life” to spread their concepts of producing, consuming and eating organic
food into daily life. They promote people’s participation in a lifestyle to respect nature
and being responsible consumers by reducing the amount of rubbish, recycling and
conserving resources.
HOFA as a newly born farmers’ union provided opportunities for a few
members to become agricultural elites. HOFA also worked as the representative of the
organic farmers for public exposure; mass media found HOFA first for news and
stories about organic farming. Alex, Liza and Fung worked together to promote their
ideals of HOFA. They invited environmental pressure groups, fair traders and social
service organizations to participate in the activities of HOFA. They networked with
district councilors. They also write proposals to Wan Chai District Board for the
organization of a farmers’ market.
In contrast to conventional farmers who rely on the agricultural institutions,
the new elites of organic agriculture tend to include people from tertiary educational
institutions, environmental pressure groups, businessmen and political leaders in their
activities and structure. ORC and PGF also have their network with these groups. Liza,
Fung, Alex, Winnie and Dr. Chan as the leading figures of the organic agricultural
organizations are more educated and more willing to search for the social leaders to
involve them in their ideals; moreover, they pursue their goals of organic farming
under the regional administration.
Kadoorie Farm changed the name of its agriculture department to “sustainable
living and agriculture department” in 2006. It started a weekly farmers’ market called
Carbon-minus Market in 2007. About ten organic farmers join the farmers’ market
each time. The peak hour is eleven o’clock to noon. They sell the vegetables at about
$20 per catty as the transport fee is higher than the vegetables they sell at $16 per
catty in Tai Wo Farmers’ Market. Kadoorie Farm requires the farmers to use their
table cloths; there are slogans on the cloths including “supporting local production,
short food mileage and local farmers’ produce.’
Social enterprises are invited to sell their products and promote their ideals
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with environmentally-friendly cleansers, homemade sweets and fishes grown in
environmentally-friendly ponds. In the carnival, there are booths about recycling
paper to make packs, second-hand goods selling and introducing pot plants.
A carnival is held every first Sunday of the month. There were themes like
Hakka life, organic food cooking, Chinese festival celebrations and demonstrations of
energy-saving methods during my fieldwork. The carnival is to promote the care of
local society, traditions and environmental protections. The carnival shows an
integration of local organic farmers, environmental groups and their ideals; producers
and consumers are encouraged to cooperate through transaction of products more than
the consideration of price and self-interests; the products’ impacts on nature and
producers are of concern. It is a kind of new movement in Kadoorie Farm’s term as an
organic movement for an organic life; it describes the group of people having organic
life as LOHAS (Lifestyle of health and sustainability) according to the American and
Taiwanese idea.
In Winnie’s opinion, PGF plays a role to facilitate the public understanding of
organic farming and organic food. Agriculture is no longer a source of pollution and
low-end activity. It cooperated with a government department to run an urban farm in
Tsuen Wan for the elders from 2003. 139 The project was successful that the recreation
department set up urban farms in the local parks in different districts. Kadoorie Farm
started to aid schools and private estates to develop their urban gardening in organic
farming practices in 2000. 140
ORC works as a major institution to link the small-scale movement and the
bigger one. It promotes LOHAS by organizing the farmers on the Taiwan trip to an
expo of LOHAS, which promotes Taiwanese organic food, organic cotton
commodities and natural conservation; ORC also collect data about organic cosmetics,
energy-saving electrical devices and environmentally-friendly cleansers for the public.
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The leaders of HOFA become elites in organic agriculture. Dr. Chan invites the
members of the boards. 141 The structure of ORC shows the new elites in organic
agriculture. In the three boards, HOFA and PGF had their representatives; the
representative of HOFA was Fung and that of PGF was Winnie during my fieldwork.
The other board members included senior staff members of environmental pressure
groups, university professors, processed organic food retailers and representatives of
the agricultural department, FEDVMC and VMO.

Cross-over of Fair Trade and Local Organic Food
An important foreign concept incorporated in organic agriculture is fairness. Fair
trade in Hong Kong is presented as
providing farmers, producers and workers a fair and reasonable price and
terms of trade; to ensure the producers a stable economic and living
environment. Fair trade makes use of its social protection fund to build up
basic facilities in the communities, including schools, clinics and roads,
etc; the goal is to provide the community with better education and
medical services. Environmental concern is an important issue in fair trade.
In production process, only certain chemical fertilizers and pesticides are
allowed to be used to protect nature. In the negotiation of fair trade,
organic products are higher in price to promote its practices; no fair trade
products are genetically modified. 142
Fair trade products in Hong Kong are mainly found in supermarkets and
specialist shops selling organic, healthy and natural products. The sources of the fair
trade products are mostly from developing countries, including China, Thailand and
the Philippines, while a few organic cotton products are from England. However,
local farmers are not treated as receivers of fair trade brands.
The members of Fair Trade Union in Hong Kong do not sell the local organic
products as fair trade products; 143 none of the products gain the logos of fair trade. In
organic standard of certification, fairness is one of the concerns. However, in the
process of certification, scientific findings and farming environments are considered;
how the farmers treat people or are being treated in a fair level is neglected.
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See Appendix 2.
The quote was a description of fair trade in a leaflet of a fair trade company and a social enterprise
to promote their products as a gift box in the Lunar New Year.
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Fair Trade Union in Hong Kong was founded in 2008, as a NGO with 12 members. One of the
founding members, Oxfam, launched its fair trade campaign in 2006.
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A member of the Fair Trade Union said that many products in fair trade were
organic; “organic” meant “caring for the earth” and “fair trade” meant “caring for the
people” which started from the caring of the environment so it had a standard about
the environment.
Liza, as one of the members of Fair Trade Union and the chairlady of HOFA,
imports foreign fair trade products. On Organic Day of ORC, Liza rented a booth to
but had to import some certified organic products as required by ORC. However, she
found that the quality of certified products was not as good as those uncertified she
found in Thailand. She told me that a farmers’ market was the most ideal arena for fair
trade as consumers can check the products through word of month; fair trade sold
many foreign products through middlemen.
Fair trade was cross-promoted with organic production. I attended an organic
dinner organized by HOFA in June, 2008. The topic was about fair trade which had a
cross-over with organic agriculture. The major idea was that the middlemen in fair
trade were partners of the producers; they gave a “reasonable” price to producers; the
products were not only commodities and organic agriculture did not just promote
healthy, chemical-free, reliable and fresh food but was also a matter of affection and
relationship among producers, consumers and the environment.
In Tai Wo Farmers’ Market, the executive manager of CGG told me that “hui”
provided direct exchange opportunities; there was no middleman so the price was
reasonable through negotiation; CGG had accepted a pair of fair traders Cathy and
Anson since 2007 to sell their fair trade foreign products; he wished to make the
market diversified in products and meanings; the manager required the products to be
certified organic but Cathy argued that the producers could not afford to apply for a
certification; so, the products were packaged by Cathy and Anson with stickers of fair
trade logo only.

Small-scale and Ethical Producers across Borders
The denial of certification of ORC upon China-based farms does not stop the
imports of Chinese fresh vegetables from other channels, like those to the
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supermarkets and organic food specialist shops. Organic food with Chinese and
foreign certifications are found. Also, middlemen are eager to import and process
Chinese organic food and ingredients into dried or processed food items; local organic
farmers cannot supply these items. With the rising number of organic food products
imported from other countries, consumers in Hong Kong have a wide-range of
organic food items to satisfy their daily food consumptions. Moreover, the
encouragement of these big businesses to people to pursue an “organic life” of healthy
and safe food consumption facilitates a rapid increase in organic food supply and
demand.
In my fieldwork, some businessmen run a medium-scale organic processing
and retailing business. Connie’s company processes beans and cereals from China and
imports organic dried products like lappa and seaweed from Japan and China. They
market products with Chinese herbs, environmentally friendly hair-colouring products,
and organic seasoning ingredients like sugar. Connie visited the farms in Northeast
China; she says that the farms export certified organic items to foreign countries; she
trusts the products are “authentic” organic food.
Connie’s company gets ORC’s certification for their processed organic
products. They need to pay $22,000 certification fee plus a proportion of their profit
to be awarded the certification. The processing plant in her factory needs to be
cleaned with water to avoid contamination. The certified products are sold in
supermarkets, their own specialist shops and other promotional activities.
A social enterprise as a case study was the Joyful Lifestyle. Bo was a former
community officer of Kadoorie Farm and a customer of the CSA. Bo was a graduate
of economics. She worked in Kadoorie Farm from 2000 to 2005; she led the trip to
Taiwan which Lai and Fong joined. She learnt the idea of organic farming, food
mileage and CSA in Kadoorie Farm. She recalled that she bought certified Australian
organic milk in a supermarket a few years ago; after she knew it was a waste of
energy to transport “authentic” organic food in a global flow, she decided to stop her
consumption habit for health and safety only; she wanted to take care of her body
naturally with a holistic perspective.
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She claimed to witness the community absorbing organic agriculture by seeing
social workers attending the seminar about CSA and the consequent participation of
some of them. After Bo quitted Kadoorie Farm, she worked with Sin, Lan and some
others to organize a co-operative to sell foreign and Chinese organic products like
beans. Afterwards, the co-operative stopped because of a personal matter. She was a
holiday farmer.
Bo then set up Joyful Lifestyle in 2007. Bo told me that Joyful Lifestyle
originated from the first piece of organic bean curd in Hong Kong. In 2007, she read a
news report about the loss of taste of bean curd because of the excessive addition of
gypsum; she found two homemakers, both from the CSA, to make organic bean curd.
Bo gave the organic soya beans from the former cooperative to a bean curd factory;
the factory cleaned a production line to produce organic bean curd.
Bo and her partners found their friends to order the organic bean curd and
organized a time of distribution in the wet market in Tai Po; her record was a few
hundred pieces of bean curd sold within two hours. The bean curd factory since then
produced organic bean curd with a wholesale price of four dollars per piece and
organic soya milk of ten dollars per 500 for half litre; the price was about double that
of ordinary bean curd and soya milk. The organic beans originated in Northeast China.
The proportion of organic bean curd production in the factory is less than 1%;
however, the production line required thorough cleaning to prevent pollution from the
production of conventional bean curd. Bo contacted CSAs in Hong Kong to join the
collective order of organic bean curd and soya milk. There were four CSAs who join
the order on Monday during my fieldwork.
Bo’s goal was to encourage and support local production of safe, nutritious
and environmentally-friendly organic food products; to minimize food mileage and
the emission of greenhouse gases; to conserve and promote traditional knowledge of
food; to reinforce trust and mutual benefits between producers and consumers so
middlemen’s intervention and domination are minimized. In Bo’s opinion, Joyful
Lifestyle was about a movement of new lifestyle. Her idea was to have a business of
balanced finances through organizing the delivery of organic and environmentallyfriendly products by small-scale producers and traders.
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Joyful Lifestyle mainly does the business of ordering. On the order list and
website, Bo marks down the direct contact of the sources so consumers can buy
directly from them; it can save the transportation and administration fee to Joyful
Lifestyle (20% of the purchasing price); on the other hand, it shows the ideals of
direct exchange. A two-year long funding by a private enterprise was offered to Joyful
Lifestyle in 2008; Bo rented a flat in a rural village in Tai Po and employed one full
time staff.
Bo also joined different carnivals and functions like Carbon-minus Market
some times. One example was Alumni’s Day at a university in 2008. Joyful Lifestyle
had a booth for free as she was invited to the zone to promote social enterprise. There
were three more women selling the products. They used a mooncake box as a money
container; cups to put food in for sampling. Bean curd is tasted with toothpick. There
were boards to advertise the orders of organic bean curd and rice from China with
labels of the farmers’ names and the practices of farmers like “duck-rice farming” on
the package. 144 Bo and the volunteers introduced the histories of these producers to
the passer-by.
Joyful Lifestyle held a forum of the CSAs in January 2009. Bo invited a
Taiwanese woman who was an expert of fermenting vinegar for nutritious and
medicinal functions to come and share her opinion. Bo promoted her vinegar to the
attendants on adding it into the order list. In this forum, there were ten CSAs to share
their experiences; although some of them had already stopped operation. The forum
also discussed the future of the CSAs in Hong Kong, and how to overcome the
problem of shortage of money or funding as well as the competition from the outside
world.
A CSA organized in Chai Wan backed by a Catholic network before
certification. A school backing environmental protection and a return to nature ran a
CSA of parents and students. CSA also worked in offices as a private group, like
Kadoorie Farm. A group of middle-class residents in Sha Tin started their urban
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“Duck-rice farming” is the practice of raising ducks on paddy fields where the ducks eat the pest
and provide manure as fertilizers to the soil; it is a traditional but “organic” practice in Bo’s view.
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organic gardening in the estates and then organized a CSA. They faced the problem of
whether farmers needed to be certified or not with the pressure of estate
management’s company to ensure food safety. A retreat of a group of artists in Lamma
Island tried to order products from Bo and asked the original residents on the island to
farm for them; they were learning how to make food waste composite to support the
ecosystem. A group of families relying on the money given through Comprehensive
Social Security Assistance from the government forms a CSA; they aimed to show
that poor people could have a share of a better living standard and healthy food by
consuming organic food; they used both cash and hours of being volunteers as
medium of exchange to make the operation run. They resisted the business giants who
control the prices of food in the name of organic food.
Bo intended to build up an alternative system in a capitalist society; she
encouraged customers to engage in production and processing. Once the system was
formed, people could go in and out, but not ceased when a volunteer found a new job
or interest. All of the CSAs did not have resources in the social sectors; they relied on
personal networks, efforts and luck Bo suggested CSAs participating in processing
farms’ extra quantity and variety of produce to stimulate farmers to grow more for
extra profit and not to waste it.
An example shared in the forum was a social service centre in Wan Chai,
which developed a way for customers to act as workers when farmers needed shortterm extra labourers. It started a small processing shop in an old street in Wan Chai,
where the centre located. In my fieldwork, some of CSA’s vegetables were brought
here for sale; mushrooms were grown in a small room and sold. There was a kitchen
with governmental safety and hygiene licenses. Workers received money and other
members’ service calculated by working hours. They processed seasoning; they sold
products from Wisdom Group, Chinese oil and dried products imported by Sin.
Consumers made orders from a catalogue where sources were shown too. One
incident of cooperation between the workers and farmers was that the workers helped
Sin make organic mooncakes with his organic lotus seed.
There were products from local small-scale production cooperatives and
individuals like soaps made from used cooking oil, environmentally-friendly cleansers
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and homemade sweets. 145 Bo introduced these snacks to the attendants of the forum
during breaks. In the opening ceremony of the office of Joyful Lifestyle, Bo invited
her friends and customers to come; they made their food to share; the food items
included bread without additives, fruit bought in a local market and vegetables grown
by a customer, etc. They tasted the different kinds of rice retailed by Joyful Lifestyle
from China; they compared soy sauces from a local processing factory and a big
brand; they claimed the “authentic” tastes came from the small-scaled producers,
processors and homemakers.
The CSA in Tai Po, on the other hand, also faced the competition like Joyful
Lifestyle. Lai told me that she got an email about the service of Joyful Lifestyle in
ordering and delivering organic vegetables (one of the sources is Lik), with a special
discount to Tai Po residents who ordered $300 or above as its office was located in the
district. It hurt the survival of the CSA as it got no funding and could not develop a
delivery service.

Changing Farmers’ Union for Public Resources
Since the return of sovereignty in 1997, Hong Kong people have faced the
harsh time of Asian financial crisis and economic depression. The government acts as
the major body to redistribute society’s resources by means of social welfare policies.
With the government and pressure groups’ efforts, rural areas and countryside have
become cultural and natural tourist resorts; conservation and heritage are the major
discourses when local groups urge the government to provide funding or measures for
keeping the local regions from “overdevelopment” and maintain local groups’
interests. The government also faced another social problem of unemployment in the
time of depression.
The environmental policies and measures are included in this process of
redistribution and one of the major funds for the public to foster their plans of
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The soap is an environmentally-friendly soap made from used oil. A group of homemakers in Tuen
Mun set up a cooperative to produce the soap. They collect the used oil from the neighbouring
restaurants. One of the members of the cooperative is a former fellow of Lai and Fong in the organic
promotion programme. They come to support each other when there is any activity the cooperative or
the CSA joining.
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environmental concern is Environment and Conservation Fund. 146 It promotes
environmental protection, conservation of natural habitat with minimized human
activities, mainly in eco-tourism and environmentally friendly activities.
In the 2000s, the government promoted “green life,” which supported bringing
recycled bags, recycling, enjoying natural and healthy life and happiness of green
lifestyle. Environmental protection and sustainable development were the major
propaganda of the government to draw the support of citizens to develop local areas
with tourist resorts, local business and social welfare policies. The government
promoted “green economy,” though at the level of planning and fund support.
Enterprises tended to enjoy a good reputation by showing their social responsibility
and environmental concerns in investment.
In mid-2000s, the major measure of the government’s social welfare policies
was the encouragement of different kinds of social enterprises. The government was
the major source of funding and resources for the organizations to get for their social
enterprises. 147 It provided funds and propaganda which favoured the development of
social enterprise. 148 One was Enhancing Self-Reliance through District Partnership
Programme. 149 It was widely applied by different kinds of organizations which were
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During my fieldwork, the Environment and Conservation Fund was applied by a environmental
pressure group to organize the growing of watercress in Long Yuen Valley, which combines the ideas of
protecting wetlands, habitats for migrating birds and to a lesser degree the living of farmers there. The
sponsorship of year 2005-2008 was $1,500,000 and year 2008-2010 was $4,000,000. Arrowroot,
watercress and water spinach were the major plants.
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In Hong Kong, the definition of social enterprise by the government is to “run a business to generate
revenue and operates on a self-financing basis. It is not set up to make profits for its shareholders, but
to achieve specific social objectives such as providing the products or services needed by the
community, creating employment and training opportunities for the unemployed, protecting the
environment, or funding its other social services through the profits earned. Its profits will be
principally reinvested in the business for the social objectives that it purses.” See the Government of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, “Social Enterprise,” available on-line from
http://www.social-enterprises.gov.hk/en/introduction/whatis.html; Internet; accessed on 10 June 2008.
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The Environment and Conservation Fund managed by Environmental Department assesses
applications including the non-governmental organizations’ projects with the effectiveness, number of
participants, volunteers, local organizations, the quantities and varieties of recycling goods, those of
minimized rubbish, number of publications, technology transfer, media press, questionnaires of
environmental awareness. The sponsorship to Tai Po Environment Protection Association of year 20052008 to conserve butterfly in the rural village in Tai Po was $1,700,000.
149
A Pamphlet, “Unity Generates Strength, Enterprise Supports Society” issued by Home Affairs
Bureau, The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, notes that “ Enhancing
Self-Reliance Through District Partnership Programme” in 2006-07 $150 million for five years grants
for non-governmental organizations to promote “self-reliance of the socially disadvantaged.” Ceiling of
each project is $3million for two years.
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eager to set up social enterprises to address unemployment, promote social harmony
and organic ideals. Charitable organizations and social service organizations played
the major roles of assisting the people in need to work as social enterprises; members
of social enterprises provided goods and services in the business world while they got
the organizations’ back-up. 150
Organic farming is included by the green propaganda in the way of
community farming and farm visits in holiday. PGF and ORC as charitable
organizations organize activities to raise funding. PGF applies for education funds for
their promotion of organic farming. HOFA, as a farmers’ union, failed to meet the
requirements of the above funds of environmental protection, education, charity and
social welfare.
The fund of HOFA was granted by Kadoorie Farm until 2008; since then,
HOFA needed to find the funding itself. During my fieldwork, HOFA was undertaking
the move to a charitable organization. Liza spoke in an Organic Dinner that HOFA
needed to get closer to consumers besides working with farmers. Its move to promote
sustainable development was one important step. The promotion of organic life and
culture might help the association to gain more resources.
Inland Revenue Department grants tax-free status to charitable organizations
for education, poverty relief and religion under Section 88. In 2008, HOFA held a
general meeting for all members to pass its change of name. A lawyer suggested for a
new name which was useful to apply for a status of charitable organization. In
Business registration, HOFA changed the name. As it was a non-profit-making limited
company so the members of the Board of Directors got no income. The organic
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There were some social welfare organizations that used the concept of organic farming to provide
services; they developed social enterprises in the recent years. Mr. Tang was the current social worker
to organize the organic farming project of a social service centre in a public estate in Tsuen Wan; the
project trained up unemployed and underemployed residents to be farmers. The social enterprise was
set up at that time to help the women in its village for employment, food and health and environmental
protection; some women were employed after training like one in Ping Chau. There was a training
course every year; the trainees are referred from Social Welfare Department. The major income of the
project was from holiday farming rental fee; some people came for a day trip too. The area of each
small farm was $130 per 30 feet square including seed. The scheme provided funds for the social
enterprise to rent a shop in the West Rail station in Tsuen Wan as a retail shop; Mr. Tang found some
farmers to supply vegetables for the shop to retail. Selling vegetables was not profitable in Mr. Tang’s
experience; they sold for $14 per catty but in summer 2008 no farmer could offer vegetables to them.
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farmers remained Board of Directors while some converting organic farmers took the
roles of the executive committee members. It needed 75% votes to support. Ella dealt
with the changes of HOFA’s legal status, website, project plans, logos, bank account,
website domain and notice to the projects for the status of charitable organization. 151
The application of HOFA becoming a charitable organization was still in process at
the end of my fieldwork.
The new name of HOFA is Sustainability, Ecological and Ethical Development
Foundation (SEED). Liza, the chairlady of SEED mentioned that organic agriculture
had been developed in Hong Kong for twenty years and became a lifestyle. She hoped
SEED would facilitate a new stage of agriculture about food safety, ecological
conservation and responsible consumerism.
HOFA’s change alienated some of the members. Some farmers opposed the
change of name; Ella claimed that a farm even uses the reason of knowing no English
to read the document to oppose the changes. Mark disliked the change of name of
SEED which means no longer a farmers’ union. He no longer went to the meetings; he
missed the general meeting in 2008. He considered not continuing his membership.
SEED organized the first activity under its new name in February 2009; it was
a farmer’s market assisted by the district board; it lasted for four Sundays in Wan Chai
District, where the former Sunday farmers’ market was held for two years between
2004 and 2007. In this activity, Seed held the opening ceremony and the first day of
market in Causeway Bay, where a district with flows of passers-by was were met on
Hong Kong Island. Volunteers who were the former participants of farming courses
became the major labour forces. In the opening ceremony, LOHAS was promoted to
encourage people to buy local organic food, environmental friendly cosmetics and
handmade processed food with little chemically-treated ingredients.
Booths of organic vegetables were set up on one side while other booths of
fair trade products, do-it-yourself food and natural food; organic cosmetics were sold
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There is no ordinance in Hong Kong for non-governmental organizations and non-profit making
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Revenue Department to be exempted from taxation under section 88 of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.
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in another side. A sheet of vendors’ name and kind of products was put on each booth
to let consumers know the sources of food. A social enterprise of used books sale
participated too. Music performances with lyrics about sustainable and organic life on
the Earth and clowns attracted more people to stay longer. The following three times
were located in the open area where no passer-by was gathered on Sundays. The
farmers and sellers complained about the lack of customers, but SEED could only get
a day in Causeway Bay since it was a location where many organizations want to hold
functions.
SEED cooperated with a social enterprise of a rehabilitation service centre to
get a fund for Enhancing Self-Reliance through District Partnership Programme for 2
years of $740,000 which employed physically handicapped workers in the new local
organic vegetable delivery programme. Donna was Alex’ wife works and an executive
manager; she promoted the programme for customers. SEED was responsible for
organizing farmers to supply vegetables; the project started in February in 2009 as it
was the peak season for varieties and quantities; the new customers could learn from
the seasonal varieties of organic vegetables. Alex representing SEED gave a talk in
Tai Lung Experimental Farm to promote the project and to ask the farmers for their
application.
Up to April, less than 20 customers order in total 30 to 40 catties each week.
Each customer pays $500 as a monthly fee for five catties of items ordered per week;
the items include leafy vegetables, root and tuber, fruits and melons as well as other
processed items like dried mushrooms, soya milk and bean sprouts. As Donna
mentioned, social enterprise aimed to help the marginalized people but farmers were
not in this category. The cooperation could make farmers benefit from the Fund too.
SEED had cooperation with the rehabilitation service centre so it could hold
an organic dinner in a club house only for charitable organizations. Up to my
fieldwork, it was still under the process of applying for the status of charitable
organization; its change had already created opportunities for it to get more resources
by developing network with the other organizations. Also, it broadened the concepts
of local organic farming to LOHAS, sustainability and organic life. Local organic
food becomes a medium to connect nature, producers, consumers, local and global
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lifestyle under one movement.

Being Anti-development Environmentalists
I followed a TV programme to interview a few organic farmers about their
struggle in continuing organic farming. Mark shared how organic faming was an
ethical career to practice organic faming, rather than a mere money-seeking business.
He believed that organic farmers contributed to the society by protecting the natural
environment and connecting consumers to this natural setting.
Local organic farmers are respected to be the representatives of grassroot rural
society in the discourse of development. In late 2008, the villagers of Vegetable
Garden were notified that the government planned to levy their squatter area for the
building of a new railway connecting Hong Kong and China. The railway also passed
the sections of organic farms in Shek Kong, like the one of belonging to Lik. The
villagers protested against the governmental decision because they wanted to keep
their land rights and rural living environment. They used the discourses of natural
environment, history of settlement and the high values of agriculture to economy,
ecology and social relationships to rebel against the government’s decision to
“sacrifice” their home.
A few local organic farmers showed their protests; they did not participate in
the demonstrations of the villagers; they got the updated news through the Internet
and social activists participating in the rebellion. Lan wrote an article on the Internet
and as a letter to the government to argue the building of that railway as a destruction
of ecology of the New Territories. Lik wrote a letter to the government to express his
worry about the shortage of underground water after the construction of railway. Sin
wrote articles for the social activists’ websites to challenge the government’s
ignorance of agriculture in Hong Kong; he argued that many urban dwellers hope to
have a small farm to provide their own food while working in the city, but find
difficulty to practice such a lifestyle because the government encouraged land
development on farmland.
These local organic farmers spoke out their concerns to the government’s
destruction on agricultural society without a personal participation of demonstration
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and public speaking. They used different channels like the Internet and written
documents to show their discontent. They became environmentalists and experts to
protect the natural and cultural (agricultural) environments. The villagers of Vegetable
Garden used these materials as tools to negotiate with the government bodies; they
were challenging the government decisions by promoting the values of agriculture to
the Hong Kong society. Although there was no organic farm in Vegetable Garden
during my fieldwork, the local organic farmers took their roles in this rebellion as
environmentalists.

Conclusion: Generating a Holistic Movement
Consumers learn to be responsible in consumption to justify their buying of
the organic food between the world-class foreign products and the “low-class”
Chinese products. Locality according to geographical differences is developed in
social, economic and political sense.
The formation of an organic farmers’ union shows a historical change of
agricultural institutions in Hong Kong. Also, it marks the distinction of the organic
farmers from traditional farmers. As a way to go back to the urban reality, they use the
form of non-profit organization and joining the other organizations in the social sector
to struggle for social resources. The resources are for the community and also for
personal interests, as the supporter of the community are the buyers of their products.
The joining of urban consumers is a necessary move for the farmers who find it
difficult to manipulate a rural setting.
This chapter provides an understanding of how the elites and participants in
the community make use of local organic food for a new anti-capitalist lifestyle. This
links with the contemporary Hong Kong society pursuing development, economic
integration with China and the world. The participants are small in numbers and they
cannot escape from consuming the products from the big business sector. However,
their behaviour as “organic” lifestyle shows their discontent against the mainstream
world. This is a start of movement by this community between ideal and reality.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

In this thesis, I attempt to give a new insight into the “social life” of
agricultural products. The “local organic food” exists as a commodity when the Hong
Kong people give cultural meaning to it; there are two dimensions for this cultural
category to gain the meanings of anti-capitalism, environmentalism, moral economy,
health and safety; it becomes a commodity by a rise of Hong Kong identity relative to
the fear of Chinese political system; the global flow of food under capitalism also
leads to a new lifestyle in the local organic food community.

Community Conceptualizing the Meanings of Local Organic Food
In twentieth century, Hong Kong has risen as a financial centre in Asia. The
government does not support agriculture by showing a preference for land
development and urbanization, pollution measures and disease control which
discourages petty producers without economic capitals, and also facilitates Chinese
agricultural imports. Hong Kong develops as a world-class city at the expense of
agriculture.
However, urban encroachment in Hong Kong, increasing tension and stress in
urban city life and the environmental deterioration from a modern lifestyle alarm a
small group of educated people who are able to spend their weekends in rural areas.
They adopt a new lifestyle in the process of developing local organic food as a new
category.
Rural romanticism is a driving force for them to escape from the mainstream
society. With personal effort, the first group of organic farmers appears with a
realization that they need to sell their produce. They exclude themselves from the
agricultural system. Direct exchange and farmers’ markets are the extensions of their
network to other organic farmers and consumers.
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These consumers enjoy efficiency of capitalism by shopping in supermarkets
and shopping malls in urban areas, but they turn to an alternative to deny middlemen,
who are the agents to facilitate free economy for regulation of quantity and price of
goods and services. More consumers join organic farming, while some enjoy the role
of youxinren or responsible consumers. They participate in the new agricultural
community. The members justify the existence of their community with the
dichotomy between Chinese and Hong Kong identities as well as local and global
economy. They have formal and informal associations.
The agricultural institutions respond to the local organic food community as a
revival of local agriculture. They include organic farmers into an official category and
encourage the traditional farmers to convert to this category. They cooperate with the
farmers to improve the values of the “organic” produce by foreign elements,
standardizing the practices and certification.
Consumers in this situation interact with the converting organic farmers too;
they try to include the farmers into their direct exchange network, but suspicion exists.
Organic farmers have to go the urban area, to meet their customers and to sell their
vegetables. They develop an image of ethical farmers with cooperation and
competition with the other organic farmers. The local organic food community draws
public resources by adding concepts like environmentalism and social empowerment
to their organic food. Different agents foster a movement upon transactions; the
movement connects human bodies, value systems, spiritual worlds to nature, daily life,
social responsibility and a sustainable global future. These concepts draw a boundary
of the community.
Hereby I borrow Myron L. Cohen’s idea that “dialect is a concept broad
enough to subsume groupings resulting from different historical process, and based
upon a variety of functional requirements.” 152 Local organic food in the historical
process acts a commodity to connect people across classes, religions and geographical
differences to solidify a community; it is as local as a family-based group and
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friendship network; simultaneously, it is a broad new lifestyle for Hong Kong society
and the global citizens as an alternative to solve the problems after centuries of
urbanization, modernization and global capitalism.

An Alternative Lifestyle from a Conceptual Food Category
Certified organic food gradually takes the place of the core in the world
organic food market. The marginalized farmers and consumers resist to the
mainstream system through remedying the missing places from production to
consumption, like logistics and processing. They put themselves into a distinctive
position with their discourses of ethics, equality and locality. Their resistance to the
society happens in everyday life, though it is not aggressive. Local organic food
serves as a medium to show their adoption of a new lifestyle.
James C. Scott elaborates the moral economy of peasants in Southeast Asia
under colonization that the right to subsistence defines the minimal needs for
members of the community within the context of reciprocity. 153 A peasant rebellion
suggests “a shape moral departure” from existing norms of reciprocity; 154 exploitation
is a relationship of an unequal distribution of efforts and rewards.
My study shows that the peasant society under modernization, on the other
hand, is active to explore their adaptive strategies. Agriculture is redefined for rural
conservation, environmentalism, human safety and ethics. The specific context of
Hong Kong as a metropolis provides a mixed class relationship. It is a cooperation of
elites, institutions and farmers in Hong Kong to provide an alternative of organic food
as a more valuable food category. It shows that the class opposition, rebellion and
survival do not always happen in the transformation.
Working on agricultural land means more than economic production. It
reflects how a person behaves. The local organic food community is passive in
political rebellion, as they find their alternative; they know the disparity and limits for
them to choose their own lifestyle in the domination of capitalism; they discover that
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they cannot escape from such an urban environment. The movement and its
participants are in the marginalized position not only under the capitalist
overdevelopment but also in the problems they encounter in daily life.

Dilemma between Cooperation and Competition
The community is formed for a new lifestyle. The members cooperate to
challenge the global market order. However, competition occurs in defining authentic
organic food, for income and network. The community is formed in such a flux
feature of cooperation and competition. The members are in the middle of rural-urban
distinction, ethics and science, formal and informal associations as well as small and
big business. The community faces the dilemma. The members justify their new
lifestyle by drawing on any capital in their daily network. Religion, kinship,
friendship, personal biography as well as scientific and local knowledge are mobilized.
The process of enlarging their network is a way to make their interpretation of
authentic organic food the only definition.
In different local and global levels, the community members have to remix and
recreate their ideas, practices and networks at various crucial nodes and at different
scales. The key is the authenticity; it is not merely a natural classification; it is the
cultural idea of the term “organic;” it is a symbolic, scientific and religious category.
The community is between cooperation and competition, as they need diversity and
unity at various levels to define their authentic organic food; the definitions direct
organic food as a commodity to flow in the mainstream society and this community.
My conclusion is that a social group across classes and rural-urban dichotomy
is formed in the context of global economy and politics of national identity in Hong
Kong. The social life of local organic food as a commodity provides space for this
group to interpret their ideals and discontent to the mainstream society; they are
against Hong Kong as a core of global capitalism, overdevelopment and inequality.
The formation of a new community also creates competition while the
members have to cooperate to struggle for the existence of local organic food. My
argument ends in the start of a social movement which constitutes a new kind of
lifestyle; the participants adopt the concepts of “organic” into the daily life of
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producing and processing food, consuming with knowledge of environmentalism,
supporting marginalized groups and encouraging face-to-face human relationships. A
new lifestyle is created by the introduction of local organic food in Hong Kong. The
lifestyle is local, environmentally-friendly, responsible to producers, fair to humanity
and ethical; it responses simultaneously to the changing China-Hong Kong
relationship and the impacts of global capitalism.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1: Some popular seasonal crops in Hong Kong

Source: Pamphlet, “Local Organic Strawberry Pick Your Own Guide 2008,” issued
by Vegetable Marketing Organization and the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation
Department.
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Appendix 2: The structure of ORC and its boards in 2008

Source: Organic Resource Centre, “Structure,” available on-line from
http://www.hkbu.edu.hk/~hkorc; Internet; accessed 28th May 2008
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Appendix 3: Unit of measurements and currency

Unit of Measurement

Square Metre (to 2 decimal places)

Acre

4046.86

Dou

674

Square Feet

0.09

Hectare

10000

Unit of Measurement

Gram

Catty

604.96

Pound

453.59

Currency
$ = Hong Kong Dollar
$1: 4 Taiwan Dollar (TWD)
$0.88: 1 Renminbi (RMB)
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Appendix 4: Abbreviation
Abbreviation Full Name
ADF

Agricultural Development Fund

CGG

Organic Community Grower Group Office

FEDVMC

Federation of Vegetable Marketing Cooperative Society

GM

Genetically-modified

HOFA

Hong Kong Organic Farmer Association

ORC

Organic Resource Centre

PGF

Produce Green foundation

SEED

Sustainable Ecological Ethical Development Foundation

VMO

Vegetable Marketing Organization
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GLOSSARY

Romanization

Chinese Term

Bozaoshui

搏早水

Chaozhou

潮洲

Chunju

春菊

Dao hai

倒海

Dou

斗

Dou chong

斗種

Gong tong gou mai 共同購買
Hakka

客家

Hongwan

紅丸

Huafei nongyao

化肥農藥

Jiu jie chang pu

九節菖蒲

Laan

欄

Lanwan

藍丸

Liu chong

留種

Mai shou

買手

Nongxu

農墟

Punti

本地

Shaitian

曬田

Tian guang xu

天光墟

Tai chi

太極

Yan

人

Youxinren

有心人

Yexiang

夜香

Zitiankui

紫天葵
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